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Together but apart

Racer golfers win
conference title

Murray-Calloway wins
Quad -county track title
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MURRAY. KY

WEDNESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
MOSCOW — Mikhail S. Gorbachev today gained crucial support from the leaders of nine of
the country's 15 republics for
his plan to prevent economic
collapse, including a joint caii
for an_ end _to -w•ive
pling strikes.

A number of Kentuckians think
President Bush should not have
ended the Persian Gulf war wii'•
Iraqi President Saddam HUSSC:71
still in power. according to a
recent statewide poll.

In a sign the recession is continuing, orders for manufactured
durable goods plummeted 6.2
percent in March, the most
severe setback in four months.
The Commerce Department said
Tuesday that the shrinkage in
durable goods orders was broad based and dropped bookings to a
seasonally adjusted S110.3 billion.

FORECAST
Mostly clear tonight. Lows in
the mid-40s. Light east wind.
Increasing cloudiness w ith a 30
percitnt chance of afternoon
showers Thursday. Highs in the
mid -70s.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
359.3. +0.1; below 320.2. -0.9
„
Barkley Lake
359.2, 0.0; below 325.4, +0.3

INDEX
Two Sections • 26 Pages
Classifieds
10B, 1113
Comics
9B
Crosswords
913
Dear Abby
14A
Dr. Gott.. .......
.......... .8B
Horoscope
11A
Murray Today .. ...... 9 -N- 12 A
Obituaries
I
11-A
Perspective
4A
Sports
1B. 31i
Subscribers who have not
received their home-deliered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

, Cont'd on page 2)

The Murray chapter of Professional Secretaries Inter
national honored Pat Hutson as 1991 Secretary of the Year and
Melvin Henley as
1991 Boss of the Year during its annual banquet Tues
day night. .leanie Morgan. SOTY committee chairman. presents
Pat Hutson with
her honor, right photo, and 1990 Boss of the Year Lt.
Col. James T.
Vaughan makes the presentation to Henley, above
.

Voter re istration books to close on
Monday
Mur,ay Ledger & Times Staff Writer

BROOKLINE, Mass. -- The
Boston Celtics are prepar,ing for
a physical playoff series against
the Indiana Pacers. They just
have- to- -S-LITALINV tkif - physical -practices.

BUSINESS

Patricia Hutson was named 1991
Secretary of the Year and Melvin
Henley • was named Boss of the
Year at Tuesday night's Executive
Banquet sponsored by the Murray
chapter of Professional Secretaries
International iPSI) in conjunction
national secretaries week
April 21-27. i
Hutson is the administrative secretary for Stuart Poston, administrator for the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. a position she has
held since 1 985. Prior to that. Hutson had served as personnel assistant in the personnel office at the_
hospital-Tor iiine years.
}lutson. a native of Calloway
(.(4,.7iy, has been a member
of the
•e-al chapter of PSI since 1986.
Sbe -graduated- -v-atediaOrian Tron-FHatel ft :ill School and has corn-•eted a -umber of hours toward ar.
;ri!C
MUIT-ty
71!‘

By MARIANNA ALEXANDER

SPORTS

boss of year

Staff Report

7

STATE

50-CENTS

Voter registration hooks will
close April 24. for the May 28
primary.
Not only is April 29, the last day
Lu voter_but any changes of addressalso need to he made that day also.
said Ray Coursey, deputy clerk. It

is recommended ,that anyone who
has moved -in the last si rWT.thS tn
a. year, call.and verify that change.
Coursey also reminded Calloway
Countians not planning to be in the
county on election day. have until
May 21 to file applications for
absentee -traitors- and handicap
ballots.
Calloway Countians are urged to

register to vote. Coursey said as of
November 1990 there were l5,867
eligible voters registered in the
county And the population is
approximately 31,000 with roughly
5,000 of the population under voting age. "That leaves about 10.000
out there who are eligible to vote,
but are not registered. People
sometimes do not vote becaue

they

,ervett,up.• u•at.
not voted. "The- staiC •• no longcsa,d
tl-irs•vear
be
voters.
juries for 1991 are selected from altho
ugh the county might," he
both' driver's license and voter •said.
registration rolls, so that is no lonAccording to recent updates.
ger a viable argument."
there are ,approicimately.1,300 vol.
The -nuilrliei iof VOterS in the 'ers in
county is down 1500 voters from wrong Calloway County with the
address. thus they are voting
the 1988 national election, because
of purging those voters who have (Cont'd on
page 2)

Spring Potpourri events set for weeke
By MARIANNA ALEXANDER

Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Once again the Calloway County
Public Library will salute spring by
sponsoring its ninth annual Spring
Potpourri. April 26, 27 and 28.
Numerous events are planned to
entertain young and old throughout
the three day event. Local painters,
craftspeople and photographers will

be on exhibit from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
each :day.
Entries for the art competition
will be accepted by Murray Art
Guild members Wednesday 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m. at the Calloway County
Library.
On the agenda for Friday, 10 to
11:30 a.m., is a tour of a Japanese
garden and passive solar home; 10
a.m. to 1:30 p.m.. "Kentucky His-

Murray school board honors
two 'outstanding' volunteers

nd

tory" will be interpreted by masier plants, herbs, veget
ables and flower
storytellers and finally from 2:30 seedlings, bird
houses and
to 3:30 p.m.. a "Japanese Tea Cere- 'topiaries.
mony" will be held in the courtyard
The Quilt Lovers Exhibit along
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center with a demonstration of quilt
makat MSU.
ing is featured and Area Recyclers
On tap for Saturday is an array will show a special video on how
of events beginning at 9 a.m. with the Seattle Zoo recycles their
solid
the traditional sale of homemade wastes. In addition.
local Girl
breads and goodies as well as potpourri plus which includes potted (Cont'd on page 2)

Extra evidence

state competition in Lexington.
May 10-12.
In other business, the board:
In observance of National Vol*Agreed to grant the facility
unteer Week, the Murray City request for the The Kwon Do State
School Board recognized two of its Tournament to be held in the
Muroutstanding volunteers, J.B. Bur- ray' High School Gymnasiu
m.
keen, a volunteer at Murray High
*Reminded members of the vocSchool and Linda Parker, who vol- ational school lunch, May 8
at
unteers many hours at the elemen- noon.
tary school.
*Announced that Job Training
Also recognized were the three Partnership Act (JTPA) applicagelvemor's scholars from Murray tions are being accepted from high
High School, Suelene Chu, Laura school students interested in helpDavis and Matt Lawson. The city ing at schools during the summer.
school district had 70 Foreign Lan*Asked members to attend the
guage Festival winners, in French, School -Business Partnership
Latin and Spanish. Funds will he
appropriated • for 68 to travel to (Cont'd on page 2)
By MARIANNA ALEXANDER

Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Allies issue 48-hour notice
By JOHN DANISZEWSKI
Associated Press Writer

ZAI(110, Iraq — More than 600 British marin
e commandos entered the
northern city of Zakho today to set up perma
nent patrols, and allied forces
gave Iraqi police 48 hours to leave town.
At 1:30 p.m. (5:30 a.m. CDT), three comp
anies of commandos landed
by helicopter and took up key positions in
the northern, southern and eastern parts of this town, near where U.S. troop
s are setting up a secure
haven for hundreds of thousands of Kurdi
sh
The commandos reported encountering no refugees.
who were still patrolling Zakho today despi resistance from the Iraqis,
te U.S. warnings that they not
interfere with the relief effort.
The British soldiers will carry out the first
consistent patrols of the
town by allied troops. Fear of the Iraqis has
made some refugees reluctant
to move out of their mountain refuges along
"The Iraqis were given 48 hours to get out," the Turkish border.
said Capt. Jeff Mason,
whose 100-member company took over a
three-story building that
belonged to ;he IfIqi army. He said the U.S. milit
ary gave the ultimatum
within the last 24 hours.

The Murray City Police Department installed
a new video camera in
a cruiser Monday. The camera was purchased
from funds accumulated from property that had been confiscated.
MPD Chief Larry Elkins said the department is planning to add
others as funds become
available. Use of the cameras will be used for
multiple forces and will
be especially useful in the prosecution of DUI
cases and to defend
ourselves against liability claims, because the
tape records extra evidence to use in court, he said. Pictured above
Brad Haley, MPD patrolman shows County Attorney. David
Harrington the new video
camera.

Engine problem
to keep shuttle
on ground until
Sunday at least
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla.
(AP) — It will be Sunday at the
earliest before space shuttle
Discovery, grounded by an
engine problem, will be able to
fly. NASA officials said.
Discovery's scheduled launch
was called off early Tuesday
after a sensor on one of the
main engines failed during
fueling.
,Engineers will not know the
cause or extent of the problem
until they gain access to the
shuttle's rear compartment,
officials said.
Workers easily could replace
the sensor or an attached bundle
of electrical cables, said Boyce
Mix, deputy manager for
NASA's shuttle main engine
project. That would allow officials to try again Sunday to
send Discovery on a military
mission devoted to "Star
Wars" research.
But if the problem is more
severe than just the failed sensor, repairs could take longer,
Mix said.
"This is a first for us, and we
don't really understand why it
happened," he said.
The sensor malfunctioned
early Tuesday as more than a
half-million gallons of liquid
hydrogen and liquid oxygen
were being pumped into Discovery's external fuel tank. The
sensor measures pressure on an
oxydizer turbopump on one of
the three main engines.
For more than a hour, the
launch team monitored the
wildly fluctuating sensor as fuel
filled the huge, orange tank.
Officials halted the countdown
at 1:15 a.m. Tuesday, less than
six hours before liftoff.
Checks before fueling gave
no indication of trouble with
the electrical system. Mix said.
He said he was confident the
engine itself was fine.
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Jobless demand extended unemployment benefits
By KAREN BALL

Associated Press Labor Writer

WASHINGTON — Tony Snider says he has sent out 150
resumes and
filled out more than 50 job applications since getting laid
off nearly six
months ago. Now, the Philadelphia carpenter's unemployment
benefits are
about to run out and he still hasn't found a job.
"We think it's a crime. We think it's an injustice to the
unemployed"
that Congress hasn't moved yet to extend behefits for the
long-t
less, Snider said Tuesday after leading a rowdy demonstratio erm jobn outside a
Senate committee room.
Snider and about 50 other unemployed people briefly
Senate Finance Committee hearing when they began shouti disrupted a
ng,
unemployed speak" and "Twenty-six weeks is not enough," "Let the
a
to the standard 26-week period of benefits most unemployed reference
Americans
receive.
At the hearing, Labor Secretary Lynn Martin dismissed
concerns that

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

(Cont'd from page 1)
Hutson has been very supportive
of PSI, attending numerous seminars and Kentucky division meetings as well as attending all monthly meetings of her local chapter.
She served as president in 1989-90
and served on various committees
as well.
Jeanie Morgan. chairman of the
SOTY event, said the judging is
based on performance. business

Voter...

(Cont'd from page 11
in the wrong precinct. "It is important that we have people in the
right precinct with the right
address,' Coursey said.
OPEN 10t42011IFE, A NAY, SAT torkit406:
As of Oct. 16, 1990, there were
rtri SOLITIIALINAZ
locally 13.737 registered Democrats and 1.619 registered Republicans.-- -1-3-7 -voters were -registered
777 with "no preference." There
are
7,501 males and 8.366 females
GARLAND'S
registered to vote in the county.
•
PROFESSIONAL •
"Also important for the p•dblic to
PAINTING
know, is that this primary on May
Phone 753-8823
28, is open to both Republicans
FREE &EWA TES,
and Democrats.- Coursey said.
.Over 15 yrs Exoe.ence
• 1131101 & Ere
A registration drive at the local
•CY
high
schools • will be conducted
PROMPT
• PROFESSIONAL
Wedne
sday
to register high school
ViiivrCE
students who will be 18 years of
age before the November election.

Pi991Y wiggly

ik

‘Ne4

ecciv° C? •
New Orleans • Style Ribs

10

operating effectively and revisions will not
be necessary," Martin said.
Levin and other Democrats on the -House Ways
and Means Committee
have drafted a bill, based mostly' on a
proposal
D-N.Y., that would set up a new federal progr by Rep. Tom Downey,
am to extend benefits beyond the current 26-week standard.
Depending on how severe the unemployme
nt rate was in individual
states, the jobless could qualify for as much
as
an additional nine, 18 or
26 weeks of benefits.
The proposal would be retroactive, so people
whose benefits ran out
after Jan. 1 of this year could also be eligibl
e, if they lived in states with
an activated program.
It also would force states to have looser
requirements so
more people could qualify' for assistance.
The plan.Y
.yould be paid for through higher taxes on
employers. Currently, companies pay' taxes on the first 57,000
of each employee's salary,
so a company pays the same tax for a S15,0
00-a-year worker as it does
for a S100,000-a-year executive.

Hutson, Henley named secretary, boss...

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Tuesday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 3-4-8
(three, four, eight)

p*.

the nation's unemployment insurance system
is
that a plan to extend benefits for the nation's failing. She contended
long-term unemployed is
unnecessary and would cost joys.
Democrats in Congress have been pushing for revisi
on of the system,
saying that a sturdy program is critical in
tough economic times. More
than 2 million Americans have joined unemp
loyment lines since last
summer.
The current SVSIC111 is "frightfully unable to
cope with the increased
demands placed on ii t) the current recession," said
Rep. Sander Levin,
D-Mich. He said only about 37 percent of the
nation's 8 million jobless_
are receiving benefits.
But Martin said a House plan to shore up the
fits would cost L S. businesses S47 billion over system and extend benethe next six scars, forcing
mass layoffs.
''This idea of higher. new employment taxes
at
nomy has troub'es is ... extraordinarily questi a time when the ecoonable," she said.
The Bush adni,n's:7ation "believes the extend
ed benefit program is
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experieiice
PSI activities.
Henley also served as the mayor
Included under PSI activities are of Murray from 1978-81 and has
By The Associated Press
points i-or offiees bed (chapter and
been involved in local. regional.
division,. contnii:fec chairs, speak- SialC and national enyironmental
U.S.S.R.
today Tre Segye Times, quoting an
MOSCOW— Mikhail S Gorbachev today
ing to non-PSI groups on behalf of issues.
unidentified source described as being
gained crucial support from the leaders well informed on the
PSI. CPS and FSA and to promote
nuclear
He currently serves on the board
of nine of the country s 15 republics for development, said the north's
new reactor
the secretarial profession.
of directors of the Purchase Area
his plan to prevent economic collapse
being built near Yongbyon in northerisn
including a joint call for an end to a wave North Korea and is to be completed
Henley. ,.Hurr,•71.1y serving as Development District and Purchase
in
of crippling strikes The leaders includ- 1992 With the constru
chairman of tne Department of
ction of the reacPublic Service Corporation.
ing the Soviet presidents main political tor the country's third,
Chernistr atNI,:r7.,\ State UnlyerHenley has been a strong suppor- rival Russian republic leader Boris Veit- would have the capacit North Korea
y to
e 62
say. receiy,:j a .::‘'•.•1:•'.g recommenter of PSI, Woods said, and has sin issued a joint statement that called pounds of plutonium a year produc
by 1994 or
striking
on
workers
to
end
their
1995
dation for Ross .0 the Year from
protests
said the paper. conservative
encouraged her to "upgrade techni- "and work to compen
sate for lost produc- national daily There havea been
his secretary. Be...ta Woods. •
heightcal and personal relation skills by tion An estimated 300 000
coal miners ened international concerns that increasIn her recommen..i.illon. Woos:s
paying for expenses and permitting have been on strike since March 1 idling ingly isolated North Korea will be able to
es across the vast country In addi- produce nuclear weapons by
praised Henley for
;:•:g her to :he secretary to attend various factori
the
tion tens of thousands of workers in mid-19;Os
The Soviet Union, the United
do her :oh "with
or no super- seminars and workshops."
Minsk capital of the Byelorussian republ- States Japan
and South Korea
vision." resogniz,ng
Aort asJ,
Henley has defrayed all expenses ic struck for a second consecutive day have called on China
North Korea to sign a
today
demand
ing
Gorbac
capable seeretary.
hev
s resigna
nuclear
7:21ated to PSI for Woods and "lisards treaty and open its
tion and higher wages to offset stiff price- nuclear safegu
facilities to inspection North
tens when she summarizes the increas
Henley received B.S dei.
..rees ir,
es The agreement, reached in Korea has refused
nuclear weamonthly topics of discussion," Moscow on Tuesday, was announced as pons allegedly kept byciting
physics. mathematics
the United States
the
Commun
ist
Party
s
governi
Central
ng
in pro-We
Woods wrote.
strv from Murray State l.nlyersit
Committee prepared to convene a archenemy stern South Korea its
Lisa Hill, chapter president-elect, closed-door meetin
in 1961 and a- Ph.D ir. chem:stry
g during which Gorbafrom the En:ver.si_t_y_ ofipi- recngnized _guests _at ihe_ banquet chev was expected to face a slitt..chalNTRAL AMERICA
and introduced Dottie Everly. Ken- lenge from - rd-liners Many party con- -CE
in 1964
servati
his liberalization has PUERTO LIMON. Costa Rica— Electrici:acky Division President. Everly gone toovestarthink
and seek his ouster as 2.arty ty has been restored to most of this Carspoke briefly on PSI and changes general secretary, the post to which he ibbean port devastated by an earthquake
was named six years ago as he rose to felt as far away as Panama But there is
taking place in the secretarial prostill a shortage of food and almost no
power
ession. Dr. Gary Boggess was
water yet A number of people are surviving on coconut milk Rescue workers
- 17oduced as speaker for the IRAN-IRAQ
continue digging through the rubble for
TEHRAN — Some of the Iraqi warplanes
A \Iurray
bodies and possible survivors, and hunflown to Iran during the Persian Gull War
poss.Tuesda
dreds of people in Puerto Limon and
to escape destruction are being painted
car a„ .tent a: the intc,„
neighboring villages huddle outside their
with Iranian air force insignias, diploma
9th ...T.: S•... -.ore ar, .•
damaged homes afraid to go back The
say indicating Tehran pans to hold on ts
to
them Iraq claims nearly 150 of its planes aftershocks continue. but they were
a.m..
:
nowhere as intense as the five big ones
were flown to Iran during the war but
M•,:rray Po.
Tehran says it plans to return fewer than
that followed Monday afternoon's killer
N1..i-ra.
x Police Department
earthquake which measured 7 4 on the
C y 7:7... H..
two dozen Asian and kab diplomats n
• , Tehran, speaking on condition of
Richter sale and was believed centered
ng the theft of five
on, Y..
,n the sea a few miles away As of Tuesanonymity, on Tuesday c,ted reports from
a home Tuesday.
two unidentified Iranian government
day n•ght. casualties numbered 79 killed.
•
(;7ahhs. of 818 Colcials as saying Iran s mtary had putoffimore than 800 injured and thousands
air
home;ess — 50 of the dead in Costa
reported that • force insignia on at least 15 planes
Rica and the rest in Panama's remote
4 p.m. Monday' her CAMBODIA
Atlantic province of Liocas del Toro
BANGK
OK,
Tha,./a
nd
—
Cambo
ad and the rings
dia
Puerto Limon took the brunt of the teluric
Vietnamese-installed government todays
fury because it was so close to the epiagreed to a truce that would smooth the
center About 400 of its homes, most of
way for talks aimed at ending the counthem old and built of wood, shattered like
try's 12-year-old civil wa• A day earlier
dry kindling The ports 130.000 mostly
the non-communist forces of Prince Nor
poor residents - who make a living as
odom
Sihano
uk
leader
of
the
three
,thi'd from page 11
stevedores, fishermen or working in
party guerrilla coalition - accepted thenearby banana plantations - appeared
Boy Saha troops will be joint appeal by the French and Indone
devastated
a.,pc7..17g 400 free tree seedlings sian foreign ministers and U N Secretary
l Javier Perez de Cuellar
the Geneology Club will sell Genera
ENGLAND
Vietnamese Deputy Foreign Minister Le
LONDON --- The government on %es
history book and answer Mai endorsed it However, the other two
day dumped a widely unpopular services
rebel
groups
-includi
ng
the
notorio
about local roots. Then
us
Communist Khmer Rouge - had yet to , tax that was supported by former Prime
,:•nning at 10 a.m., a variety Of respon
Minister Margaret Thatcher, and officials
d
made plans to revive property taxes
• ranging from the First BapPlans to repeal the so called -poll tax' in
TH AFRICA
Bell Choir to "Wrack SOU
1993 were outlined by Environment Sec
JOHANNESBUBG — Attackers won
perform at the library.' automatic rifles and axes ambushed
retary Michael Heseltine during a House
ot Commons session The announce
S,n.t.ly afternoon the fun begins commuters on a train in the black towr
merit came nine days before elections for
7 7. with 'In art exhibit dis- ship of Soweto and at least two people local
councils. which set the tax rate The
were
killed,
police
and
witness
es
said
a in the library. The weekend
government of Prime Minister John Mator
today The identity of the attackers in the
...atte. with an English style Tuesday evening incident was no' had decided last month to slash the tax
which undid Mrs Thatchers government
-r icnic at 5 p.m. under the known Hundreds of people have died in
in
November
black
townsh
ips
around
Johann
esburg
.:_as .7 the libriry reading garden. this year in clashes
involving supporters
HAIT
Picn:e tickets are on sale now, with of the Atrican National Congress
I
and the
PORT AU PRINCE — Prime Minister
lucky ticket hoiders winning rival lnkatha Freedom Party Witnesses
Rene Preval warned Tuesday of a terror
to the ambush said some passengers
to the Kentucky Derby at threw
1st plot aga,nst the
vernment and
themselves from the moving tra,..
. •,:-..,1 Downs. May 4.
cal.ed on the citizenry t collaborate with
to escape the attackers
the
army
the
indepen nt Radio Haiti
for reservations for the
Read
Inter reported -- The mas of convergent
NORTH KOREA
• "Dar*' Picnic is 8 p.m., SEOUL
informa
Then recycle
tion
reveals the exist nce of a ter
, South Korea -- North Korea :s
ronst pot which aims at the destabiliza
building a large nuclear reactor and a
tion
ol
government and threatens
the
reprocessing plant that could be used to
const:tutional order
make nuclear weapons within tour years
Preval said in a
statement
a South Korean newspaper reported
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and other daily specials.
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CLARIFICATION]

I7

Week-end Special
Movies SIL

RENTAL4SALES

for

CENTER

Friday-Monday

SING ;

(Cont'd from page 1)
banquet.
'
Approved YMCA usage of Carter Elementary for day camp during
the summer.
*Gave consent to math textbook
selections, which will be used for
approximately the next six years.
*Approved the application for
Innovation of Education as well as
the Schools for Teachers program
for funding, relating to the Continuous Achievement and to working
with parents at the primary elementar
.
yGer
danutceacitIoanpplerv(v
)ela) for special

REJOICE
'91
•/,
Friday', April 26, 1991
7:30-11:30 p.m.
e

•

Featuring Song Leaders:
Wiley Dean
Sheffield, AL
Winston Harless - Brentwood, TN
Al Jackson - Florence,, AL
Wayne Lewis - Florence, AL
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education students to participate in
a joint. oyernight field trip, involving both Murray City and Calloway
County students to Nashville to
visit Opryland and a craft show.
PIK: students earned all necessary
funds for their travel through making and selling crafts.
Barbara Wildey for
being selected from across Kentucky to receive training as a K-4
mathematics specialist during the
la,, 1991 semester. The group of
iii have an impact on
math content and technique for
teaching.

CCHS CLASS OF '81

REUNION
Date: July 20, 1991

Host Leader:
Jerry Bolls - Murray, Ky
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Events: 9:30 a.m.-?? Informal Mixer
at CCHS Cafeteria
6:00 p.m.-?? Buffet Dinner/Dance
at the Executive Inn, Paducah, Ky.
Registration Deadline: May 20, 1991

Nursery Available until 10 p.m.
•

Glendale Road
Church of Christ
Murray, Kentucky

NEW SALON HOURS:

Registration Information or Questions:
Call Debbie Stubblefield at 753-5500
M-F 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Monday-Tueasday-Wednesday 10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811
P.r.••••

VISA
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disapproved.
The poll also asked whether the
United States should have gone to
war with Iraq. Eighty-two percent
said they approved of the decision.
while 11 percent disapproved. That
approval rating was higher than
February, wfren 77 percent
approved and 16 percent
disapproved.
Meanwhile, of the 1.162 adults
surveyed in the latest poll, about
six in 10 wanted Saddam removed
before the war ended.
The races and sexes were close
to agreement that the war should
not have ended with Saddam still
in charge. Of the whites, 61 percent
said Saddam should have been
overthrown, while 64 percent of
the African -Americans said he
should have been removed. Sixty three percent of the men surveyed
felt the war should not have ended
with Saddam in power, and 60 percent of the women agreed.
Uncertainty also lingered among
many of the respondents about how
much effect the allied victory will
have on the Middle East's stability.
Looking to the postwar era, 38
percent said the war will create
more stability in the Middle East.
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Before interviewing for the latest
Bluegrass Poll began, Kurdish and
Shiite Muslim rebel forces trying to
overthrow Saddam had been
defeated, with thousands of refugees fleeing to Turkey and Iran.
The poll found that Kentuckians
were evenly divided between those
who said the United States had
done about enough to help the
rebels (40 percent) and those who
said the country hadn't done
enough (41 percent). Only 4 percent thought the United States had
dope too much -for the rebels; Republicans were more likely to
support the president and his policies than Democrats. Among Republicans. 91 percent approval of
Bush's handling of the war, while
82 percent of the Democrats
approved: 74 percent of the Republicans strongly approved, compared with 52 percent of the Democrats. The Republicans also were
less likely to say the war shouldn't
have ended with Saddam still in
power.

Robert Overby. far left, and Curtis Overby, far right, present
the George Weaks Center with a special gift
Monday night: an emergency gas cutoff valve. The koso
Valve,
attached to the building's incoming gas
line, will automatically shut off the line in the event of
a large earthquake. Pictured from left are Robert
Overby, Calloway County Judge Executive George Weaks,
Nlurray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce Executive Director Steve lea, Murray Mayor Bill
Cherry and Curtis Overby.
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Dockers Sportswear
Misses & Petite Sizes

Watches from Seiko,
Bu/ova, Pulsar
,

Examinations for FCC
license scheduled at MSU

OFF
5O
14K Gold Bracelets
and Chains

All Casual Tops
' Magic Chef.

4-BUTTON.7-CYCLE
DURA 10'
UNDERCOUNTER
DISHWASHER
•SJper Scr.o cyce
for pots and pa--,
*Dura 10T" v,t
and door

25/0 OFF

SALE
25% OFF

A

All Dresses

!",er

$49
Reg. 95.00
14K Gold Earrings

All Shorts
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.3-level wash

•Onfott irdcator
iirrt .
•So'l food dIsposet,
•Revers,b.e t'o't
Par,e!

25% OFF

Reg. 139.00
14K Gold Earrings

All Suits

NDERWOOD,
APPLIANCE
Village Shopping
Center
Hwy. 641 N.
759-1505

SALE $99

OFF
26
4-33%
All Dance &
Exercise Apparel

Reg. 169.00
14K Gold Earrings
itAlLe

25% i OFF

FOR MEN
)
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All Men's Docker?
Now On Sale

All Casual Socks
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College comes to you
through KET telecourses.
Registration is under vvay at Murray State University and
Paducah Community College for the following undergraduate--;
level summer telecourse,:
•
Piscorering Psychology covers the principles and major concepts
of psychology and introduces students to leading researchers
in working latxwatories.
•
Focus on Society(Murray State University only I offers 'insight
for understanding the myriad sociological
events of our time.
•
Marketing(Paducah Community College only uses practical
examples and case studies to s91ve modern marketing
problems and to identify consumer needs.
For more information. call

SALE 24.99

SALE 29.99

Reg. to 38.00
Women's Sandals

SAVE WHEN YOU
BUY 2 OR MORE

Levi? 540 Jeans

(Of The Same Item)

25% OFF

SALE 2 or

All Swim wear

Santana Cotton Knit Shirt

BABY SALE

-400/0

25%

More 12.50 ea.

Reg. 18.00

SALE 2 or

More 12.50 ea.

Reg. 18.00 & 20.00

OFF

Ocean Blue'
1 Nylon
Swim wear

Everything for Newborns
Infants, and Toddlers
April 21-May 4

SALE2 or

Weekends' Drawstring
Waist Ramie/Cotton Shorts
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(800)432-0970

The Kentucky
Network

3Cro OFF
Stone Jewelry

4,114

All Fabric Handbags
and Totes

Store Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-9; Sun. 12:30-5:30
Regular wars appear og Tms ad are oner,ng onces only
Sales may or may not have been rnaCe
regulal pnces
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Another 36 percent thought the war
will have no effect, and 12 percent
thought the region will be less
stable. The rest said they weren't

25% OFF

Examinations for FCC amateur
radio licenses are scheduled at
Murray State University on Saturday morning, May 4.
To begin at 9 a.m. in Room
N-208 of the Applied Science
Building', examinations will be
given for the novice through extra
class levels in both Morse code and
radio theory. Members of the campus Amateur Radio Club will administer the examinations.
Persons interested in being tested
for a higher class license should
bring proof of identification, a
copy of their current amateur
license and a S5.25 examination
fT A reservation in advance is
appreciated but not required.
Additional information about the
examination ma)' be obtained by
contacting William Call, KJ4W,
762-6897 or 753-7870, or Ivan
Wrablik, W9IC, 759-4509. "Talk
in" information for directions may
be received on the local 2-meter
repeater on 146.34/1 46.94 MHz.
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Most Kentuckians continue to support
President's handling of war, poll reveals
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - A
number of Kentuckians think President Bush should not have ended
the Persian Gulf war with Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein still in
power, according to a recent
statewide poll.
Still, Bush continued to enjoy
popular support for his handling of
the conflict, according to the Bluegrass State Poll published Tuesday
in The Courier Journal.
Bush received an 84 percent
overall approval rating for his war
leadership. That was essentially the
same level he enjoyed in Bluegrass
State Polls taken in late January
and in early February.
In the latest poll, 8 percent disapproved of the president's handling of the war, and another 8 percent had no opinion.
But in the latest poll, the
strength of the president's support
slipped, with 59 percent saying
they "strongly approved" of his
'handling of the war and 25 percent
saying they "somewhat
approved." In January, 67 percent
strongly approved and 18 percent
somewhat approved.
The most recent poll, conducted
April 9-16 by The Courier-Journal,
found that men were more likely to
strongly approve of Bush's handling of the war than women. While
67 percent of the men strongly
approved of Bush's actions. 51 percent of the women gave the same
rating.
The poll has a margin of error of
2.9 percentage points. This means
that. in theory, in 19 of 20 cases
the poll results would differ by no
more than 2.9 points from the
results that would have been
obtained by questioning Kentucky
adults who have telephones.
African -Americans were more
likely to say they disapproved of
Bush's handling of the war, with
16 percent saying they did. Among
whites. only 8 percent said they

.
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PERSPECTIVE
On leading horses to water

Letters to the editor

Volunteers contribute
'to schools' successes

The proverb dates from the 16th
century, but it has current application: You can lead a horse to water,
but you can't make him drink. Next
fall the Supreme Court will considDear Editor:
er, metaphorically, whether horses
The Murray Independent School System has received many awards and
can be made to drink after all.
recognitions as a system and for individual/team efforts. Naturally, we are
The immediate issue concerns
proud of the teachers and students for their performances. There is
higher education in Mississippi, but
another segment of our school population that has made major contribumuch more is involved. In this case
tions towards these successes — VOLUNTEERS.
the court will be dealing with the
The volunteers — parents, grandparents and interested community peovery' nature of a free society. An
ple — assist our school by tutoring, helping in specific program areas, opportunity'
is at hand for a definiclerical assistance and after-school enrichment areas. Thank you, voluntive answer to an old question. We
teers. for donating your time. We appreciate all you do.
know the Constitution forbids
Jean S. Hurt
segregation. Does it also require
Murray Elementary Principal
integration?
The late Judge John J. Parker of
North Carolina. one of the all-time
greats in American jurisprudence.
attempted to establish this distinction 35 years ago. He felt strongly
desegregation and integration
that
Dear Editor:
are not the same thing. He never
I am writing to say I hope every citizen of our great U.S.A. realizes and
prevailed, but he was right.
appreciates the importance of our law enforcement officials who are riskIn the case at hand, the facts
ing their lives daily to protect us the citizens (many are elderly). No matspeak for themselves. In the old
ter our age, most are willing to come to our aid when they are called.
days of segregation. Mississippi
Hopefully, we can have a proclamation day set aside in every city for
operated a dual system of higher
"National Law Enforcement Appreciation Day."
education. There were five instituLet's not take these officials for granted.
tions for whites and three for
Most are the "Greatest." They should be respected and its our responsiblacks.' Nothing was done to disbility to uphold them. Especially these days when crime is rampant.
mantle the system until James
God Bless America! And these citizens — our law enforcement offiMeredith in 1962 succeeded in
cials who are risking their -lives to protect us, "the public."
breaching the walls of Ole Miss.
H. Pauline Knott
That
marked an end to segregation.
Box 136 Ri 4. Murray
In 1975 a group of black resi-

Law enforcement officials
deserve to be appreciated

Parents can protect their
children from 'epidemic'

dents cannot be compelled to go
through them.
The strength of the Elizabethan
adage could not be overcome. Forces of tradition, custom and personal preference have proved too
strong. At the predominantly white
University of Mississippi in
Oxford, only nine percent of the
students are black. At the predominantly' black Jackson State University in Jackson, only 6.8 percent
are white. Minority black enrollment is highest at Delta State (21.5
percent) and minority' white enrollment is lowest at Mississippi Valley' (0.5 percent).
Last September the 5th U.S.
Court of Appeals ruled 9-4 that
Mississippi had done everything
the law' requires. The state had
abolished segregation; it had implemented good-faith, race-neutral
policies; no student is today denied
admission anywhere on account of
race.
The black plaintiffs appealed to
the Supreme Court. My guess,
based on what is know as the Bazemore case of 1986. is that the high
court will affirm. In Bazemore, the
justices looked at a situation in
North Carolina, where 4-H and
Homemaker Clubs had been established by' the Agricultural Extension Service through North Carolina.. State University'.

dents went to court, complaining
that an end to segregation is not
enough. They' demanded, in effect,
racial quotas. Measure must be
taken, they said, to ensure Integration. Minority. students must be
actively. recruited..
College officials tried. In Mississippi and other Southern states,
they diligently' sought white students for the black colleges and
black students for the white colleges, and here and there the campaign worked. At least it worked to
a degree.
Alas for the tailors of social
reform, there still are five white
institutions and three black institutions in Mississippi, but there is a
large difference — a difference of
constitutional dimensions. The
schools no longer are white and
black as a matter of law. They are
largely' white and largely black as a
manifestation of a free society.
Doors are open. but college stu-

Prior to 1965 the Extension Service had a white branch and a
Negro branch. The clubs were all
black or all white. With enactment
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the
branches merged. Blacks complained, as in Mississippi, that
desegregation had not resulted in
integration. Most of the clubs were
as black or as white as before.
Five members of the high court
saw nothing wrong in this. Justice
Byron White explained: "The mere
continued existence of single-race
clubs does not make out a constitutional violation ... While schoolchildren must go to school, there is
no compulsion to join 4-H or
Homemaker Clubs. As the District
Court found, one's choice of a club
is entirely voluntary."
Justice William Brennan wrote a
stinging dissent in which he
charged White with offering "only
feeble excuses" for departing from
precedents in support of affirmative
integration. Brennan retired last
summer. It seems likely that his
successor, Justice David Souter.
will vote with White, Chief Justice
Rehnquist and Justices O'Connor.
Scalia and Kennedy' to absolve
Mississippi. They will find that no
college, white or black, has a duty'
to recruit students because of the
color of their skin. Every lover of a
free society will say amen to that.

All names notfit to print in Times

Thumbing through The Nev
NBC "should report this news to
York Times, I noticed that the sto- our viewers."
ries_contained the.usual number of
...Naturally.. the •edi-tors at. the-'
People With No Names.
Times, the president of NBC, and
You've seen the People with No other papers that have suddenly
Names in newspapers. I've even revised their rape-story. policies.
known some. They are identified as arc now giving us lofty motives.
"a government -official." "an admiThey' want to remove the "stignistration official." a "Western
ma" from rape. They want to help
official," a "Pentagon official," "a end the idea that a woman who is
campaign official" or a "White raped has anything to be ashame
d
on the garbage wagon. And most of
House official."
of and is "damaged goods."
them are peddling the same phony
Maybe you've wondered: "V•11,
That's fine. The only problem is
self-justification: The public's right
don't these people have names?" that there are about 250 million
to
know, remove the stigma, treat it
The epidemic we face is the maiming and slaughtering of our childre
The
answer is that they' do, but people in this country, and many' of
n
like any other crime, blah, blah,
in automobile accidents, and the evidence is .absolutely clear, nine
don't
want
their
names
used
in the them aren't as enlightened about
out of
blah. This is the stuff journalism
ten traffic deaths involving children under the age of 14 could
story. Maybe they're leaking a rape as editors and network presibe prevented if the children are only adequately restrained!
choice tidbit of news but they don't Lilts. And publishing or broadcast- school deans ponder in their spare
time, which is considerable.
Studies indicate that the reduction in injuries would be even more
.a.ant their boss to know they talk ing her name is not going to
dramake
Who says the public has the
matic. The only preventive measure required is seeing to it that
to reporters. or they're saying them . any more enlightened.
any child.
Nor right to know this woman's name?
for whom you are responsible is buckled -into.a restraint system
someth
ing
mean
about
someone will public attitudes be charged 'by
appropriThe New York Times or NBC
ate for his or her size before the vehicle moves. .
else. It can be any number of rea- running a story', as the Times
did, didn't think the public had the right
The children who died today woke up just the way your childre
sons,
most of them for self- about her private 1;fc. She got a
lot to know the
They dressed too slowly, just the way yours did. They complained n did.
protection.
of traffic tickets.. M's. Isn't that sig-. the Central name of the woman in
about
their breakfast. just the way yours did. And they went somewhere
Park "wilding" rape
Whenever you see People with
in a
nificant? She is a. s:ngire parent. case. They
could have used the
without being buckled up.
No Names being quoted. they're Isn't that shocking? She. goes
into same justification, that someone
Larrv Elkins
usually talking . about- 'something
bars. I feel faint.
else had already made her name
Chief of Police
significant: World affairs. intemaI have news about enlightenment public. (A
black New York paper
Uonal affairs, war, peace, treaties, for these, edit6rs and netwstr
k big- had published it as an act of racial
taxes. You seldom read: "A low- gies: In countless barrooms
across vindictiveness.)
level Sanitation Department official
this nation. the first questions
I'll tell you why
said: 'Yeah. this garbage really
asked about the woman will be: the Central Park they didn't use
Dear Editor:
victim's name.
smells bad in the summer."
"Hey. you saw her picture on TV? She is from an
We n,ive been enjoying The Ledger & Times for more than a year. Liz
influential segment
So it seems odd that respected
Is she good-lookingr
us for a Christmas present. We like the paper very much. espeof New York's financi
newspapers such as The New York
Now other papers are jamping ty, and the editors al communicially
Thursday paper with its Arts and Entertainment section and the
of the Times
Times routinely give me significant
Tuesday and Thursday papers with Connie Alexander's column. We
Informa
tion
/that comes from the
alwas loved visiting in Murray, but it was through reading your ,paper
mouths of People With No Names,
that we have learned so much about Murray and Kentucky — about the
Yet, The New York Times has seen
politics. the weather. agriculture, what's happening with/ ground water —
fit to provide me with a name that
and landfills. And you would carry stories from the wire service that
didn't do anything to make me a
ylidn't hi: our. local paper at all. It's a great paper! Just thought I should
cl i -informed citizen.
tell you that.
A few' days ago. the Times
Eleanor Bussey
decided
to publish the name of the
8W MacArthur Ave. Ashland. Wis. 54806
woman who says she was raped by
a member of the Kennedy clan at
the family's Palm !Beach estate.
Not merely her name, but intimate
details of her personal life.
Newspapers just don't do that.
Today is Wednesday. April 24, the 114th day
Betaus
e of the nature of the crime.
of 1991. There are 251
days left in the year.
they respect the wish of most rape
Today's Highlight in History':
victims not to be publicly
Seventy-five years ago. on April 24, 1916, some
identifi
ed.
.
launched the Easter Rising by seizing several 1.600 Irish nationalists
But in this case, the Times was
key points in Dublin,
including the General Post Office, and proclaiming
part of an outbreak of galloping
the establishment of
an Irish republic.(The rising was put down by
British forces several days journalistic idiocy.
later.)
The Times published the
On this date:
woman's name because there is a
Ten years ago: President Reagan lifted a 16
Kennedy family angle, which
-month -old grain embargo
against the Soviet Union.
always makes editors drool. and
Five years ago: Wallis, the Duchess of
because NBC had already used her
Windsor, for whom King
Edward VIII had given up the British
name
on its network news show
throne.
One year ago: The space shuttle Discovery died in Paris at age 89. first.
blasted off from Cape
Canaveral, Fla., carrying with it the S1.5 billion
NBC said it used her name
Hubble Space Telescope.
Today's Birthdays: Film and theater critic
because
a supermarket tabloid in
Stanley Kauffmann is 75.
Palm Beach had already published
Actress Shirley MacLaine is 57. Actress-singer
Barbra Streisand is 49.
it. So NBC decided that as long as
Thought for Today,: "The door to the past is
a
open and things pass through it. but they pass in strange door. It swings
every gossip in the Palm Beach
one direction only. No
man can return across that threshold, though he
area kir who the woman was.
can look down still and
see the green light waver in the water weeds."
— Loren Eiseley, American anthropologist (1907-1977).
open letter to parents:
By the time you finish reading your paper. seven children in the.Uni
ted
S:ates"will have been injured by the most common crippler of
children.
By the time you retire this evening, three children who were alive
this
morning will be dead, casualties of the same violent epidemi
c.
These children are the victims of a disease to which your childre
n are
susceptible, a disease to which they are at least ten times more likely
to
succumb than you are.
But, what if you could protect them?
If you could give them a pill three or four times a day and reduce
their
chance of contracting this potentially fatal condition by 90%, would
you
do it? Can there be more than one answer for any responsible
parent to
give?
An

Reader enjoys newspaper

would have had big shots screaming in their faces.
If we have the right to know the
name of this woman, why don't we
have the right to know the names
of the "White House official," the
"Pentagon official." the "reliable
source," and all these other People
with No Names who are always in
the Times, and frequently quoted
by NBC's Washington reporters?
Is it their profound editorial
judgement that it is the public's
best interest to know the names of
obscure women who have been
hurt and humiliated, but that we
really don't hae to know' the names
of the prominent government officials who are talking about the
great issues of the day?
I've been in the newspaper business for 36 years. Not once have I
been asked: "As a reader, I demand
to know why your paper doesn't
print the names of rape victims.
What about my right to know'?"
Nor have I every been told: "I am a
rape victim. Please see to it that my
name is spread far and wide."
But I have been told that the editors at The New York Times and
the president of NBC News seem
to "have lost their marbles." I can't
tell you who said that, but trust me,
it was a "reliable source."
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Sea]
Twin...
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Today In History
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Luau
Sealy
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Looking back

Ten years ago
Lewis Bossing, Murray High
School senior, has been named as
winner of a National Merit $1,000
scholarship, sponsored by Eaton
Corp.
Dr. Gene Ray, Dr. Letricia Gayle
Rayburn, Tom Rickman, Ed Norris
and Dr. Ray Mofield, Murray State
University graduates, will be honored with Outstanding Alumni
awards at banquet of MSU Alumni
Association on April 25.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Waldvogel,
April 6; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Stan
Key, April 10; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Randy Ralph, April 15.
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Forty years ago
Ann Perry, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. W.R. Perry, is valedictorian,
and Gene Hendon, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Carnie Hendon, is salutatonan
of the 1951 graduating class of
Murray High School.
Elected as officers of Music
Department of Murray Woman's
Club were Mrs. Richard Farrell,
Mrs. H. Glenn Doran, Mrs. David
Gowans and Mrs. John Robinson.
The Lynn Grove, Harris Grove
and Protemus Homemakers Clubs
entertained their husbands and
children with a community potluck
supper and party on April 13 at
Lynn Grove High School.
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Chapter Star Farmer of Calloway
County High School Chapter of
Future Farmers of America at
annual Father-Son banquet held at
the school.
A feature story about three brick
homes in the city of Murray, written by Dr. Hugh McElrath, is
published.
Mrs. J.A. Outland of Calloway
County has been elected director of
Purchase District of Kentucky Federation of Homemakers Club.
Elected as officers of Murray
Woman's Bowling Association
were Mary Alice Garner, Katherine
Lax. Joy Johnson and Essie
Caldwell.

McClure and C.P. Williams are
new officers of Murray Jaycees.
Karen N1cCuiston. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe P. N1cCuiston,
has been elected Sweetheart of
Wrangler 4-H Club. She is a juhior
at Murray High School.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Easley. April
16; a girl to Staff Sgt. and Mrs.
James C. Dowdy, April 17; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Billy W. Starks,
April 18.
Thirty years ago
Danny Cuinningham was named
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Twenty }ears ago
Paul Fleming. Ray Newsome.
Newell Skip Crook, Pearly
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White Gleaming
Daybed

Colors
Available: Blue,
Beige, Mauve

Sectional
With Two
Recliners

$999
Stylish Sectional W/Pad Over Recliners
On Both Ends
3-Piece Sectional With Corner Table
and Two Incliners

$1299
,

Over 20 sectionals to choose from.

Huge
5-Piece
Master
:----*------;`Bedroom Suite

Sealy Firm Mis-Matched
Mattress Sets
•Twln Poster
Headboard
•Dresser
•Mirror
•Chest

•Headboard
•Footboard
•Dresser •Nfirror
•Drawer Chest

'Headboard •Footboard •Dresser
'Mirror 'Chest mnyor suroar t, pictur,

Nightstand Also Available 19
Heavy Solid Wood Crews
Quarters Loft Bed With
Chest and Bunkie Mattress

Floor Model
Waterbeds

'199
$299
and $399

Luxury Quilted
Sealy & Simmons
10 Year Warranty

Sealy
Posturepedie Sets
15 Year Warniaty

Twin ....11 ea. pc. Twin
Full
Queen

Victorian Oak or Cherry
Plant Stand

ea. pc. Full

IN set Queen

IN

Reg. 39.95

••••

set

IN set
IN set

Stationery Love Seat

$349
Aka.

Sale Priced!

It

R/IFTEIS
WOODC4
SALE HOURS:
Mon.-Thurs. 10-6, Fri. & Sat. 10-8
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GALLERIES
Chestnut Hills, Murray • 759-4522
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BAKER'S STEW

,

By Trudy Baker

This weekend brings us the Calloway County Public Library's
annual Spring Potpourri. This local
tradition began as an Art Show and
fund-raiser for the library and has
become a much looked forward to
spring event. organized by a
nevolving committee of locals
(some 'old family' and lots of
transplants) that yearly. worry about
the weather cooperating and succeed in creating a tun, unique, educational iestivai.
In addition to the An Show and
Competition. there are several
booths run by local volunteers that
have become annual favorites (get
there early as these items sell out
quicklY). Homemade fresh breads.
sornethimes still warm from the
oven, fresh her. locally grown
and ready to transplant into your
garden, and wonderful homemade
potpourri.
I must admit. the herbs are my
favonies. For years 1 Lrithink:ngy
popped the top off a metal tim
whenever hebs were called form
recipe. We had alWays had fresh
mint growing wildly uncontrolled
a: home and many a jug of iced
tea, laced with mint has been
served.
My first real exposure with fresh
herbs came as a result of the
library's Potpourri. Some scraggi:y
wind-heated leftovers were set out
:o he tossed one year when 1
4 late. Eager volunteers
z1,;an:ng 1.7 pr.2s•e.d these into my
I traipsed home
to how or where
1,, • .s
then-.. I set these
out
s,aaare of din 1
za:led a
,en. gae Incm a little
•.•;:',C7, and mpl: fort about
thcm cmncte. Arsout a %.se..ek or
after a co -.c of roodth.o.
rath,:..)rms and ver
E hls..-1
:

hoc uc:

WEDNESDAN

1111 4s slit"

cheese
1 Thsp. sugar
I teas. salt
1/4 tsp. baking soda
- 1 Tbs. dill weed (or 3 Tbs. fresh
dill weed)
2 Ths. grated onion
I egg. lightly beaten
1 Tbs. melted butter
21/2 c. white flour
In a '
,mall bowl, sprinkle ye.isi

XPIR1L 24. 1991

:
.1 41

over the water and stir to dissolve.
butter and sprinkle with coarse salt.
Heat the cottage cheese to lukewServe warm.
arm and mix in large bowl with the
sugar, salat, baking soda. dill weed,
Chicken with Lemon & Herbs
onion. egg and butter. Add the
1 c. chopped fresh mint, dill and
yeast and mix well. Add flour, a
parsley (Italian, of possible) in
little at a time until a stilt dough is equal
proportions
formed. CoYer bowl with a damp
2 cloves garlic, minced
towel and set in a warm spot to rise
6 boned chicken breasts, skinned
for 1 hour or until doubled.
and halved, about 41/2 lbs.,
Stir dough down and knead or altogether
heat with a wooden spoon - for
2 lemons
about one minute Place dough in a
4
Tbls. sweet butter
we'. buttered
ciasserole.
Salt
and freshly ground pepper,
Co.er and let aeon until
to taste
douhled
hour).
Mix herbs and garlic in small
Bake a: 351) :.egrecs
45 to 55
howl. Flatten chicken breasts by
rninui;:s When d:).•. "rush with
pressing them with the heel of your

hand on a sheet of waxed paper.
Cut alum. foil sheets about 8
inches square. Arrange breast
pieces (one per square) on foil, season with salt and pepper. Sprinkle
herb and garlic mix over chicken.
Slice lemons and arrange 2-3 slices

over each breast. Dot with butter
and seal packets. Set on a baking
sheet and bake for 30 minutes at
350 degrees. Tranfcr packets to
individual serving plates, allowing
each person to open their own
packet.

Unibed Way

PETS 01
operated
Collie/Cl
Hours of
member

It brings out the best in all of us:"

Storey's
Food Giant

Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Stre
et, Murray

PRICES GOOD WED., APRIL
Open 7 a.m. t

PEPSI COLA
DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE,
7-UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER,
BARQS OR CRUSH FLAVORS
2 LITER PLASTIC

CHUNK STAR KIST

BOLT

TUNA

Si=ar mist

t-t

PAPER TOWELS

61/2INOZ
OIL OR
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

DOVE

SLI171FLOV

DISHWASHING LIQUII

CO'

•

ROLL

22 OZ.

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

-.-.-:0 1F-1
•
•

BAG

wrrH

SHOPPI
SMART

f-̀r--7
‘

M:7

b.,!.:1 turned into
•
C,O.CS. That •.rnr). .. ..a.
hot and :hose
ast Ihr.VCCi despite the fact that I
continually r.cgleted them. Ever
424r
had herbs. even to
the
'ar2 favor:Ic.
and tran•-,-.1,1171:ni
:
".• her V.C.‘e

GOLDEN ROD

SOUR
CREAM

PEPSI COLA
DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE.
7-UP. MT. DEW. DR. PEPPER

80Z.

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

CORN PEAS OR
CUT GREEN BEANS

NATURES BEST
WRAPPED AMERICAN

SINGLES
12 OZ. 18 SLICES

•"
• alner

f
7.12.7H Iney cow
a: and neg.c,t.
a:271;a:
'7.0 ap CV.

24 PK
12 OZ.
CANS
—LIMIT 6 TOTAL PLEASE—

•

FRITO LAY

ROSEDALE

FRITOS, DORITOS, Din"
OR SANTITAS

PEACHES
290Z.
Huns OR SLICES

BONELESS
ROSEDALE

MUSSELMANS

PEAR HALVES

APPLESAUCE

BONELESS

RUMP ROAS

24 OZ.
JAR

29 OZ.

ROUND STE
BONELESS TO

ROUND STE

-vt.10

e•
•-• H
Herb .Fa77..
Mu-where yot, can
0,,:e s.
non of ready -to-set parts. fea...•
mg mary
p7;:t
,..

SHOWBOAT

PORK 6
BEAN'S

R1CHTEX

SHORTENING
42 OZ

ar'
e-•am

to' IA%

€•--)

Velveeta

TISSUE

BONE

KRAFT

VE1B

14 OZ.

TA

,
11
•

,i•

• I
1
r
you to
herbs along
..our
7...a_
beans an,: corn th's sear
„
. .
frest:
amouni.
cope of ea•y
recipes 1
Tomato & Onion Salad
Slice f%•,n nornc4ro-An tornatoe•
and piace in a bow. Add •sLicec.'.thin white onions. r.ngs or c .ut in
half. Add :/2 c. or more of fre,n
basil. snipped (sci‘,sors are easy .
into bits, stir. Drizzle with 1/4 .
(or more. depending on amount
olive oil. stir. Allow to set
room temperature for 30 rnir:L:before serving. Make lots, as this
delicious! Sprinkle with salt and
freshly ground pepper. to taste

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART
SHOPPERS CARD
I,'

KRAFT MICROWAVE

DEL MONTE

"MAC. 6 CHEESE

PRUNE JUICE
—0
11
ii•Kur
1111
lulci

ROSEDALE
BEM CROCKER

TOMATOES

SQUEEZIT'S
32 OZ.

99'

16 OZ.
6 PK.

ROSES

SNUGGLE

DOG FOOD

FABRIC SOFTENER

pl

20 LB. BAG

'299

64 OZ.

RONCO

RONCO

MAC. 6 CHEESE

SPAGHETFI

MINI

WHITE E
FRIED
OLE

CHICAGO
7'/4 OZ.

7 OZ.

Savory Dill Bread
1 pkg. dry yeast
1/4 c. lukewarm water
c. creamed small curd cottage
-

'Hammer
Time!"
The Karate
Superstars
Display at

Body Elite
32-6' Trophies
10 Championship Belts

ALL JERSEY

COTTAGE
CHEESE
12 OZ.

GOLDEN ROD

SOUR
CREAM
8 OZ.

St 48'

KRAFT
MILD MEXICAN

VELVEETA
1 LB. BOX

$299

BRYAN

TROPICANA

ORANGE
JUICE
9
129
0Z.

NATURES BEST

PIZZA
7 OZ.

79c

BANQUET

T.V.
DINNERS
$1119

LIVER LI
COLBY JACI1

CHEESE.
FRENCH

BREAD I]
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Two MSU faculty make
presentations at meeting
Two faculty members in the
Department of Journalism and
Radio Television at Murray State
University made presentations at
the recent annual spring meeting of
the West Kentucky Press Association (WKPA; in Paducah.
Speaking to the group representing more than 50 newspaper from
Osvenshoro eSt were:
—John Dillon. assistant professor and director of MSU TV -I I

_--

PETS OF THE WEEK — These four animals are
available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Syca
operated by The Humane Society of Calloway Coun
more Street off South Fourth Street,
ty. They are, from,left, "Charlie," a male neute
Collie/Chow; "Sheba," a female spayed Collie/She
red adult Collie; "Lisa," a female spayed
p
Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 12:30 mix; and "April," a female yellow Lab. Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed.
to 5 p.m., Monday through F riday, and 1 to 4 p.m.,
member of United Way of Murray and Call
Saturday. The Humane Society/ is a
oway County. For information call 759-4141.

Your Locally
Owned And
Operated
Supermarket
We Accept
Limit Rights
U.S. Gov't
Reserved
Food Stamps

GOOD WED., APRIL 24TH THRU TUES.,
APRIL 30TH
Open 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. Daily

LIQU1
'

1'

SUNFLOWER SELF-RISING

FOLGERS

CORN MEAL

•'"f•It'

IR
11RD

r-4-,.;4,:• BATH TISSUE

13 OZ.

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

4 ROLL

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

Walk for Life! That is tii.e theme
of the Murray Life House Crisis
Pregnancy Center's • walkathon,
scheduled for May 18th. Walkers
will meet at the front lobby of the
MSU Curris Center at 9:30 a.m.
Following the walk-, the first annual
Family Life Fair will open at
Cutchin Field adjacent to the Curris
Center at 12:00 noon. Admission to
the fair is free to participants in the
alka 111.om The public is invited:
tor those who don't walk the five
kilometers. admission is 52 for
individ•• $5 for families.
Phil isiihy. director of Life
House, asks anyone interested in
helping with preparations. for the
walkathon and fair, or those who
want to walk on May 18th, to con----tact him at Life House, phone
753-0700. if they need more information. Adults and children can
win Walk for Life t-shirts.and free
uket 1-0, -the-- Family Life Fa:.
The dav will end with the First
Annual Ministerial Staff Tricycle
Race. Members of the local clergy
will display their athletic skill as
they attempt to outwit others and..
maneuver tricycles through a challenging course. Members of the
clergy are invited to contact Life
House if they would like to
participate.

59

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHnDPER CARD

Grogran's

TIBONE
STEAK

ROUND
STEAK

BONELESS

,UCE

ROUND STEAK

ROUND STEAK

BONELESS

RUMP ROAST

BONELESS BONUS PACK

LB

A
%

c.

SAUSAGE

ON-COR CHICKEN FRIED
LB
ON-COR

SLICED

BEEF FINGERS

LB.

TIP ROAST
LB.
BONELESS EYE-OF-ROUND
STEAK
LB.

LB.

HOT OR MILD
GROGAN

SIRLOIN
STEAK

BONELESS SIRLOIN

BONELESS TOP

ROUND STEAK

SAUSAGE

BONELESS BOTTOM

la

BEEF LIVER

LB.

DON MARTINO 3 PM.

CHUCKWAGON PAITIES.. LB.

PIZZA

OSCAR MAYER

'HSE OR SANDERSON FARMS
;ORN DOGS
LB

BOLOGNA

8 OZ.

Four MSU faculty,
exchange librarian
attend conference
at Barren River

ti•
BOLOGNA '
ilmin t

BONELESS SIRLOIN

TIP
STEAKS

TA

REELFOOT
RED LABEL

FRESH FAMILY PACK

FR12AN
OZ.KS

BOLOGNA

GROUND
ROUND

Four Murray State University
faculty and one English exchange
librarian attended the 1991 joint
conference of the Kentucky Library
Association Academic Library Section and the Tennessee Library,'
Association College and University
section at Barren River State Park
April 11-12.
Attending from Murray State
were: Dr. Coy Harmon. dean of
libraries: Sandra Sanders, head of
the library's reference department;
John B. Griffin, collection analysis
librarian; and Celia Wall, acting
director of the Center for International Programs.
Accompanying them was Pat
Robins, systems librarian from
Sunderland Polytechnic in Sunderland. England. Robins is spending
April working in the Murray State
library system under the auspices
/ of the exchange agreement which
Murray State has with Sunderland
Polytechnic.
Wall was a member of the Joint
Conference Program Planning
Committee responsible for arranging this first joint conference
between the Kentucky and Tennessee Library associations.
The theme of the joint meeting
was "Doing the Right Thing:
Increasing Access Through
Improved Service and

_5'
BONUS PACK

'

BAKERY

FRESH PRODUCE
FRESH BUNCH

10 COUNT BAG

BROCCOLI

MINI

LEMONS

119

WHITE BREAD ....EA.
3/$100

FRIED DANISH..
OLE

$149

,CHICAGO RYE

LARGE FRESH

5 LB. BAG RED

CUCUMBERS
DELI
LIVER LOAF

59
LB $2

COLBY JACK

CHEESE
FRENCH

Le.

POTATOES

3P1

BRYAN

$0209

FRESH BUNCH

GREEN ONIONS
FRESH PURPLE-TOP

909

BREAD PIZZA

TURNIPS
FRESH TURNIP

GREENS

p••••01

79

3/$10)
LB.

59e
C
69

News, who gave an update on open
records and open meetings laws.
—Dr. Roger Haney, associate
professor and coordinator of the
journalism and radio-television
master's program, who discussed
libel laws.
Dillon joined the faculty at Murray State in 1984 and Haney in
1977. Both have published articles
in several major professional journals and been on the program of
national communications
conferences.
Elected WKPA president for a
one-year term was Bobbie Foust.
editor of the Herald-Ledger at
Eddvville. Others elected officers
are 'John Lucas, editor of the Crittenden Press in Marion, vice president, and Jed Dillingham, editor of
the Dawson Springs Progress.
secretary-treasurer.
Amy Hicks of Benton was presented the WKPA scholarship to
attend Murray State for the
1991-92 school year.
WKPA also meets each fall in
Owensboro.

Life House Crisis
Center prepares
for walkathon
at MSU May 18

CHARMIN

COFFEE

_40A" 5 LB.
-BAG

INS

PAGE 7A

Cooperation."

NUTRITIOUS

3/S10

KIWI FRUIT

2199'
79'

FRESH FLORIDA

LIMES
GRANNY SMITH

APPLES

Auto Rental
Daily & Weekly
Rates

LB.

East Main St. 753-4461
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East Elementary
Tuesday, May 7, 1991
Southwest Elementary
Wednesday, May 8, 1991
North Elementary
Thursday, May 9, 1991
Screening Hours 10:00 a.m.-7:00 p

Robertson Elementary
Monday, April 29, 1991

••

If your child is 3 or 4 years old
or will be 3 by October 1,
1991, call your school for an
appointment.

Screening Hours 8:00-11:00 a.m.
2:00-5:00 p.m.
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MURRAY TODAY
Couple celebrates 71st anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Peal of 534
Briarwood Dr., Clarksville. Tenn..
formerly of Lynnville. celebrated
their 71st wedding anniversary on
Monday. April 22.
They were married April 22.
1920, in Snyder. Tenn., with Manuel Spiceland officiating.
Mrs. Lona Baren attended the
ceremony.
Mrs. Peal, the former Iva
Downs, is the daughter of the late
J.H. Downs and Allie Jackson
Downs.
Mr. Peal is the son of the late
Marion D. Peal and the late Rosie
Lee Jones Peal.
They are the parents of seven
living children and two deceased
children.
Mr. and Mrs. Peal have 29
grandchildren, 38 greatgrandchildren, and two great-greatgrandchildren.
Mr. and Mrs. Peal are now living
with their daughter, Mrs. Virginia
Cottrell, in Clarksville, who is taking care of them. They would enjoy
visitors or receiving cards and letters from their relatives and
friends. Mrs. Cottrell 'said.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Calloway County High School Class of 1966
has planned its 25-yearreunion on Saturday, July 6. A coffee for
class members and their families and faculty members will be from 9 to
11 a.m. at Calloway County
High School. The dinner and dance will start
at
ter, Murray State University. "Silver Threads 6:30 p.m. at Curris Cento
be the theme of the reunion's festivities. Each Golden Memories" will
mailed a letter with instructions for reservations class member has been
May 10. The class had about 150 members whichto be made by Friday.
have all been located
except for three who are William E. Ahart,
Jerry Cowen and Ronald
Webb. Any one having any information about
these three members is
asked to contact a member of the class, according
to Jim Kelly, a class
member.

Oaks Stag Night Thursday
Men's Stag Night at Oaks Country Club
day, April 25, at 5:30 p.m. at the club. Barryhas been rescheduled for ThursKnight and Gerald Stone will be in charge Futrell, Charlie Hargrove, Nicky
of the event. All men of the club
are encouraged to attend.

Alumni Weekend reservations nee
ded
Murray State University Alumni
for Friday and Saturday. April 26 Association has special events planned
and 27. An Emeritus Club Luncheon will
be April 26 at 12 noon at Curris Cente
r
as speaker. The cost will be $7.50 Ballroom with Dr. Forrest C. Pogue
Friends Banquet will be April 27 at per person. The MSU Alumni and
11:30 a.m. at Curris Center Ballroom
with Thomas D. Hutchens as a
Distin
$12.50 per person. The Inaugural Ball guished Alumnus. The cost will be
be April 27 from 9 p.m. to 12 midni for Dr. and Mrs. Ronald J. Kurth will
ght at Curris Center Ballroom. The cost
will be $10 per person which inclu
des $5 contribution to music scholarships,
a breakfast buffet at 11 p.m. and music
Persons are encouraged to make reserv by the Alumni All-Star Big Band.
ations for theseevents by calling
the Alumni Office, 762-3023 or 762-3
737.

Wednesday, April 24
Murray Overeaters Anonymous/
beginners meeting/5:15 p.m. knd
regular meeting/5:30 p.m./Ellis
Community Center.

I•

Bible classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.
Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Family Night potluck/6
p.m.; all mission organizations"7
First Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/9:45 a.m.:
Excrcise class/11:30 a.m.; Fellow ship Supper and Youth Handbells,'
5:30 p.m.; Library open/6:15 p.m.:
prayer meeting, Klaymata Fellow ship, Children's Choirs/6:30 p.m.:

Sanctuary' Choir/7:45 p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Homer Peal

Zetas hear about tri

Calloway County High School Class
of 1981 will have a 10-year reunion
on Saturday, July 20. An informal mixer
will be at CCHS Cafeteria at 9:30
a.m. A buffet dinner-dance will be at 6
• registration deadline will be Monday, p.m. at Executive Inn, Paducah. The
May 20.
questions call Debbie Stubblefield at 753-5 For registration information or
500, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday.

Memorial Baptist Church even•.
include supper/6 p.m.; Prayer
Service/7 p.m., Sanctuary Choir/8

(Cont'd on page 10.1i

„ay,R

Oaks Brunch Saturday
Oaks Country Club will have its kick-o
1991 season on Saturday, April 27, at 9 ff brunch for Ladies Golf for the
a.m: at the club. Nancy Rogers and
Vicki Singleton, co-chairpersons for ladies
golf, urge all lady members of the
club to attend to plan for the seaso
n of golf play.

Tennis Kickoff Sunday
Murray Country Club will have its Tennis
Kickoff for the summer season
on Sunday, April 28, from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m.
at the club. This will be an
Opportunity for all ladies to meet the new
tennis director, Mark Whittaker,
and'his assistants. Ladies will be signing up
for morning tennis play. All
members are urged to attend this specia
l kickoff.

•:

Out For Justice
(R)

The Rogers family will have a special reunion
on Satur
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the covered Pavilion at Murray-Cal day, June 1, from
This is for relatives and friends of all Rogers desce loway County Park.
ndants from the west
side of the county. A potluck meal will be served at 12
noon. For more information call Marie Jewel, 753-8804, Dorothy and
Isaac Grogan, 753-2473, or
Carol M. Rogers, 435-4277. •

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospit
als include the following: Jeanette Shaw and Kenneth Jetion, both'
of
Lassiter and Ilee Wisehart, both of Hazel, from Lourd Murray, and JuneIla
es; Frances St. John,
Jewell Gavin and Prue Kelly, all of Murray, and
Larry Wyatt of Almo, from
Western Baptist.

7 15
91

Teenage Mutant
If LOOS
Ninia Turtles II PG ICould 1011 (POI
7:05, 9:00
1:30, 3:15
Guilty by
Suspicion (PG13)

7 2C

9:20
Career
Opportunities (PG13) ill

9:05

Magazine Club hears Healy

Rogers reunion on June 1

C
/,_
,
.4

!THEATRES!

lion homes.
2. (2) "60 Minutes," CBS, 18.6, 17.3
million homes.
3. (3) "Roseanne," ABC, 18.3, 17.0
million homes.
4. (X) "STAT." ABC, 17.1, 15.9 million homes.
5. (9) "Murphy Brown," CBS, 16.3,
15.2 million homes.
"A Trip to The Holy Land" was the program prese
6. (8) "America's Funniest Home Vidnted by. from left,
eos," ABC, 15.8, 14.7 million homes.
Lula Belle Hodges, Dr. David Roos and Opal Howa
rd, at the March
7. (10) "Designing Womtn,••• css,
meeting of Zeta Department of Murray Woma
15.6, 14.5 million homes.
n's Club. The three
persons were among those from this area making
8. (12) "America's Funniest People."
a tour of The Holy
Land last year. Hostesses were Betty Lou Farri
ABC,
15.4, 14.3 million homes.
s, Helen Hodges,
9. (10) "Emptyk Nest," NBC, 15.1,
Rebecca Inan, Bonnie Jones, Ruth Olney and Mary
Moore Lassiter.
14.1 million homes.
The department will meet Thursday, April 25, at 1
p.m. at the club
9. (4) "A Different World," NBC,
house with Steve Littlefield, minister of music
15.1, 14.1 million homes.
at First Baptist
Church, to present the program. hostesses will be
11. (12) "Golden Girls," NBC, 14.7,
Madeline Lamb,
Leila Erwin, Pauline McCoy, Ella Mae Quertermous,
13.7 Million homes.
Katherine Rus11. (17) "Family Matters," ABC, 14.7,
sell and Bonna Yates.
13.7 million homes.
13.(21) "Major Dad," CBS, 14.6, 13.6
million homes.
14. (15) "Unsolved Mysteries," NBC,
14.5. 13.5 million homes.
IS. (43) "Scinfeld," NBC, 14.3, 13.3
million homes.
16. (16) "Full House," ABC, 14.1,
13.1 million homes.
17. (5) "The Cosby Show,•• NBC,
13.9, 12.9 million homes.
18. (33) "201-20," ABC, 13.8, 12.8
ITIIIII0f1 homes.
18. (51) "Married...With Children."
Fox, 13.8, 12.8 million homes.
20. (22) "Doogie Howler, M.D.,"
ABC, 13.7, 12.7 million homes.

Adult Great Books Discussion Group has
Monday, April 29, at 7 p.m. at Callo changed its meeting to the fifth
way County Public Library. Gary
Schroeder will be the leader for the discu
ssion of the book, Tuck Everlasting
by Natalie Babbitt. All persons who have
read the book art invited to take
part in the discussion.

Green Card
(PG13)

710
9:15

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only

Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
Rent your mo‘tes•at the movies!
1008 Chestnut • 753-3314
Open 11:am to 10:pm

CAROLYN'S

Robbie Key is transferred

"Just Arrived"

New Shipment of Silk.%i

Mrs. Robbie Key has now been transferred from
Presbyterian University
Hospital, Pittsburgh, Pa., where she has under
gone a liver transplant, to
Family Housing. Persons may call her now at 1-412
-578-3640, or send her
cards and letters to Family Housing, 514 North
Neville, Room 26, Pittsburgh, PA. 15213.

•

Freedom Fest Pageant planned
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce
in cooperation with the
Murray-Calloway County Fourth Annual Freed
om Fest Committee with a
'Mr. and Miss Freedom Fest Pageant on Satur
day, June 29, in Lovett Auditorium. Girls age 0 and up may enter as well
as
'Sunday Best" pageant. Pageant dresses will onlyboys age 0 to 7. This is a
be required in the girls 16
and up category. Winners will receive some
great prizes and be special
guests at all festival activities on July 3-7. For more
information and applications call Vonnie Hays at 753-5171 or after
5 p.m. call Jane Barnett at
753-0137 or write P.O. Box 190, Murray, Ky.
tions will be June 20. Cash only entrants 42071. Deadline for applicawill be accepted at the door.

Tammy Torsak
bride-elect of

Russell Boyd
has made her
gift selections from

Pier l's
Bridal Registry

lerlimpotis

'Heating 'Electrical
.Air Conditioning

215 W. Broadway,

Cash Back Sale
On Selected Items
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This is just one of the many services our profe
ssional
interior designers can offer.

A+ Superior Rated)

Read the
want ads daily
••••

„.

•

N. 12th

a7t:•,-N„
`-t.r1
,

Beautiful Custom Window
And Bedding Treatments

Ky Farm Bureau

irtirlp•ol

GOLD RING
«"TRACT DISTRIBUTOR

30%

111

(12 Months)

1205B Chestnut • 753-1851

eaosow~"--

Need Room., Must Clear Out IN STOCK
Silk Floweriandwrapped 8 Bushes)

I.R.A.
8.1%

•

Hobbs Appliance & Service Co., Inc.
Num

$30

410

Gwen Healy, left, vice president of Murr
ay Magazine Club, presented
a program on "South Africa Today" at the Marc
h meeting of the club
held at the Holiday Inn with Lula Belle Hodge
s, right, as hostess.
Mrs. Healy has just returned from it trip to
South Africa and plans to
be moving to that country soon. Also pictu
red, from left, are Edith
Garrison, Inez Claxton, Sally Livesay who gale
the
ty Lowry. Easter baskets and spring flowers were devotion, and BetAbout 20 members were present. The club will used as decorations.
meet Thursday, April
25, at 2 p.m.

The Singles Organizational Society will spons
or a 50's/60's dance at Benton on Saturday, April 27, from 7:30 p.m. to 12 midnig
ht. There will be all
kinds of music with a D.J. Admission cost will be
$3 per person. All singles
are invited to drag out the old poodle skirt and blow the
dust off for an evening of dancing. You do not have to be a memb
er to attend any meeting or
function. This is a nonprofit support and social group
for all single adults
whether always single, separated, divorced or widow
ed. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, Mary, 1-527
-0115, or Margaret. 1-247-2249.

(

Flowers & Greenery

411,

Singles' event Saturday

•
• •

Study/7 p.m.; Weekly Worker,:
meeting/8 p.m.

'Cheers' stays
at rating top

CCHS Class of 1981 plans reunio
n

Mayfield, Ky.
502-24j-1411

Grace Baptist Church evcnIc
include Youth Choir/6:15 p.'
Youth Bible Study and Adult Bih;e

NEW YORK (AP) - Here are
the prime-time TV ratings as compiled by the A.C. Nielsen Co. for
the week of April 15-21. Top 20
listings include the week's ranking,
with full season-to-date ranking in
parentheses, rating for the week
and total homes.
An "X" in parentheses denotes
one-time-only presentation. A rating measures the percentage of the
nation's 93.1 million TV homes.
1. (1) "Cheers." NBC, 18.8, 17.5 mil-

Adult Great Books changed

CALENDAR

allEEDECEX:
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Greer Garson
zvill get degree
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CALENDAR

DALLAS (AP) — Academy
Award-winning actress Greer Garson will be given an honorary doctor of arts degree by Southern
Methodist University at the university's 76th commencement
exercises.
The 82-year-old actress, who
won an Academy Award in 1942
for the title role in "Mrs. Mini'. Cr,' will receive the award Isla
18.
The actress-turned-philanthropist
donated funds for the SIO million
Greer Garson Theatre and film archives complex at SW% due to
open next spring.

Wednesday, April 24
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include RC1A/7:30 p.m.

Thursday, April 25
p.m./board room, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m., Handbell Choir/4
p.m.: -Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.

Senior citizens' activities/I0
a.m.-2 p.m./Hazel Center.
Senior citizens' activities/9 a.m.-4_
p.m.:Weaks Community Center.

Auditions for 1991 Summer
Season 6-9 p.m. Play house in the
Park. Info 759-1752.

Singles Friendship of Paris.
Tenn../7:3
Farm Bureau
Building. In /Kennith Broach.
753-3580.

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Career Seminar/Curtis Center.
Murray State University.

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous/7 p.m./Parish Center.
St. Leo Catholic Church.

John (;race senior trumpet
.,
BURBANK. Calif. (AP
recital/8 p.m./Farrell Recital Hall,
*-7-4 Johnny Carson Say's hiS Upc.oMing
Doyle Fine 'Arts Building, MSU.
30th season as host of NBC's
Admission free.
••Tonight" show will likely be h.:,
last.
Costeau Society Lecture /Curris
"I think I would he hard put to
Center ballroom. MSC/7 p.m.
o heYond 30 Years." Carson told
Admission free.
the Los Angeles Times in an article
Thursday. April 25
Published t-n- Tuesday 's editions. I
Humane Society of 'Calloway
can't imaFine .•,o!r.g any further
County/7 p.m./Animal Shelter,
lhan that. .
East Sycamore Street.
Carson. 65. has hosted the
"Tomei:" show since Oct. 2.
Murray Business and Professioni962. He announced Monday that
al S omen16:30 p.m..'Louie's
he's signed on for another year.
Restaurant
beginning in September.
NBC Entertainment Group
Prepared Childbirth 'Class..7
Cha=an Brandon, Tartikoff said
p.m...education unit of MurraY Monday he was thrilled 'A
Callow
ay Coumy Hospital.
..ctn to return for another
•c.:;:•07.
health Express of NIurrayTartikoti said that sinee
0.y ay C.., ..inty Hospital/
to work after a January
n Murray
a..,:dent his No. 1 priority —
fl a 77. ;:7“: ;2:303 p.m.
to pers.aade Carson to sign a new
Compassionate Friends/7:30

AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens'
Center. Benton. Info/159-4059 or
753-7663.

I

CUSTOM BUILT GARAGES 1
CHECK THESE
Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
FEATURES:
Not Pre Fab. Carpenter Built All Quality Materials.
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We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Gars es In Your Area And Written Warrant .

$2,475
$3,175
$3,475
$3,675

1 1/2 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 1/2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 12 CAR
$4,175 (24x30)
I: .,
•
A

Owner, DWAIN WARREN

!r.,m se‘erai special peopl,:. Fir,:, there i• the person who would deliver a wellbalanced hot meal to your door five
times a week : w.l probably he
S,:.:ond, there

$4,675

First Baptist Church events
include Mother's Day Out/9:30
a.m.: Exercise Classes.'11:30 a.m.
and 6:30 p.m.

Serving on the Board of Murray-Calloway Count
y Senior Citizens Program, Inc., are.
Cogdell. Shirlev T. Johnson. Barbara Skiner
and Lowell Palmer.:

BP W event

National SCouting Museum,oper.
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m./

Members of Murray Business
and Professional VVomen are pictured at a recent meeting. They
are, from left, Jamie Black, vice
president, Judy Stanfill, guest,
Lexie Moore. new member, and
Faye Rogers. president. The club
will meet Thursday, April 25. at
6:30 p.m. at Louie's Restaurant
withbr. Ruth H. Jacquot as special guest speaker.
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LBL events/Corn Planting and Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 130 p.m
/Homeplace-1850.
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Young N Hearts/I 0:3 0
a.rn./Glendale Road Church of
Christ.

Diabetes Classes/9:30
a "rn./Calloway County Health
Center.

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
RELBER, KY.-(502)674-5530

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.:
WORD Program/10 a.m., Choir
Practice — p.m.

St. John Baptist Church Bible
a.m.

$2,875
$3,575
$3,975
$4,075

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

BANK FINANCING
AVAILABLE

Chapter 50 of Disabled American
Veterans and Auxiliary .p.m./Legion Hall.

Prime Time of Memorial Baptist
Church/10:30 a.m. to go to leave
for trip 'to. Hopkinsvilie and
F;1:7‘

20 YEAR EXPERI NCE IN B ILD G
Deluxe Models
vinyl siding

with hardboard siding
1 11 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 112 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 112 CAR
(24130)
••

Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club/7 p.m./club house

BY1% of Elm Gro‘e Baptist
Church!6:30 p.m./home of Jerri
M:lier.

0,
- ,..1
-

I

Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/
Seven Seas Restaurant.

There are many wonderful reasons to CIIJOV the month of April'
blooming red bud and dogwood
trees. refreshing spring rains, and
the beginnings of treasured outdoor
activities. It is an appropriate
month to he called Volunteer
Month. Blooming, refreshing and
treasured are excellent adjectiYes
for those dedicated and caring individuals who graciously and unselfishly give of :hor.lst:lv;s for 17;:
benent of others
NILIrra
a County SCrtik)r
Citiens has volunteers who assist
on a regular daily or weekly sche,
dule and those who are available
for on-cu ll has. There are also
those who have a specific time ot
the year when they can give ot
their time. In ak.:L'.:titM. Our organization con,:ders those individ;ials
or
.'Ontr:hUti 7.10:1C:ar%
gifts
"..],
hc:'.•k:
.7::,ir -

First United Methodist Church
evirls include Exerise ClaS.10

• Sea Ice- s' rves

.0 _••,-'4.3-:
3,...
m ‘ ,5,,,,,,

Murray Kiwanis Club.6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.

Ai

By Shirley T. Johnson

Women's Emmaus Walk'
p

2,6
-..,sleC -3-*''
2
0C

1

• ";

In the planning of a dance for
Silver Citizens' benefit. There are
talks and presentations which can
lie helpful to everyone. A more
'recent activity that has been added
is storytelling. This participation
and listening to others is really a
type of oral history and recollection for those who have attended.
There a great number of special
projects to which volunteers devote
can be a person who comes to your
their time. Among them are arts
home for a friendly visit and third.
and crafts, the Senior Games. fund
you might receive a telephone reasraisers. and canvassing for the
surance call several times a month. United
Way, of which We are a
For a variety of reasons, it may
member participant. Not one aspect
'.cry well he that these are the only
or program could exist without volpeople who you see or hear. One
unteers. a number of which are
might consider that to he a bit sad. hoard
members who perform more
hut we prefer to consider it a fortuthan attend a monthly meeting. A
nate situation. Those people are
great percentage of all volunteers
volunteers.
are Silver Citizens.
Assume You no longer drive
For all of the ah.O‘t: reasons, it is
your Yehicle or perhaps never
an appropriate month for these spelearned to drive. There can he a
cial people to be honored. The
transportation volunteer who will
. .
Board and Staff of Murray'arrive at an appointed time for a
Callow
ay Senior Citizens are spontrip to the doctor's, the market, or
soring a special coffee to honor our
the beauty or barber shop. Transyolunteers on April 25. You are
prtation is also provided if you
invited
to come to say thank you to
•Aish to enioy the on-site meals and
act:'. ties at one of our three cen- :hem at 9:30 a.m. on the date. The
eYent will take place in the dining
ter's. Deyter. Ila/C1 and the central
urea of the first level of the A'eaks
s:te in the George Weaks CommunCentt:r.
ity Center_
_Once- you- have arrived at the
It seems impossible to adequatecentral site, depending on the rime
ly say thank you to these dedicated
and day of the week, there are a
people: we will continue to try.
,17
of activities in addition to
The blossoms and rains will give
the noon time meal. You may have
way to other wonders of nature.
the opportunity to play your choice summer flowers and humidity. but
0:- card games. including the newly
the constancy Of our volunteers
organized pinohle games. Perhaps
will be continuous as the months
you would like to play pool. to
go by. They are an essential part of
:hake a pieced quilt square for your
the foundation of service to this
part of a finished quilt, or to help
community.

SILITER J3ROFILES

(Cont'd from page 9.4,

Carson says this
may be last year
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Allen and McIntosh wedding May 18 Allen and
Stallons wedding May 18
Miss Joetta Estelle (Joy) Allen
and Kenneth Daryl Stallons have
announced their engagement and
approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. E.R. Allen Jr. of
Cadiz.
She is the granddaughter of the
Rev. and Mrs. Randolph Allen of
Murray and of Mrs. Etta Elliott of
Hopkinsville.
The groom -elect is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Pay' L. Stallons of
Cadiz.
He is the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas A. Dunn and of Mrs.
Nell Stallons Birdsong, all of
Cadiz.
Miss Allen is a student at Murray State University and is presently employed by Allen Chiropratic
Center, Cadiz.
Mr. Stallons, a 1991 graduate of
Murray State University. is presently employed by Safety Kleer
Corp. of New Castle. He resides at
Shelbyville.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, May 18, at
6:30 p.m. at Northwest Baptist
Church, Princeton Road,
Hopkinsville.

Miss Georgia Ann Allen and
Robert E. McIntosh II have
announced their engagement and
approaching marriage.„
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. E.R. Allen Jr. of
Cadiz.
She is the granddaughter of the
Rev. and Mrs. Randolph Allen of
Murray and of Mrs. Etta Elliott of
Hopkinsville.
The groom-elect is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McIntosh of
Cadiz.
He is the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Neal McIntosh of Princeton.
Miss Allen is a 1990 graduate of
Trigg County High School and is
employed by Druther's.
Mr. McIntosh II, a 1988 graduate
of Trigg County High School, is
serving in the United States Army
and is expected back from the Persian Gulf soon.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, May 18, at
6:30 p.m. at Northwest Baptist
Church, Princeton Road,
Hopkinsville.

4

Georgia Ann Allen,
fiancee of Robert E. McIntosh II

YOUR HOROSCOPE

Joetta Estelle Allen and
Kenneth Daryl Stallons to marrt/

Our Customers Are Very Important People

by Jeane Dixon

THURSDAY, APRIL 25,.1 991
.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE vs ill have to tic
decided quickly .
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
VIRGO .•1 ug. 2.;• Sept. 22 Your
Rapid financial and career progress sensitis itv to
.111.
\
[IlkJ sill ...mild
is likely. Take a more practical ap- hinder relations
at w ork or home.
proach to w inning a promotion: en- Your best option
is diplomacy I he
roll in high-tech classes in Septem- financial foreca
st Itt ths pr 'riiiiure.
ber. Although business may' have its 'lake import
ant ph,ink! calls.
ups and doss ns in early w inter,an unLIBRA Sept. 2 ;-act. 221: Tiny
expected v.indfall w ill brighten the setbacks could
loom large in vow'
holiday season. A relocation descry es mind. A realist
ic approach trims them
serious thought next February. A dim n to sue.
A household purchase
career in education or accounting w ill w ill reduce
lime spent on chores.
pa v rich dividends in March 1992.
Give an uptight super\iur a .\.k. ide
•CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS.DATE:•songstrrNs Etta flu-- — SCORPIO
(Oct. 23-Nov .21 I: A
gerald. actor Al Pacino. journalist VIP could Hoek
your career path.
Edward R. Murrow . Justice William Patience and
hard work vs ill help you
J. Brennan.
get through this try irig period. 1 fiARIES March 21 -April 19): nancial matter w
ill he resolv
Pushing hard for recognition would your satistaction.
V elcome 11.1111).\
be a mistake today': -Avoid a 1tiOw - romance tonigh
t, ,
-down. You will be at your best v. hen
SAGITTARICS Nov. 22-Dec.
t entertaining important guests. Ro- 211: Yourwork and health are in the
mance is on a smoother course now. ?spotlight.
Keep medical and dental
TAURUS (April 211-\1av 20): _ appointments
, Attinterestaiglobot-terYour star is-on the rise at w ork. Make may come from
out of the blue.
a blueprint tor the future. Your mate Consult family
members before
or partner is a real asset. By working making a final decisi
on.
from home,y nu can hold doss n many
CAPRICORN Dec. 22-Jani. I 9
costs. •
Work alone as much .as possible
GEMINI (May 21 -June 201: tod... but do all
you can to inform
Mixing business with pleasure could your colleagues
on the scheme of
be unwise today. Make certain' you: things. Be wary
of speculative finangive higher-ups the correct informa- cial ventures ins
ohs ing friends. Keep
tion. Tolerance goes it long way spen4ilig down.
toward restoring peace on the home
AQUARIUS tJan. 20-Feb, 18
front. Own up to your mistakes. I
Pay closer attention to the little things
CA)ICER(June 21-July 22): The in life! (se more
discretion VOICII
good deeds you do now will bring shopping: buy rtrily
high-quality merpublic accolades and new financial chandise. Nurtur
e your loved ones
rewards. The top brass is impressed vs ith plenty of TLC.
Romance enjoy s
by your talent. Domestic changes are Iavorable influe
nces.
necessary to restore harmony at home.
PISCES(Feb. I 9-March 20): Trv
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22 New
not to tight W ith your loved ones
friendships bring fresh inspiration. Taking a ness
approach w ill help you
You popularity is on the rise both at / turn•things around
.(*fear up trOsunwini1 and w ithin our social circle. derstandings.Child-re
lated.icii`vities
Change is in the air. Certain things bring you unexpe
cted pleasure.

and

insurance protection and service we can
provide - the kind they expect and deser
ve If
you'd like to be one of our v I P 's give
us a

dak
i
Dan-

r•
.An`.7
j
co,..p.n
..•
State Auto Insurance
car

.Y\ .

LHC.

call.

McNutt, AA1

A

Gotta See It To Believe It!

we try hard to give them the very best

407 Ma.le St.

or

$3.99

Check the new everyday low menu prices a
Murray's only Mobile Travel Guide Rated (2
Star) Restaurant.

641 N.

753-445

c,

SUPER COLOSSAL

Farm Raised Catfish Sandwich With

.4. *is

.

PURDOM 3 THURMAN
& McNUTT

Seven Seas

s,0

Special Savings On Beautiful Fashions
For Mother's Day! Layaway Available.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are bright. affectionate and posses
sive of their
loved ones. Some of them AM even single out one parent
ov er the other or
openly favor one sibling over another. Family friction can
he redticed it vit use
parents downplay this partiality . Ilardvsorking and pec:ist
ent. these youngsters will stick with a task until they have mastered it. lhese
-I atuvans make
important decisions only after a long period of deliberation.
I

YA M t.J11
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Spring & Summer

Coordinates

'

Dresses

Take An Additional

.

Take An Additional

25% Off

Take An Additional

25% Off

Alfred Dunner Coordinates &
others in Misses sizes.

English's Sewing Machine Co.
and
are proud to
again sponsor all the classes
and seminars at the annual
American Quilters Society
Quilt Show
April 25th thru 28th

2-Piece Dressing
& Related Separates

25% OFF

* Jackets * Blouses * Sweaters * Shirts
* Pants * Skirts Junior & Misses sizes.

* Junior * Misses & Halfsizes

gorig

WAR)

All machines used in the classes will be sold
at factory to
you prices. So get your name in early.

Vie

S torts

Sewing Machine Co

.7 —0-;' ..1••,'
•

,

I

hirts * Knit Leggins

Central Shopping Center - Murray

Hwy. 68 Near 1-24 (Exit 16) Reidl
and, Ky.
898-7301 or 1-800-599-USEW

•••••

Knit ops

Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5
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Couple will be married for 50 years Horton-Hunter vo
ws solemnized

Mr. and Mrs. Buford Rowlett of
Murray will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on Friday.
April 26.
They were married on April 26.
1941, in Toledo, Ohio.
Their attendants were Dave and
Edna Rottman. Resa Marie Page
and Geneva Sykes.
Mrs. Rowlett, the former Pauline
Herndon, is the daughter of the late
Janie Evans Herndon and Alvin
Herndon.
Mr. Rowlett is the son of the late
Florine McCage Rowlett McCuiston and Elmer Rowlett.
They have one son, Don Rowlett
and wife. Glenda. Murray. and one
daughter, Mrs. Dell Marie Avery
and husband. Bill. Ashland City..
Tenn.
Their four grandchildren are EnRov.lett and Angela Rowlett of
\lurraN. and Rebecca .Avery and
Paula Avery of Ashland City. One
zreat-grandchi:d is Dustin Avery of
-Ashland City
A fam..‘ ce,ebration for the
.x.easion Is r:anned.

. and Mrs. Buford Rowlett
oil wedding date in 1941

J.T. LEE, Jeweler
:Where your ideas :Lr-i to (7,
Dixieland Center

759-1141

Fl. Anniversary Special!
$25 FF

•

Any complete pair
of prescription eyeglasses
ee the differen,e 11-rnetoArs Q144.4:l:\ 'flaki
\ Compare our prtee, & .S.41 L.

;
,

I
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11j Summer.? fgritical
Plaza • W array

01)nerne
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Yeast bread
rewards baker

753.73

Jeff Summers. Liscensed Optician •OfTer
Ruud thru %pH! 30, 1991

•

By NANCY BYAL
Elsner Horns. Magazine Food Editor

Yeast bread rewards the baker
twice — once with the stressreleasing activity of mixing and
kneading and once with the warm
praise of family and guests. To
keep the thank-yous coming, our
Better Homes and Gardens test
kitchen home economists provide
:his list of solutions to common
bread -baking problems.
— PROBLEM: The bread does

7 'A,̀

4

Calf Today
Professional
Real Estate

CB- /0452

Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

Office Located Inside
Joe Smith Carpet

One
Group
Purses

Westie
Pumps

1/4 OFF
$10 OFF
any

Connie®

Hanes Sale

Buy 3
Get 1
FREE

Selected

Tretornse

1/3 OFF

116
hack
Monday-Saturday

Olympic Plaza
9:30 a.m.-8 p.m.

In ;Mit
:
.

"‘Trcc

BlankCnbaik.-

,'7
IL"

old u as her
g.Iner worn 41 years ago
r'er rarents wedding: her some :c' v.as her earrings: her
• ,72
•
07"70A cc.' was a small
given by her sister.
-blue was a blue gar• a:
wore a penny in her
•
:0- cood luck.
\1•-• Parker Ne:sbi:t of Murray'
•
a• matron of honor. Angela
.:7
aughten of the groom. was

Causes: Yeast was inactive
because it was too old or :t was
destroyed by a too-hot liquid. or
the dough was raise-d at too high a
temperature.
Solutions: Alv:ays use a fresh
package of yeast: 70:C the expiration date on the paLkage. Use liq.:d a: 120 degrees F to : O degrees
:o activate yeast slirred int()
105 degrees F te 15 degrees
I- to activate yeast stirred into liquid. Measure 'the temperature with
a kr..Ther, thermometer.
— PROBLEM: The do.agh nses

uore identical floor length

Ttu
Sirls
chape
Bent
offici
Bui
Ceme
Mn

Ser
(Bear)
in the
Home,
Willia
guess
Buni
Memo
Mr.
Friday
Calif.
Pascha

Wa

TSgt. and Mrs. Donald Wayne Hunter
gowns of burgundy satin and carrid bouquets corresponding to. the
bridal bouquet.
The groom was attired in his
United States Air Force
dress blues. His boutonniere was a
mauve silk rose bud with a spring
of bahy•s breath.
SSgt. Daniel Horton. brother of
:he bride, was best man. Groomsman was SSgt. Larry Griffin. They'
were attired in dress blues and had
v.hite silk carnation boutonnieres.
A reception followed at the

The serving table, covered with a
cloth overlaid with white
W as centered with a threet:s'red ‘
.
4 t2,'- ,J:ng cake decorated with
b_rg..ndy rose with the top tier
h,‘;dIng the traditional bride and
groo:n statuette.
The groom's cake was a white
srec: 'Lake.. made by Edi00,Cun..in. of Hardin, cousirt Of the
PunTh, nuts, mints, and
were served.
1 2- as hostesses were Billie

Reed of Gilbertsville, Mildred Loe
of Paducah and Shirley. Jones of
Murray.
After a short wedding trip, the
couple is pow residing in Crestview. Fla., where the groom is stationed at Eglin Air Force Base
there.
Among the out-of-state guests
Were Mrs. Audne Horton. Roseville, Mich.. Mrs. Shirley Hunter and
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy' Chambers,
Dover, Fla.: Ms. Angela F-Lnter.
Plant City. Fla.. Mr. and Mrs. R.
Hinkley, Warren. Mich.: Dah - c
Horton and daughter.
I.:
Walton Beach. Fla.: Larry Cr::
and Harold Hall. Crestview.
The bridal cLiuple hosted.a cook
out for their families at Kenlake
State Park the night. before Mc
wedding.
Bridal events included a shower
given by the bnde's co-workers a:
Kenlake State Park. and a shower
given by' women of New Jenny
Ridge Pentecostal Church..

McCallon zvill attend convention

Ca..ses. Bread dough lacked
enough sagar to nourish the yeast.
had too much flour, or was raised
at too cold a temperature.
Solutions: Always mix in the
exact amount of sugar and flour the
rec pe indicates. If you did use the
amount.and still had poor
..r recipe may need to be
.- 7. reducing the 'amount
: to I cup. Or. if the
•_, not call for sugar. try
.ablespoors sugar. Pt-it
yeas
. to rise :n a draft -free
area a:
.:.egrees fi to $5 decrees

S1995

•••

tied

uas des'gned and 'Pnade
of the bride.
IL - :ewe:ry was a Cameo
by r.er Sister. Diane
a pair of pearl ear-

rise.ot

Aim

Miss N1arylvnn Horton of Murray and TSgt. Donald Wayne Hunter of Crestview, Fla., were married
Saturday. March 16, at the New
Jenny- Ridge Pentecostal Church,
Murray.
The double ring ceremony was
performed by the Rev. Roy Balentine before a 15-branch spiral candelabrum entertwined with white
roses. burgundy carnations, mauve
• anemones and greenery. On either
side were white doves with white
streamers. The family pew's were
marked with white and burgundy
ribbon bows.
Jody Sexton of Symsonia presented the music.
The bride. ..escorted by Delmer
Jones. cousin of the bride, was
given in marriage by her parents.
She wore a gown of all over
Chantilly lace. The bodice was
designed' with a wedding hand collar and a sheer yoke, adorned with
a scalloped lace, ruffle giving an
off-the-shoulder effect. The sleeves
were designed in a bishop effect
and caught with a self scallop of
lace trim. Her bouffant skirt and
attached- chapel-lenth train were
accented with lace trimmed ruffles
in a three-i.er effect.
Her (70'00i-sty1e headpiece was
accented w:th white silk flowers
seed pearls. The veil and
1.),:re of white bridal netHer
bouquet v.as a cas,,f hzgund‘ silk rose buds.
rose. white anemones.
• h7C.:1h. v.:th white rietti
nc
ribbon loops. and
and mauve

759-4795
Sunday 1-5 pm.

-., Let the dough rise
it
ariy dole
If
:.ke rnark its init.al si/e on the
of Ihe pan to hc:p :rat prog,.',: the rising time g:ven in
gJide. The bread
to bake N.:71en an
:mains
y. .. touch
7. your
Ine bread
loaf
when
:s tapped.
s...:::csted baking t.rne as a

Indus
Prexic
( Air P
A.T.0
AT&1
Bank
Bell S
Brigg,
Chrys
CSX
Dean

....--

Datha !slcCallon. tenter. Kentucky Moth
er of the Year, will he a participan
t in the Amerlican Mothers'
Comention to be held at Sr. Louis. !Mo.,
on Thursday. She was named 1991
Kentucky Mother of the Year
at the state meeting held Noy. 10.1990.
at Lexington. The widow of Jewel
NM:anon, she is pictured here
with her four children, from left, Dale
‘1(Callon. senior at Calloway Cotinty
High School. Martha %W.A..
lon, secretary for Attorney J. V‘illiam
Phillips. !Marilynn McCallon, senior
at Murray State ( niyersity.
and Nlargaret %It( allon, program assistant
at Calloway County ASCS office. Mart
accompany their mother to the t.
ha and Nlar2aret will
Louis event.

\ ASH VILLE_,
A1-)
Country sine...:r Rena NILEntire
a surprise g,,es: at a benefit cor.5.7.
for farn.::es of her ;ate hand me-7
hers. and sang the last song
group performed.
-Firs: of all, let me
there are eight ‘er,. Lose pen,

55.95
.57.99
56.98

Come and check out our other daily spec
ials!
We've got something for everyone!
'Appetizers 'Salads 'Sandwiches •Cajun Cuis
ine
We're More Than Just Seafood!
Sunday - Saturday 11 a.m.-9 p.m.

11(
W Aggigi

mine 1:-.at are grinning up
all the love, the camara,...... :n. e very special feeling that
misiroom tonight,- McEntire
4

performed 'Sweet
her traditional closing

5.

Nlefintire jo.ned
cr T. Graham Brown,
Ns:;son. Kenny Rogers. 1<,,ky Van
Shelton and other Loiz:•rv stars to
support families of her seven band
members and tour manager who
died in a plane crash near San
Diego on March 16.

. •

k For Old Steam Engines
641 South on Hazel Hwy.
753-0074 •Murray, Ky.
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CARPET & VINYL STORE
Loo

Olympic Plaza •753-6149
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Burk.

Boo-Koo s
of
Philadelphia
Cut loop CARPE1
SHORT ROLLS of CARPET high
3.29 sq. yd.
quality
'7.99 sq. yd.
1500 yds. - Wood Mauve - Graphics
PADS
Design - 26 oz. -Great for office, home,
6 lb. Density with Webbing
church - CARPET_ 83.95 sq. yd.
sL65 sq. yd
Stain
Resistant
Plush 7/16
" - 6 lb. Density with Webbing
CARPET$4.99 sq. yd.
$1.50 sq. yd.
All types GRASS _ $2.88 & up
3 1/2 lb. Rebond
99e sq. yd.

55.99
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Reba McEntire sings at benefit concert

Carpets - Carpets - Carpets
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English -Darby" picnic

I

died Monday at 10:52 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
Survivors are her husband,
Homer Sins; three sisters, Mrs. Jo
Aline Price, Rt. 10, Benton, Mrs.
Essie Johnson, Benton, and Mrs.
Lala Walker, Alton, III.; 11 grandchildren; 16 great-grandchildren.

.. •

•

-•

.;•

•

One-Stop For Health Care
& More!
•15% Cash Discount on prescr.ptDrs
•Free Delivery •Medical Claims
Service -Computerized Rqcords •PCS •Medim
et -BC BS
-Paid State Aide

"Gifts & Cards for all occasions

109 S. 4th St.

He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Patricia Thurman Vickrey, one
daughter, Sara Jane Vickrey, one
son, William Tyler Vickrey, his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Billy Vickrey; one sister, Mrs. Melinda Baker, two brothers, Bobby Ray Vickrey and Will Ed Vickrey, and his
grandmother, Mrs. Mary Lou Jackson, all of Princeton; several aunts,
uncles and cousins.

753-1462

best possible price
The
for the best possible
hearing aid
14CM at gola
Licensed Audiologist
Physician on premises
759 4815
300 South 8th Street • Suite 304
Medical Arts Building .Murray

War footage was delayed, not live

FAIN INSURANCE

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) -could never control in Vietnam: it
Americans who believe they
stifled criticism of the war,"
watched the Persian Gulf War
Lederer said.
unfold on television are mistaken, a
Because reporters spent so little
Trish Barton, Bill Boyd and Ed%ina Petrie hold a banner announcing
veteran Associated Press war cortime in the field, there was very
a
change in the date for the Calloway County Public Library's Spring
respondent says.
little critical reporting, she said.
Pot Pourri of the arts, traditionally held on Derby Day. This
"You were watching delayed
year it
will be April 26, 27 and 28. Two tickets to the Derby will be
given
TV footage of actual conflict, and
away to a guest at the English "Darby" Picnic, the closing
not really much of that," Edith
event of
this year's Spring Pot Pourri. Since 1711 the English have enjoye
Lederer said Tuesday. "Very few
d
The
Sport of Kings at Ascot on Gold Cup Day each June. Some
reporters actually saw any front
say
the Kentucky Derby was patterned after that celebrated event,
line combat during the war."
when
ladies and gentlemen don their fashion plate attire and exhibi
Lederer, who spoke as the Ed
t it
about the grounds. Following the races, traditionally friends gather
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Ryan Lecturer at Kentucky
for a picnic of wonderfully appetizing food. Sunday at 5 p.m., the
Wesleyan College, said the military House Judiciary Committee has
Calloway County Public Library Gardens will be the site of a simila
kept reporters away from battle and approved a seven-day waiting perr
feast. The menu will include: Ascot Chicken Breast Cockaigne,
iod for handgun purchases, paving
sharply limited access to troops.
Aspar
agus Sussex, Parslied New Potatoes, Roman Salad, Scones and
Despite the illusion created by the way for debate by the full
other breads, Trifle-pots of jam and Vineyard ice tea. Tickets are
around -the-clock TV reports, live House on a measure supporters say
on
sale for $10 at the library through April 24. Tickets to the Derby will
combat coverage was limited to will help stem the nation's crime
be given away at the close of the picnic.
bombing raids on Baghdad and epidemic.
The panel approved the so-called
scud missile attacks on Israel and
Brady bill on a 23-11 vote after
Saudi Arabia, she said.
"The U.S. military's tight con- rejecting an alternative proposal to
trol over access to the troops did require "point-of-sale" checks of
achieve something the Pentagon computerized criminal records.
The amendment failed on a
23-11 vote. Its sponsor, Rep. HarWASHINGTON (AP)- A Los wife, whose Alzhei
mer's disease
ley 0. Staggers Jr., D-W.Va., plans
Angeles man pleaded with a Senate forced him to
retire.
panel to establish a program that
to propose the provision again
•'I'm getting too tired
would give him a break from the daily job by myself," to do this
when the full House debates the
said Samuel
24-hcur-a-day job of caring for his Kaplan, whose 64-year-o
issue. The amendment has 100
ld wife
cosponsors.
Mollie can no longer cook, drive,
A Calvert City man was injured
Both sides say they expect a
or leave the house unaccompanied
after his own car backed over him close vote when
the
Brady
because of her memory loss.
bill
Tuesday, according to a report comes to
the House floor in two
"You provide for rest periods
from the Kentucky State Police.
weeks.
MOSS, Tenn. (AP) -- Dumas for American workers,, limit their
Joe Watkins, 62, of Calvert City,
The bill
Walker,
was treated at the Western Baptist month whengained momentum last player whose fame as a marble daily hours, and see that the comand sure supply of firecrack- panies that employ them treat them
it was endorsed by exHospital in Paducah after his car President
ers prompted the Kentucky Head- v.ith human respect," Kaplan told
Reagan
,
who
had
long
apparently slipped out of gear and oppose
Hunters to lionize him in a 1990 the Senate Select Committee on
d
rolled backwards, forcing him into House the measure. The White hit song,
has signaled a softening of
died Monday of a heart Aging. "I'm just asking that you
a ditch and injuring his legs at his its opposi
attack at age 75.
tion
to
the
bill,
indicat
do the same for me."
ing
home on Gholan Road about three it might
Walker ran a small store across
accept
it
if
Congre
ss
Kaplan testified in favor of the
pasmiles west of Sharpe around 12:15 ses key
elements of President the Kentucky line from where three Family Caregiver Support Act. The
p.m., police said.
Bush's crime bill.
members of the five-member coun- legislation drafted by Sen. Bill
Police said Watkins had stopped
try group were raised. His store
Bradley, D-N.J., would offer federin his driveway, opened the left
was more than a source of hot dogs ally paid, state-administered serrear door and was attempting to
and firecrackers. It was a place to vices to Americans who take on the
remove a ladder from the vehicle
see Walker's marble tricks.
burden of home health care for sick
when the car started rolling
"Dumas Walker" was a hit VI
relatives.
A Mayfield woman was injured
backwards,
1990 when the HeadHunters were
"Four out of five Americans
in a car accident when a tire on her
named
ith functional disabilities are
vehicle blew out Tuesday at 11:21 year the best vocal group of the
by
a.m., according to a published ation andthe Country Music Associ- cared for not in institutions, but by
won a Grammy for best family members at home," said
report.
country vocal group.
Bradley, who chaired the hearing
Lou Ann Madden, 27, was hospitaliz
of
the Senate Select Committee on
ed
and
U.S.
62
Beltlin
e overPrices as of 9:00 AM
pass traffic was hindered for 30
Aging. "Family care giving ...
•••••
minutes as a result.
requires enormous physical and
emotional energy."
Madden's car struck a van driven
Select Senate committees can
Industrial Average.............. +1039) by. 25 year-old Glenn Moore of
Federal-Slate Ntarket News Nernce ApiLl :4, 100i
Kentucky
Purchase
hold
Boaz,
hearings, but cannot send
Areaiki
which
Ntarktt
Report
in
Ink
Previous Close
lodes
turn
4
hit a car driven BuytngStationsRecetph. Ac1328,E4
2930.45
1.1001tarro•s& Glts
( Air Products
legislation to the floor of the
by Laverne Lowery, 32, of Kevil. 30
6.31/1 unc.
higher, Sews steady
1-2 230-250 lbs.........
A.T.C.-Class A
Senate. Legislation must originate
S5upo-so 50
Madden was pinned in her car LS
47'14B 481/4.1
LS 1.2 210.230 lbs
011-49 50
AT&T............. .... ....... 361/2 +1/2 7
with other committees that have
and had to be removed with extri- 1.S2-323026OIbs
540 50-50 tau
Bank of Murray
LS 311 260-270 lbs
1508
I. 544 50.49 54 jurisdiction over issues the select
cation
equipm
ent.
She
was
listed
in
Sows
Bell South
51's •1 2
committees investigate.
stable condition at Western Baptist
S 1-2 270.350 lbs
340 00-41
Briggs & Stratton
30 -3.4
1-3 300-400 lbs
LS
541
00-42
OU
Hospit
al
Tuesd
ay
night.
Lowery US 1-3 400-525 lbs..
Chrysler
133/4 -' 4
...
S42.0043.50
and Moore were unhurt the report US 1-3 525 and up
CSX Corp.
$44 00-4'00
41 -'
LS
300-500
2-3
lbs
$3900 40
said.
Dean Foods
45',4 +1/4
Boars 53500-3700

AGENCY

Auto
I.rano2
Life
Home
4.111.
Health
BusinessAnnuities
A tradition in service
since 1981

Committee approves
7 day waiting period
for handgun purchase
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"Locally Owned & Operated, Bob, R.
PH"

William Wayne (Bear) Vickrey
Services for William Wayne
(Bear) Vickrey are today at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Morgan Funeral
Home, Princeton. The Rev. Bob
Williams and the Rev. Roy Marquess are officiating.
Burial will follow in Princeton
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Vickrey, 33, Princeton, died
Friday at 8 p.m. in San Diego,
Calif. He was a truck driver for
Paschall Truck Lines, Murray.

•.

HOLLAND

Mrs. Johnnie Sins
The funeral for Mrs. Johnnie
Sirls was today at II a.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home,
Benton. Dr. C.G. Morrow
officiated.
Burial was in Union Ridge
Cemetery.
Mrs. Sink, 81, Rt. 5, Benton,
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Jim Fain

I 753-0632 I

Tracy D. McKinney

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

Man pleas for assistance in 24-hour
job caring for wife with Alzheimer's

Calvert City man
injured after his
car backs over him

Dumas Walker dies
Monday at age 75

Views On
Dental Health®
Dr.Joe L.Mason,Jr.D.M.D.

HALF A TOOTH BETTER THAN NONE
Somet

imes the dentist can otherwise good restoration,
or
save only part ofa tooth I usually the tooth is health
y and in good
a molan because of extreme contact with the
adjacent teeth.
bone loss or a vertical fracture In those situat
ions, rather than
involving half the tooth. Haifa hemisect, the
tissue along side
tooth, however, is better than the roots is bisect
ed (lifted and
none.The dentist can divide the turned), and the infect
ed root is
molar in half vertically and found and removed.
Root canal
surgically remove the one or two , therapy is alway
s done on the
damaged roots of the weak half remaining root
or roots. If there
and save the undamaged, is ever a choice
of saving a tooth
strong half with root canal thereven halfa tooth bv all means,
apy. This is called a hemisec- save it!
tion.
Occasionally, an infected root
is surgically removed without
damaging the crown part of the
tooth. This is particularly advarltageous when there is a
Prepared as a public service
crown on the tooth and heto promote better dental health.
misecting it would involve cutFrom the office of Joe Mason,
ting through or destroying an
D.M.D., 204 S. 6th St., Phone:
753-2642.

Tire blow out causes
accident; one injured

Stock Market
Report

HOG MARKET

It

•-•

4

Dollar Gen. Store ....133/a B 141,4A ,.
Exxon.
611/4 +3/8S
Ford
327/1 -1
/
4)
, General Motors
37V: -1/4 IN
GoodrIch.......................-371/4 unc.
Goodyear.................
211/2 +1/2
I.B.M............................... 1083/1 +I/4
Ingersoll Rand
,
487/• -14
K Mart.
403/4 +3/4
Ky. Utilities..
22 unc.
Kroger
..
223/1 unc.
L & G Energies
40'/z unc.
, McDonalds
347/6 unc.,
JCPenney
503/4 -1/8
5714 +'/I
c Quaker Oats
t• Sears
373/4 +3/4'
Snap-On Tools
303/. -s/s
Texaco
681/a +3/1
Time•Warner
114 +1''s
c UST
441/1 ..1/s)
Wal•Mart
42 4•1/si
Woolworth
321/4 +114)
C.E.F. Yield
5.69

IMANUr Ar TUREP S COUPON
rr.PF, A Jr;

Save 35'
77% Fat Free.
••••••'

c7

N.. v.
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77% Fat Free
100% Great Taste
By Jimmy Dean

4
SCOtt

414 Main St.

Murray, Ky
753-3366
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America's most popular
napkinjust got even better
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New
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DEAR ABBY

•

r

•

WE'RE PROUD TO USE
RECYCLED NEWSPRINT

by Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: I just read the letter from the married woman signed
"Gladys." who said she was in love
with a married man, but neither of
them would consider divorce They
meet privately and hug. kiss passionately. etc.. but no sex She asked
you if this could be considered an
"affair." It sounded familiar
Listen to this: Ten years ago I
suspected my husband was having
an affair with a woman at the office.
I confronted him and he denied any
physical affair He said he just
couldn't get away from her — she
always needed to"talk." I gave him a
choice, her or me He chost me
Well, he talked to her. and !•:he
came to our home to deny any phv
cal affair and to ask ifthey could just
have a Bible study at lunch hour
together. My reply was "No." the
couldn't even do that'
Shortly afterward, this w oman
and her family moved into our neighborhood and joined our church
Three months ago. my: husband
said, -We have to talk I have been
committing adultery for the last It
years with this woman at the t ;Ince
Please forgive me I promise never: •
see her again "
When I finally calmed dow rl • •
said. Wait.there's more "Abby .tr
woman had such an attack of -c,
science, she went to our pastor ar,L:
confessed everything. so the pastor
in turn called on me and told me that
we could no longer attend his church'
Can you believe this.)
ARIZONA

•

bet ic. and checked the symptoms you
had in v our column I hope so It was
very helpful
CATSKILL N Y
ANIMAL LOVER

Prices Good
April 24th
thru April 30th

Read.
Then recycle.

M•Tri 8 o.m..7 p.m.
& Sot. 8 o.m .8 p.m.

F.a
0.04d

We Reserve Ire Rh t To limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
'J S Choice

Owens Eest Extra Lean

Ribeye Steaks

Ground Pack
Chuck

C-:ice Boneless

Chuck Roast
Fields 1 Lb

1 59

Wieners,

•••••

Dinner Franks,
Classic & Lite
$1

39

Boneless

Fields 1 Lb
Reg & Lite

$499

Chuck
Steak
$ 1 79

Bacon

9
9
!
5/1
Contacting!

Squeeze 5 cz

1 79

I Lb

2/89'

Ketchup

89c

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Min, Maid
$31 9
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yell°, Min. Maid

Whole Milk

Bathroom Tissue

99' Kidney Beans
2/79'
2/79' Sweet Peas 2/79'
159 Towels
79'
2/79' Great Northern 3/89
RC, Diet RC Sundrop,
199 Diet
$309
Rite
.
co
Roast Beef

Cheese
1 99

Owens br-i;
Boneless P!

Ascons,Colby

Owens Best

Baked Ham

Cheese
$359

BBQ Ribs
59

$389

$3

CALL 502 674-5530
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Spaghetti "4/$ 1 00
Cups
89'
Cheese Slices
99'
$1 19
Dressing
139
Ice Cream

Bananas

$489

SIMPS Available
Free Estimates

V'

Ronco 7 oz. Reg or

Crop

.

$4325

T7

Vitochice

*1••••••••

-:

House

Salmon
14/2 0z
$ 1 79

Green Giant Red

Etc

$489

The We!
Mental He
Board, Inc,
versity are
I Special (
from 9:30
Roy Stew at
campus.
The op;
begin at 9:
Live events
Some 40
nine county
pating in a
including th

Vinite C

eli
Brisket

Scott A
first grade
Fox, seco
fourth gr
grade.

Spe4

Apple Juice
$ 1 59

Scott Single

ir
Green Beans

MARIETTA. Ga. uAP,, — Lockheed Corp. executives rejoiced a:
beating out their aerospace rivals
for the nght to build the next A:r
Force fighter jet. while rank-and
file workers said they can look forward to keeping their jobs.
About 300 Lockheed workers
gathered in the main assembly
building on Tuesday to watch a
televised broadcast of Air Force 1
Secretary Donald B. Rice.'
annnouncement in Washington. A,
soon as Rice said a Lockheed-le:
team of aviation companies won the $12.1 billion contrac
workers broke into cheers
applause.
'I'm tickled to death becat,sc
means my job. It means we can a.
keep our jobs,— said Lockhec.:
inspector J.G. McJunkin.

7-a

Freshl.ke Garde-

Corn
Plates

Tea
Bags
189

8 oz

Christi.
Briensbur
fifth sixThe _ft
dents re
awards f
this peric

Ben Le'
ha Adams
NIcKinncy
Oiler. Br's

$1 19

Hyde Park
100 Ct

Tomato
Sauce

RC, Diet RC,
Sundrop, Diet Rite
$ 1 69

Lockheed employees
rejoice achievement

Other

99
Lb

GroundTurkey 1Turkey Breast

1 99

Hyde Park

1 39

:At/ Time Grade

Shoulder Steak

Margarine

21/2 Car Vinyl ONLY
Level 14t

Short
Ribs

r•••••

U.S. Choice Boneiess

Blue Bonnet

NEED•
mums?

Boneless Beef

$ 1 39

I Lb

DEAR ABBY- Thank
our
informative ;:orumn orwonder how many po-, r.
dogs car. he diabet:(
humans
About nine rr,, • •
years oid 'began t
and.quite naturallv
frequently and wanter:
stantly He didn't enjo'.
walks and he gained
I took him to our vet.
nosed him as rilc.h0.1C Hisugar is now monitored
weight. weekly. etc —
humans He al
gets ar,
injection daily
wonder if au i
aware that their per

';')4

Split Breast

1 69

Bologna

Ninet
been a
CalIowa
teer serv
ored th
Volunte;
The vi
week du
Auxiliar:
in the f(
First Ba
These
dues-pay
tars Alll
workers,
as the r
families

Chr

U S Choice

DEAR M. BARLOW: I telephoned the public library and
asked if it had any books about
the origin, history or composition of crossword puzzles. It had
only two:"CreativeCruciverbalists: Those Curious Crossword
Creators and Their Best Puzzles"
by Helene Hovanec, and "The
Compleat Cruciverbalist.or How
to Solve and Compose Crossword
Puzzles for Fun and Profit" E)
Stan Kurzban and Mel Rosen.

.
,

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

laad 7db

We Accept Food Stamps

DEAR ABBY I have had rn,rr.
sleepless nights since I read z h.- •
umn about the mvstery ordt..r • •
person v.ho makes up :r .- ord
as. r -liztv•d-1
dictionary . thesaurus or w
w here on earth did you find the w,I rd
"craciverbalist'Please enligh....r. us
I am an English mae word puzzle addict. hut :
heard of that word. nor
in any reference materia.
have access
M BARD A‘ NEWARK. i

•;CJ'

114

Hours:

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

DEAR ARIZONA: After writing this column for more than 35
years,I can believe anything,but
I am disturbed about the actions
of your pastor. He exceeded his
authority when he dismissed you
from his church. A church is not
a museum for saints; it's a hospital for sinners. Report that pastor to his superior. He is accountable to the head of his diocese —
or the equivalent.
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Read.
Then recycle.
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SECTION B
Ninety-four people v.ho have
been associated with Murray. Calloway County Hospital's volunteer service program are being honored this week during !•.ationa
Volunteers Week.
The volunteers were honored this
week during the annual Volunteer ,
Auxiliary Appreciaition Luncheon
in the fellowship hall ol Murray s
First Baptist Church.
These volunteers, who are eltt;.:r
dues-paying members of the spi
tar s Auxiliary of sinin:y volitteer
workers, perform duties as v.171.2d
as the needs of the pat:en!, and
families at MCCH.

The Auxiliary's nitinuous projects are designed to donate needed
equipment or funishings_ for the
hospital from their profit-producing

as: the busine,. office, laboratory
,
medical records, central suppl
y,
purchasing, the medical library.
and the child care center, ffugh
Houston Long Term Care Unit
and
the Shared Care Adult
Day
program. ,
Volunteers pick up and help
patients mark selective menu
s.
They assst departments by answe
ring the phone. running copie
rs,
handling mailings and providing
courier service. They also serve
at
the information desk, as "palsto
patients and families and take reading materials to patients' room
s.
Volunteers are invaluable to
\I,,rrav-Callow ay County Hospital.
,

All N1CCH volunteers wear red
or pink coats. You can see them
operat:ng the hospital's gift shop
- the procees of which help
par chase many of the items
the hospital.
The also deliver patient's mail
and help sort hospital departmental
maiL Vol anteers provide surgical.
ray.and physitil therapy transalso vvork in are,

Christian Fellowship honor roll
\1(:: ,

/

and they are much appreciated.
If you think you might like to
use your spare time to serve your
fellow man in a meaningful and
worthwhile, way, consider the vol-

Audie Mae Nix and Marelle
Andrus check out the microwave
oyen donated by the Auxiliary to
NICCH's Shared Care Adult Day
Center in the Weaks Community
Center.

•,2

unteer service program at MCCH.
You can get more information by
contacting Director of Volunteer

The Auxiliary' has also donated
new oak bedside cabinets, head
and foot boards for beds, and
oyer-the-hed tables for seseral
patient rooms. Volunteers pictured are (left to right) Roberta
Ward, Director of Volunteer Set-ices Ruth Eversmeyer, Robbie
1Vaters and Gladys Koca.

000,41

IL io
had perfect atten::-nc
nne as: sly vveeks. Jesse
li7. •
•
Jennifer.
e.
Rol-son. Sarah
'vtart.ri and S .-ih
,hols. first
Brent Howard 1..sa Brooks
• i'eak.oLh, second grade:
Iftmd grade: Joshua
s".- Matthevi.
WaLlce.

Winnie Lose and Mary Ellen
DeRoer show off the infant walker donated by the Auxiliary for
use in the pediatric care
playroom.

Ettou you,
ILL

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

1at

Glendale at Whttnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5 -30

NICCIL-volunteers deft to right)
Genesa Wright, Mask Jones and
Kelly Fearn admire part of the
Fantasy land mural in the hospital's pediatric plarlosin which
was furnished h) the hospital
Auxiliary. Supplies for the painting were also purchased by the
Auxiliary. The painting depicts
sarious children's cartoon and
storybook characters and was
done by surgical technician Marjorie Hatton and her son,
Stephen.

• 'A
::-.formatIon

Barbara Hooks and Kathleen
Lawson serse coffee to ()phie
Steele in the emergency
outpatient waiting area. The
Auxiliary supplies a courtesy cart
which is used to provide bestrages for those in the hospital's
waiting areas.

IF YOUR JEWELRY
WAS LOST OR
STOLEN_WOULD IT BE
ADEQLATELY INSURED?
M.<

27•./ey

1,11.
4: 1.••••

/rev

(4,

fe*,-e,,

,
I.

Ire

r < •

eft, 'A'

.
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113-3605

FISH - SEAFOOD - BAR-B-0 - SANDWICH BREAKFAST I

Specials Good Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
..
ALL YOU CAN EAT
•.
•..
oviri-'73.,

Pond Raised Catfish
Steaks or Ocean Boneless
, .,:• of Potato 7 . :.•

Ri8 oz.
Steak

$4.95

$5.95

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAU
RANT
1906 Coldw

ater Rd.
7-59-1864
Hours: Mon.-Sal. 5 a.m.-8 p.m.: Sun.
7 a.m.-3 p.m.

FISH -SEAFOOD - BAR-B-0
- SANE

41 and 200 meter race
2t2iur. 4(10
y-s, shot
• throw, running long
long jump.
()
is a prol!rarn
.:r. mental retardatnYned to attend
the eYent.• lin:re is no admission
regardtie Area I Special Olympics
Games. ;lease call the Western
Kent.i.Nv
Mental HealthM.ntal Retardat.on Board, Ir,c.'s
Murray-Callow a County office at

.
1

Services, Ruth Eversmeyer, at
762-1276. Her office hours are
: 10, Monday through . Frida
y.

"Where the price and ser4ice
makes the pill easier to swallow

Margaret Boyd and Marjorie
Crass display the refrigeratorfre.ezer donated by the Auxiliary
to Shared Care Adult Day
Center.

w

•

Volunteer Week

(;7

Special Olympics scheduled
The Western Kent„cky Reg[or.,1
Mental Health -Mental Retardation
Board. Inc. and-.Muntay -State l rnversity are co-sponsoring the
I Special Olympics Games 1-r]da.:.
from 9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.. at inc
Roy Steuart Stadium. on the \1St campus.
The opening cerenion.y
begin at 9:10 a.m.. vvitri competitive events follow it
Hi a.m.
Some 400 individuals from the
nine county region. will be pa-ticn
paling in a n'anibcr of
is ;ties,
including the 50, 1(0, 200 and 4o0

•

•

FAST. PLATE LUNCHE
S - STEAKS

Christian Fellowship School
Briensburg has• jti-st
fifth six-weeks grading p,
The following- -elerneN.:-...
dents received recogn
awards for ach cveme;n:
this period:
All As
Scott Adams and Leslie Cooper,
first grade: Candace Carr and Cor
Fox, second grade: Jo,haa
fourth grade, Brett SpC.17•.
grade.
All .As and Bs
Ben Lewis. kind..!rcarten,
ha Adams. Jer-''er
!McKinney. Sara !\.•j:1,':•, K.:
011er, Bry..iBets' Sr.::
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We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

623 South 4th

1,044.0=„ya.s.1

We Accept Food Stamps and WIC. - Open
Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Folgers

Coffee

39 oz.
Can
Stokely

Tomato Juice

Trail Blazer

White Cloud

Dog Food

Bathroom Tissue

A

Stokel)s

ka
ctkcsir

46 oz.
Can

4.

20 Lb.
Bag

Blue Bonnet

Margarine

1 Lb. Box

2 Liter
Bottle

2

Dawn

tb:

Dishwashing Liquid
Big
42 oz. Btl.
Wesson Vegetable

64 oz.
Bottle

Lettuce

Large
Stalk

Large Head

Del Monte

Red

Raisins

Potatoes

Broccoli

39

hOC

Box

10 Lb
Bag

Large
Stalk

•
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Golfers win
OVC title
Staff Report
Murray Lecig.. a Tunes

-SEATTLE

Strickland
iiptgosure
'woman at
the King C
meanor pi
a $1,000
28-year-04
exposed
&butter N
her room

Sports Writer

Sports

Howard ULMAN
Associated Press

Murray State won their third
OVC golf championship Tuesday
The Racers won the 1991 Ohio
Valley Conference golf championship held in Hendersonville. Tenn.,
Tuesday with a 54-hole team score
of 907, three strokes ahead of
runner-up Austin Peay.
"We want to dedicate this
championship to Murray State athletic director Michael Strickland
and Scrappy Sheridan," Racer golf
coach Buddy Hewitt said. "Mike
Strickland and Scrappy Sheridan's
donation to the MSC Foundation
kept this program going.Austin Peay's Nliehel Alary
ed Marra y State's Jeff Sanders

BROOKLINE, Mass. (AP) —
The Boston Celtics are preparing for a physical playoff series
against the Indiana Pacers. They
just have to survive their
physical practices.
Derek Smith, sweat pouring
from his face, cut short a postpractice interview Tuesday.
"I'm sore," he said between
The C_alloay County Lakers and the Murray.High
heavy
breaths. "I'm about to
Tigers cominbed to in the Quad County Championsh
ip Thursday for the fourth time in fiye faint right now. I better go sit
%ears. while the Lady I.akers and Lady Tigers on
their fifth straight championship at the Quad
County meet.
down."
Brian Shaw, after nearly two
hours of intense drills and
scrimmaging, said "tempers flare
h‘
•170Ke.
iiring a
and
that's what we need."
s,ored 236 points for the girls
Staff Report
- 2 —222 over the
Boyd in the meter quartet of Barrett. Seth
Coach Chris Ford, the instigaIt
v.as
the
fifth
straig
ht year the
Murray Ledger 8. ,nes Sports
shot put!(47-8
:a!,out a: :he
tor of it all, seemed pleased
Murray's Matt Arant, Payne and Sean Fletcher
have on the event. While the
Krug in the pole vault (11-6). Mur- were both third
Club. Sahders
that
his tough practice had awaplace
ti
me
finish
in
ers.
t
o,e
.,ea
rs that the ray's 400 relay
N11.77'..:‘ High and Calloway
-4-71-211
team of Victor Perkened the proper spirit for a
On
the
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side,
Callo
way's
ho‘s
have
on.
C•,unt%
11.0 con-:eted v•ith each
ry'. J'ay Oannan. Chris Cheaney and Mitzi Rickman
Las:ern Kent,„k
shed third
struggling team heading into the
had three first-place
"It's really a fun meet.- Lady
oiner
Aga:. st ea.t other
Fred Sowerby. and Calloway's efforts. She won
:he team race a: 92: Tennessee
playoffs.
the
100
meters
Laker
coach
Stephanie Wyatt said. James Barrett
'Faesday
waSltfourth at 9.2;. Morehead
who
on
"It's caused some feistifiess
both
(13.58
the
).
the
200
meters (28.23) and
The Tigers and Lady 1 iger track "I think its great that the school 3(xi meter hurdles
Slate fith at 935. MiddleiTennes(41.3
out
6)
there among the guys," he
and
the
long
the
jump
(14-11
).
Vanes
sa
teams and be Laker and Lady Lik- ,•aut compete together."
41v0 meter ran (42.1).
s:%,:n a: 938 and Tennessee
said. "Guys get a little ticked
Bucy
won
the
3200
meters
(13:3
9)
The
kids
really
e- :rack teams cor7.hined to win
have a good
•Second place
at 1.032.
off at one another, but that's
while Christy Trenholm won the
Tiger 4n4 Lady Tiger coach -teddy Delan efforts included
noLn the noYs and g.r s at :he Quad
State held steadily to its
ey (discus). Scott discus (87-4). Murray's 400 rcaly
good.
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Harrell said. "Everyone is DivA cr ;pole
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Nlarray State's
lead over the Govervault, Barrett (110 team of Vedra Sowery, Christy
Boston ended the regular seapointi
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region
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.APSC thro4hout Tuesson Sunday with four consecuse (1600
Bell. Sara Snyder and Renca HornMeanwh.iie. the base.;‘a teams e‘eh. :hough we're rivals. were in meters) of Callowa.v
:
1 he. after (),Itand
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Murra
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were in short supply. Ford
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s
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•
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before
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. a 77t2,1: idea.- Laker coach
team of Heath Walls. Krug. Snyder, Renea Hornb
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1,,i;c1her are pre:v
Jason Joseph (discus), Walls
77,77":27S
"We're seeing that we can
Gun. Christy Bell, Jenny Bell,
Lor.4
yzrp,
.
Price Coakley NIPerry (high jump)
playdefense. We can stop peoApril
Barksd
ale), while Tammy
:wo school record Slo;•ler
l0 hurdles; and Sean
- Chris Wilson ,‘.
ple,"
guard Dec Brown said.
Hanse
n
took
secon
d
in
the
300
hurm ich ae i Bod Ma
60H 1n:7's
I
"We can run and get our break
I:ndles
and
Christ
y
Bell
was
secon
„
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d
./14 .:n a throw of. isued th .rd :or \larra.
TRACK
7 wliile Calon. Those things kind of
the 800
i •c:'nPane Aon, _
_„
Tri.cier relay Doer. Lady meters for Murray. For the
,
r•
Lakers. Monica Evans (100 dwindle when you don't practice
z
I ho'r as
and
hurdles). Jackie Gcurin (1606 that much.
Le, '
,rd "c I a'ker 1600
'You start going through the
(Cont'd on page 38)
motions during the game,'' he
e
added. "You think you're running but you're not. You think
you're playing defense and
We're Fighting For Your Lite.
their
you're
not. But when you go
tomorrow I can be 0-for-4
decisioh
back to the basics, you see you
('71:
Cans
...las
American Heart
haven't been doing that the last
"I'M
'
11-1) gave up
happy a:
month and a half. That's what
Association
neer,
tlik as Chicago lost
The or
e need in the Qlayoffs."
of flat
game.
The emphasis in practice has
a's counterpart, Bob
been on playing defense and
I .• K
:.2-1): allowed three
.k in seven innings. Jerome Wal- playing hard.
"We just have to play a lot
ton homered for the Cubs leading
out the fourth, and pinch hitter more physical," Shaw said.
'We can't let guys drive to the
(;,:orge Bell homered off Cris Carbasket
and get three-pount plays
pc;.cr to start the eighth.
With Dwight Smith at second on on us and we can't let the
a double and one out. Carpenter other team just go where they
gave way to Lee Smith. who set want to go. So we have to put
down five straight batters to gain a body on their bodies and
his sixth save in as many push them out.';
.1,7. 7 •
opportunities.
"There's been a lot of bang;077
Smith froze Ryne Sandberg. with ing and wear and tear on the
hlt
a called third strike to end the body out there the last two
•es a
days." Ford said. "but that's
make good pitches. some- what it's going to be in the
. real
times they get hits," Smith said. playoffs, and we're trying to
piaLre
"It's just that now I think I guess get into a mindset that it's
...as in
pretty good with the hitters."
going to be a physical game
seaTewksbury, whose off-speed
and that we have got to be
,
right
pitches contrasted sharply with able to play: aggressive
.Smiths fastballs, also guessed well defense.' pitching on three days' rest.
They may have to play it
Pedro Guerrero added an RBI
withou
t Larry Bird.
single for the Cardinals, who
He didn't practice Monday or
moved three games over .500 for
Tuesday after playing in the
the first time since the end of the
season-ending loss to Atlanta.
1989 season.
But he had missed the previous
"It's a good team effort." Torre
Work
seven games with back problems
said. "We have a ballclub now
that sidelined him a total of 22
•Brakc.
that.
really, people don't care who games
1
during the season.
• 1 une-up
the hero is from one day to the
West Ky. Exposition Center, College Farm Rd., Murray, Ky.
Boston was 10-12 without
next."
ma ki,latiiin arid Balance
Bird and 46-14 with him.
In other National League games.
"He feels a little bit better
• !:- ( (mditioning
New York beat Philadelphia 2-1.
than he did (Monday) and it's
•i ,!; (.11a nge... and \lore
C:i:Linnati defeated Houston 3-1.
Super Star T Shirts - $IO 00
Atlanta defeated Los Angeles 4-0. still on a day-to-day basis,"
XXL (White or Black) - $12 00
"Keeping your car
Ford said. "When he's ready,
and Pittsburgh downed Montreal
he'll play and he'll practice as
or
truck
main
tain
ed.
7
FILMING — $50 Camera Fee (Battery Pack Camer
1
as Only)
well. I don't know when that
helps
Only a few slots are available - Plus 2-1112
keep
major
In the American League. Boston
00 Ringside Tickets
will
be.''
($100 00 on Spot Fine and Confiscation of
defeated Tomonto 3-0, Seattle tied
repair costs down."
Equipment for not having a Filming Certifi
cate
In their four regular-season
andlor filming hem any area other than assign
a team record by winning its eighth
ed slot)
meetings, Indiana and Boston
straight game. 2-0 over California.
Put 'T
IruNt in
each won twice at home. Both
Oakland beat Minnesota 7-5, Nev.
FOR TICKET INFORMATION:
were eliminated in the first
York downed Detroit 5-0, Chicago
OLD Prornot,oes USA Steele Karate Tear,,502j 753-0869
round last year. The Pacers
Kentuclic Tec, DECA MOSA VICA Clubs hopped Baltimore 10-4. Texas
502) 753.1870
have just one playoff victory
West K Erpcsition Center - 502 762-3125
topped Milwaukee 6-5 in 11
since they joined the NBA in
innings and Kansas City defeated
514 t. 12th St. • 753-8868
1976. The Celtics have won 16
Cleveland 6-0.
NBA championships.
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"NIGHT OF TIIE STARS”

THE STARS
INVITATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP

* KARATE *
SUPERSTARS

*

"Simply
4 The Best"
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S7eve Joyce.
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Saturday, May 4th, 1991 at 7:30 p.m.
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Complete .Nuto Repair
of Murray, Inc.
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32 — 6-foot .Super .Star I rophies
10 — Super Star Championship Belts
Battle of the
Belt Stars

-Or

,

THE FIRST EIGHT COMPETITORS THAsT
ACCEPTED INVITATIONS HAVE WON OVER A COMBI
NED TOTAL OF 2000
AWARDS IN KARATE COMPETITION''A L\
JUNIORS SELECTED MUST BE A BLACK
BELT - A NATIONAL COMPETITOR
- BE ABLE TO COMPETE IN FORMS WEAkes•A
MUSICAL FORMS, AND MUSICAL WEAPONS-A
ND HAVE WON OVER
100 AWARDS
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The problem

DENNISON-HUNT

NAIL FUNGUS

BASEBALL SPECIAL

FUNGI-NAIL

The solution

Try this safe. simple, effective remedy
for the pain and embarrassment of nail
fungus Fights thick, split. discolored
nails Two powerful anti-fungal agents
fight infection on toenails and fingernails Provides relief from the pain and
eliminates the fungus Easy to apply as
nail polish No prescription needed
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Youth Pants 4
.:.
& Stirrups

•

Ava/lebh at your pharmacy or ham
Mom contact Kramer Laboratories.
177115.W. St. Miami FL 33i7

753-8844
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Boston
Detroit
Toronto
tarwauk es
C eland
New TO4
Batsman'
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Cracow
Oakland
Seen*
Callorma
Texas
Kansas Coy
Minnesota
Texas 6 het
New Tom 5
Boston 3 Tr
.Kansas City
•clucago 10.
Oakland 7
Seattle 2 C,
Oakland Stra
12 15 pm
Seattle (Del,
3 06 pm
Toronto (SIM
P.m
Texas (Brow,
605 pm
Wood IPair

ant

Kansas Gay
dee 03( 635
Bit more (8
7.15 pm

Do you us* Attificial Nails?

•t

•

Baseball

Then you should use Fungi-Nail to
prevent the nail fungus associated
with artificial nails

1203 Chestnut St.
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Actions& Reactions IPIHS plus

BASKETBALL

-SEATTLE --San Antonio Spurs guard Rod
Strickland has been charged with indecent
.axposure for allegedly exposing himself to a
- woman at a Seam. hotel The charge, filed
by
the King County prosecutor's office, is a misdemeanor punishable by up to 90 days in lair and
a $1,000 fine. The charge resulted from a
28-year-old woman's complaints that Strickland
exposed himself to her in a hallway of the
Stouffer Madison Hotel as she was walkin
g to
her room in the early morning of April
12
SYRACUSE, N Y — All-America forward
Billy
Owens of Syracuse announced he will pass
up
his final year of eiigiOlity to enter
the NBA draft
Owens is expected to be one of the top five
players selected in the June 26th draft He
averaged 233 points and 11 7-srebounds
this
past season and was named Big East player
of
the year
PHILADELPHIA
— Temple center Donald
Hodge has decided to give up his final
eligibility to enter the NBA draft Hodge year of
played
two seasons at Temple and averaged
11 6
points and 6 9 rebounds last seaso
n
NEW YORK — Ernie Grunleld, who played
for
the New York Knicks and has also served
as an
assistant coach, radio analyst and direct
or of
administration, nas been promoted to
vice president of player personnel
NEW YORK — Scott Skiles of Orland
o, who
averaged 268 points, 1 1 8 assists and
73
rebounds, was named the NBA's player
of the
week for the !mai week of the regula
r season
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NEW YORK — George Steintren'rer testifi
ed
against Howard Sol& the admitted gande
charged wt." trying to extol money from r
New York Yankees owner The test monythe
in
Manhattan's federal court was their first public
rneetng since Steinbrenrer gave up contro
l of
tne team last summer after an investigation by
the commissioner's once of his dealings with
Sp.ra Steinbrenner was asked a series
of
questions about the $40,000 he paid Spra in
January 1990. Spire is on mai for allegedly try.
ing to extol additional money from Steinbren.
rer after the initial $40.000 payme
nt by
threatening to go to the med a with their associ
ation Steinorenner said Spire wronglydescroed the $40,000 as a payment for information he gave Steinbrenner that was darnag
rig 10 ex Yarikees outfielder Dave Winfie ld
ENGLEWOOD, Co
Cob
— Hal cif Fame tockey
8,11 Shoemaker, paralyzed below the
upper
chest in a traffic accident earlier this month,
began a battery of tests at a Denver-area hospital Shoemaker, 59, sustained a broken
neck
arid a spinal cord miury in a traffic accident In
Ca 'orria on April 8. He was transferred
to
Swedish Medic& Center in Engiewocd on Monday,from. Centinca Hospital Medical Center in
suburban Los Arge es After being evalua
ted
and treated at Sv•ed.sh's neurotraurna unit,
Snoemaker will be sent next door to Crag
Hoso TaL, where he faces up to six months of reha
t; farm Crag Hospita is nationally known
for
'eating spinal cod and head injurie
s
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iod of Game 3 on Monday
nignt
HELSINKI, Finland — Steve
Thomas scorel
two goals as Canada defeated
remain unbeaten in the World Finland %3 to
Championships
Steve Larrner, Doug Lidster and
Tneo Fleury
also scored for the Canadians
game, the Soviet Union routedIn the second
States 12-2 to Join Canada with the United
record With three games remain a perfect 4-0
ing, the U S
11-2-') has an outside
chance to advance to
four team medal round

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

CCHS equals ...

(Coed from page 2111
tries, besting the Lakers for the
meters and 32(X) meters). Betsy
second time in a week and sweepHerndon (discus, shot), and Lisa
ing the two-game season series.
Scalf (high jump) all had second
Bart Crum stroked a two-run
place performances.
single, while Michael Carr drove in
Third place efforts included
two more with a double to give the
Murray's Katrina Brittian (3200 Tigers a 5-0 lead in the first inning,
meters), Renea Hornbuckle (disand they never trailed.
cus), and Vedra Sowerby (100).
Doug Payne went the distance
For the Lady Lakers, Michelle
for the Tigers, improving to 2-1 as
Bybee (1600), Lisa Scalf (300 hur- the Tigers moved to 7-4 on
the
dles), Vanessa Bucy (800 meters) year.
and Christy Trenholm (shot) all
Calloway pushed a run across in
had thirds, as did the Lady Lake
the
second, on an RBI single by
r
relay teams of Sara Thompson
Wes Cogdell, and Mitch McClain
,
Jennifer Dowdy, Wendy Stephens
drove in two runs with a single in
and Mitil Rickman in the 800 and
the fifth.
the 1600 quartet of Thompson
"I fell like we're starting to turn
.
Dowcdy, Bucy and Bybee.
the corner," Laker coach Eddie
Morris. "A lot of teams with our
BASEBALL
The Tigers won their fifth in six
record wouldn't have fought back

TRACK AND FIELD
INDIANAPOLIS — A two-year
drug-related
suspension of Randy Barnes, the world
record holder in the shot put, was upheld
by an appeals panel, The Athletics Congr
ess
said
Barnes,
24, tested pos.tive for metnyi
testos
meet in Sweden on Aug 7. 1990 terone at a
suspe
His
nsion began last November
and
Nov ' 1992 A Drug Appeals runs through
Board panel of
attorneys Wil am Hickman o' Seattl
e and Jed
Brickner of Los Angeles and hurdle
r Candy
Young of Hackensack, NJ , upheld
sion announced earlier by TAC's the suspenDopin
ing Board Barnes was the 1988 Olymp g Nearmedalist and last year broke the wordic silver
record
with a mark of 75 feet, 10/. inches
at a meet ri
Los Argees

FOOTBALL
DENVER — The National Football
Leagu sao
Denver Broncos tight end Clarence Kay, e
a twotime offender of the league's Subst
program, will have to attend ance abuse
an aiconol.
treatment program but will not face banis
hment
from the league for his arrest
for driving wr
impaired When Aurora police arrest
ed Kay or
April 2 for suspected drunken drying, there
was
speculation that Kay could be banne
d from the
league Kay's blood alcohol level,
measured only 093 percent. below however
intoxication limit of .10 percen 'r'e legal
t He was
charged with driving with abi'rty mpare
d, not
the stiffer charge of driving under the
of aucohol Kay had a similar arrest inquence
last sum
men At that time, the NFL said
punish Kay, since he wasn't legatyit wouid nor
A league official sad Kay vowe intoxicated
d
Motor Vehicle law, not the 'eague a Colorado
's drug arid
alcohol policy
TORONTO — Just ,n case Rag-no
Rocket
Ismail doesn't find me Canac
rar
League to is 'king, he 'as a cause Footoa •
^
his son
tract with the Toronto Argonauts mat
w let nim
leave after one year If Ismail stays
in
Canad
a
for the full four years, team owner
Bruce McNa
has guaranteed n
$18 2 m

(

Special Good
thru April 27

We've Got Your Number—

200%

from 65% to
of Original Size!

'279/

Zoom from 654 tcr'2001tt
Choose one of 8 presets-65%,
78% 82% 84% 108% 119%.
129/0. and 158% 1
Program in a percentage you
want—for ,nstant recall,
4tu can with Toshiba s new BD
8510'
And you also get Edge-to-Edge
Copying 40 Copies per
Minute .. Built-in Auto Doc Feed
..Statement-to-Ledger Size
Copying...999-Copy Key-in
more rhan 24 popular standard
'oatures-pl:;• optional Sorte
rs. Auto Duplexer, and Large
Capacity Feeders'
Do a number on your Copying operat
ions-your numbe,
See Toshiba s new 130-8510. today

friday Bight Buffet

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham
Food Bar, Salad Bar
Dessert Bar, Includes Drink $ 95

TOSHIB

IF Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.
TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
i
Ches
h tnut St.
Murray
753-0045

'Ash your neighbors about Toshiba"

118 N. 7th Mayfield
Call: 1-800-633-7296

NEWPORT. RI — Wnicts at
sea worked to
Chnslophe kiguin's advantage hours ater ne
Completed the 27,30C-rale BOC Aroun
d the
World Challenge kmougn Aug...,
"
to sal into Newport Harbor to complwas the
ete the fina
leg of the $t00.000 soio race. fellow
Frenchman Alain Gautier needed only
to reach Newport oy 10.37 On EDT to capture
because the racaus ba..590 Or overal me trtie
eapsed
time After Gautier picked up time
on A4u.r.
early in the day. bedre he ran into
nign rinds
200 miles out of Newport The wind
mainsail into two pieces and tore npped n.s
thro4^ s
spinnaker, leaving him dead in the
wate• 'or a
Pence Curing 'he ear,y ahernoon

PHILADELPHIA — Nick Leyva was fired
as
manager of me Philadeiphia Phillies just 13
games into tre season and was replaced by
Jim Frebosi It was the third fastest firing in
DaseDail history In 1988. me year
Baltim
ost its first 21 games, the Oriole fired ore
s
Cal
Plip•en Sr six games into !tap seaso
TRANSACTIONS
n
•972. Preston Gomez managed the San And in
Diego
BASEBALL
Padres for 11 games before being
'.red. The
American League
Phi VS were 4-9 under Leyva th.s
season LeyBOSTON RED SOX—Placed Danny Danvi
va, 37, was 144-189 overall wt the Phille
r
Pitcher, On the 15-day disabled list
s,
who finished tied for four?' n the
TORONTO BLUE JAYS—Placed
National
Ai
Later,
League East last year with a 77-85 record
plow, or the 1 5-day disabled
The
list, retroactive
49-yea-old Fregosi managed the
to April 21 Recalled Willie Fraser,
Chicago
pitcher, from
White Sox (1986-88; and California
Syrac
use of tne Internatorai League
Angels
11978-8; He was workmg as an asssta
National League
Phiries genera manager Lee Thoma nt to
PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES—F•reo
Nick Leyserved as a cab,e TV analyst tor s and
Phillies
va, manager Named Jim Fregos. marag
games,.
called Mickey Morandini. second basem er Rean. Jim
KANSAS CITY, Mo
— George Brett.
Lndeman, outfielder, and Danny Cox,
pitcher,
oefendirg American League battin champ the
from Scrantort-Wiikes-Bare of the
g
ion,
Intern
will be out about a month because
League Released Dave LaPoirn, pitche ational
of a knee
r Sent
,njury Brett sustained a partial
Wes Cnamberain, outreider, and
tear of the
Dave Ho.ins,
mecra co:lateral ligament in the right
th,rd baseman •0 Scra•-•0^.W 'kes
knee, sad
Barre
S'eve Joyce. the Kansas City Royal
s team
BASKETBALL
OnySiCian who examined ,the first baseman
National Basketball Association
Joyce sad his examination revealed no damNEW YORK KNICKS—Named
Ernie Grl,nage to the cartilage or crucate ligament,
teid 'vector of player personna
and
Surgery will not be necessary Brett
was injured
Continental Basketball Associatio
n
runnno Out a grounder in me eighth innino
LACROSSE CATBIRDS—Waived Grant
o'
Monday's 10-4 loss to Cleveland
Gondrezick, guard
World Basketball League
TENNIS
SASKATCHEWAN STORM—WaveMa
oe Sev n. forward
AAONTE CARLO. Monaco — Bjorn Borg
came
FOOTBALL
up short in his firs: match after eight years
National Football League
retirement, soundly beaten by Jo-d' Ares! of
BUFFALO BILLS—S c,•reitl Lone
6-2.
Man.:e
6-3 in the first round of trie Monte Cabo Open
woe rece ye,
The 34-year-old Swede, trymg to make
CHICAGO BEARS—S,g-ed Er.c Ih^a!,
a come• vi
back in the sport be do- rated from
end, to a two-year contract
the
mo-1970s to early 1980s. showed his age and
DETROIT LIONS—Ogrted Greg
Jones
me !imitations of his oicr'ashoned wooden
quarterback
racket In second-round matches, third -Seede
KANSIAS CITY CHIEFS—Signe
d
a Eric
Guy Forget beat Paul Haamuis 7-5 6-4,
Hoskin
s, defensive back
and
e ghth-seeded Andrei Cnesnokov defea
NEW yoRk JETS—Sgned Jim
ted
Scuiy.
Mats W'Iander 7-6 17-3t. 6-2
renacke
BARCELONA, Spain — Top-seed eo
Canadian Football League
Martina
Navraldva beat Soya Farina 6-2, 6-1,
BRITISH COLUMBIA LIONS—Signed
and
Carsecond-seeded Sanchez Vicano beat Maya
ton JacKsor, woe recaver,
to a two-year
iroovraki 6-0, 6-0 in the second round
contract
01 the
WTA women's open
OTTAWA ROUGH RIDERS—Signed Roper
Gordon, wide receiver, and Keg?" Pontir
et ano
HOCKEY
Tnomas Scott, oefersive tacks
World League of American Footba
EDMONTON, Alberta — Wayne Gretzk
, FiALEIGH DURHAM—S gned Rober ll
y, badly
t Sta
cut when he was hit ,n the head oy a puck,
ings, offers ye tack*, and Eric
sad
Hckerscr
ne expects to be in the lineup wrier the
sa'ety
Angeles Kings face the Edmonton OilersLos
in
HOCKEY
Game 4 of the Smythe Division final tonigh
National Hockey League
t
Gretzky needed 25 stitches TO Close
NEW
YORK RANGERS—S.oned Corey M'a gash
near his left Oar after he was hi by a shot from
en, center
Teammate Steve Duchesne late in the first
per-

For most early
, model GM s
Store stock only
With exchange.

R-4 WITH CLUTCH

For most late
model GMs
Store stock only
With exchange
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Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is
There
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For most vehicles
Store stock only

le EA.
Duralast
Gas Car
Shocks

vsas at Mies,* 135 pin
Lenart An Toronto 6 35 p in
Sortie; at Minnesota. 7 05 p in
Oily games acne:low
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L
Pct.
GB
Mew '40fli
9
5 643 --Wittsburr
9
5
643 St LO,..S
9
6 600
Chicago
7
8 467 7 ,
Montreal
5
9
357 4
P•itadelp•A
4 "0
286 5
West Dunstan
W L
Pct
GB
&WI Diego
10
5 667 c.nonnat
7
6
538 2
Atlanta
6
6
500 2 ,
f40LiSlon
6
8
429 ?
Los A ngess
6
8
429
San Franosco
6
8
429 3 ,
Tuesday• Games
Prttsbagh 7. Montreal 3
New yen( 2. Phiadeonia
G,,oristi 3 Houston 1
St Louis 4 Chicago 2
Mania 4. Lois Angeles 0
San Diego 7 San Franosco 6
Wednesday's Games
San C*90 (Whtson 1-11 at San
Franosoo iBurxer
; 735 pm
Pittsburgh (Dream 0.1i at Montreal (CM
Mamie:
2-1 ), 635 pm
Neve vont ii•Vivienurst 1-1141 ;Dived's".!weir
.
land 1-21 6 35 rt
Chicago IBtelect,, 2 'i at St Lou's (Deleo I-1:
n
9 35 p m
Gino** !Armstrong 1-1; it
i•ousion 1001,148i
2-01. 935 pin
Atlanta (Smoltt 0-21 at Los Anima (Morga
s
n Ill
935 pm;
Thursday's Games
Pittsburgh at Montreal. 635
New Yong at Phledelpha 6 pin
35 P in
Chicago at Gifrannat 635 pm
San Francisco at Los
Only gamma scheduled Angeles. 9 35p in

Duralast
Gas Truck &
Van Shocks

10E
94
A

C, Deutsch
Precision or
Motorcratt
Oil Filters
All Others
$1' Off
Purchase of 2

All Oil Fitters
Up To $2 97

g99

Store stock °nisi

10)99

%061°94

CASE

790 Qt. After Rebate
Limit 1 case at special price

CB-2

uralast Brake
• hoes or Pads EVERYDAY
:m.-metollic
1099
Oda-519.99
noe once wIth e•C
rte- Year Warranty

alucratt Brake
Shoes of Dads EVERYDAY

99

Pods-S16.99
Shoe price with each

Our Best Pryer
EVERYDAY
•

CLEANS
QUIETS
eves Ri'
Lifters
••••.• ••••

Haynes Manuals
Over 90 car truck
and oft road
manuals in stock

187

948

AFTER REBATE

All weights in stock
Case Special
11 88
Maui-In Rebate -240

W-•Lt•III•

Gumout
Jet-Spray
o„or.

9QT

Havoline

VIP 50°
94
EVERYDAY

For most vehicles
Store stock only

C

All weights in stock
Limit 3 cases

EVERYDAY

TRW
Idler Arms

2$
FOR

Mobil Super or
Exxon Supertio EVERYDAY
Motor Oils

59 94

TRW
Tie Rod Ends
F 0, most vehicles

EVERYDAY

.•
004

kL,f

Iii

899

TRW Ball Joints

LI
FETIME
WA
RRANTY
-.-N
4, 3

z

State Farm Insurance companies
Home Office: Bloomington, Illinoi
s

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Emit DovIsion
W
I Pct GB
Boston
a
5 615
Detroit
7
6 538 •
Toronto
8
533
7
6
7
462 2
C evicand
5
7 417 24
New Yon,
5
385
8
Bartirnore
4
333
8
West DIVISIOW
• L Pct GB
Chcago
9
3 750
Oakland
9
6 600 • ,
Soave
571 2
6
Callorha
8
7
533 2
Texas
5
5
500 3
Kansas City
6
462 3.
7
Mnnesola
4 10
296
Tuesday a Gamin
Texas 6 Mehaaukes 5 11 innogs
Nee Von, 5 Neat 0
Boston 3 Toronto 0
.Kansas City 6 Clormand 0
ago 10 flatemony 4
land 7 Minnesota 5
Seams 2 Caotornia 0
Wednesday's Games
Oakland (Stowell I li at Minnesota (Morns 0 31
12 15 pm
Seems iCi•Lucia
Callorna (Finley 3-0i
3 OS pm
Tpr0010 (SI* 1-21 at Boston OA Young 0-01 505
pro.
Tem' (Brown 1
tetsaukee (Knudson tot
605 pm
Dieron (Peen 0-0) at New Yore (Cary 1-1; 630
Kansas City tSaberttagen 1 2)91 Cleveland iSren00 0 3;, 6 35 p in
8etimore (Ballard
at Chicago (Hough 0-0)
Tas pm

SPECIAL BUY
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"See me for all your family insuranc
e needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)

DA-6 WITH CLUTCH
For some later
model GMs
Store stock only
With exchange

hi-TR

EVERYDAY

RANTY.

SCOREBOARD

Baseball

like we did.
ins, Aaron Whitaker, Josh Johnson,
SOFTBALL
Michael Homback and Brent Keller
The Lady Lakers dropped 18-11
were
all easy single winners, while
and 16-1 decisions to Graves
doubles team of Johnson-Whitaker,
County.
Homback-Keller and Joel Johnson
In the first game, Krista Stalls
and
Ryan Vanover all posted easy
and Shelly Rudolph each had hits.
wins.
while Christy Clayton, Kadonna
The Lady Tigers improved to 5-1
Randolph, Becki Kelso, Missy Daras
well, with wins from Beath Wilnell and Melissa Vance all stroked
son,' Molly Simms, Kim Sexton,
hits for Calloway.
Catherine Hurt and Kaylin HaverIn the second game, Stalls and
stock. The doubles tandem of Hurt
Marti McClard each had hits for
and Haverstock also were winners.
the Lady Lakers.
The Lakers lost 8-1, with only
TENNIS
Laker win coming at No. 3 douThe Tiger and Lady Tiger tennis
bles, where Jay Newton and Peter
teams swept Marshall County, O'Rourke
combined for the vicwhile the Laker and Lady Lakers
tory. The Lady Lakers lost 6-3,
fell at Tilghman.
with Bonnie Turner and Julie Yoo
For the Tigers, who posted an
winning singles matches, and also
8-1 win to move to 5-1 Russ Adkcombining for a 9-7 win at No. 3.

This Week's Special:
Lg. Hamburger. Fries & Med. Dr ^k

YACHTING

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24, 1991

MURRAY—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 1-6
SUN.
S. 12th St. in Southside Center
753-8971

4134

988

CD-2 Oil D•144gent
Oil Treatment
t5 oz
LEACH

MAYFIELD—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT.,
9-6 SUN.
In the Mayfield Shopping Plaza
247-4171

•••••••C••4

OPEN NIGHTS AND SUNDAYS

kouce4.

ten

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-96
27

Ad prices good thru April 211 19501 We reser*/
the Nevt to IWO ouordtt•es at sole once Popueo
Ad pncers not good on sotecrOl 040•ts
r onc• thereoPer
No Deovers run deaths ol worronhol of 004. f' i09
Aiirpjorup

WIMP

The Best Ports In Auto Ports
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RC
3 Liter Products
$119

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24, 1991

.4M1

SAVE•A•LOT

RC

Prairie Farms

Orange
Ju
ice
1/2 Gallon

FOOD STORE

12 Pk. Can Products
$309

49

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m., Fri. 9
a.m.-8 p.m.; Sun. Noon-6 p.
12th St. at Storey Ave.
We Accept Food Stamps

Sevc
Honor
facult:
Southe
in All;
Aarc
Dr. Mt
the Mt
particif
ors Rc
tural A
The
to help
al dive

JPA
cou,rrny
SAUSAGE

2/1A

Ground
Beef
l
e

Spare
Ribs

Valley Dale

Bologna

Family Pack

ann
Fan

19
99.b

Jimmy Dean Sausage

11"

'6 oz

Sliced Pepperoni

3 oz $1

Polish Sausage

'229

16 oz

Pickle Loaf

19

16 02 $1 29

2 Liter Products

Thick Sliced Bologna
Garlic Bologna

Turkey Ham

69c
65c
le .sz '2"

Turkey Franks

Sliced Bacon

• s: $1"

All Meat Bologna

'2"
16 oz 99c
3

Prairie Farms

Pepsi Cola

lb

5 lb $449
8 01

$169
$19

Fish Sticks

32 Oz

Banquet Fried Chicken

28 oz $2
"

'

$Q19

8 oz.

69c
99c
69c
'1"

Fluffy IP

-

2/79'

Margarine Spread
lmit. Cheese Singles

65c
29'

Cabbage

Shredded Cheddar Cheese

8 oz

69c
99C

49

Qt.
$169

Lettuce

Cream Cheese

Hamburger or
Hot Dog Buns

Strawberries

%,-••4"

Over 2
.:H:ndam

VItle!
,10(1thS ol
ional sup
.L:!tural

j1ailaHL:

Fresh

Yogurt

2 Pk. Can Products

Snackers Crackers

$1 29

39

16 oz.

Cheddar Fries

Cl

Beef Patties
Shrimp Basket

Dole

9
9 ,

4I.

J. Higgs Potato Chips
J. Higgs Cheese Curls

$1 29

Cottage Cheese------,„,, Bananas

Pe
dir>s
k

99
‘.. pg

Country Brand Meat Hot Dogs .2
Turkey Franks

Prairie Farms

Pepsi Cola

CIC

ii relal
-•:•a; re•

Russett Potatoes
Vidalia Onions

690

Squeeze Catsup
Barbecue Sauce

28 01 11
"

Sweet Relish

22 o/ 99e

28 Cl

Salad Dressing

Ot

You%
r:roug-hou
ihe hig
a
na.:ionally
Tnnesse
Agricultut
Commissi,
was highl
‘A;th "dom
all.
1he ban
cr.:I door
erd
bankilet.

99c

$109

SELF-RISMC;

Fancy Tomato

Ralston Saltine

Self-Rising or Plain

Ketchup

Crackers

Flour

69
32 oz.

5 Lb.

Whole Dill Pickles
Salad Olives

32 sz

Steak Sauce
Squeeze Mustard
Hamburger Dill Pickle Slices

99c
99c

Vanilla Wafers
Krispy Saltine Crackers

,30, 1129
16 oz 69c
32 01 99c

Fig Bars

89'
890
32 sz

Unsalted Crackers

„ 49c
79c

Animal Crackers

• SI

Evaporated Milk
Muffin Mix

49c
0 „ 25c
,
2 89c
15 oz 99C

Cherry Pie Filling
Raisins
Brown Sugar

2 lb

Facial Tissue

17, Cl 550

Paper Napkins

300 Ct $1 29

Trash Bags
Economy Paper Towels
Medium Diapers

99c

2C c? $1 99

430
44 CI

$629

•
'1,464•14.
(-1,11•1.(10

PartYPlIza

Coronet
AE340
Diapon

, 4 .1 •
e•

Paper
Towels
Single Roll

443ERO

65

r. e'11,=7,/z". -•
4*.y '•!Piot.;

1 4

.
•

•
.
•,
.• • „

Tomato
Juice

Pizzas

46 oz

1072 oz.

69

Totino's

Charcoal
20 Lb

99

69

,
•

-• • • )• •
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MSU honor students, faculty attend council
Seven Murray State University
Honors Program students and two
faculty members attended the
Southern Regional Honors Council
in Atlanta on April 11-13.
Aaron Sullivan of Wickliffe and
Dr. Mark Malinauskas, director of
the Murray State Honors Program
participated in the "Kentucky Honors Roundtable: Broadening Cultural Awareness" session.
The purpose of the session was
to help students learn about cultural diversity within the nation and

world. Students talked about their
experiences at the roundtable
events and the value they perceive
them having on their educational

69
119
69

Clay and Phyllis
Bardwell.
1
of the session was
to .!iNla•• and debate politically
.s or on college camand how it reflects the attiof st.dents and faculty at a
raet ,nal state university.
‘: \NI . Honors Program,
e;
nad:71 lk.PS6, provides highach!,:ino st.:,:ents with a broad
arning experiences while
7.2
to complete any of
or majors offered

development.
Dr. Ken Wolf, a professor in the
Murray State Department of History. and six students participated
in "Attitudes Toward 'PC' :it a
Regional University" session. Students participating were Shaley
Bird of Dayton, Texas, Corey
Heimke of Stone Mountain. G.1
Christopher Mt*abb of East Praire
Mo.; Jon Rose of Murr.ii,.

JPACA hosts first
annual Young
Farmers Banquet

49

.
Bar,twe:!

:

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24. 1991

PI(c)

Honors Program students have
the option of earning an honors
diploma. Candidates for the diploma must demonstrate competence
in mathematics and a foreign lan-

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

• 4'.
‘'

- -;
•

er

r

.1.k4'
.
1 •

•7.

4.3 s

Jr. & MIssle Apparel

ttivmpet Plaza. Murray, Southgate P1A/JI,
Renton; Mayfiehl Plaza. Mayfield

pm

s.t. 9

a.m.4 p.m. sun. I 5 pm

LOWEST
MORTGAGE
RAI ES IN
YEARS!

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

Home Loan Zone.

I
c

4
.
"

•

Ealill

"Oproerb
1
rMen's Wear L Tuxed
os

To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
N.

'.91

r•4
1 1

guage, complete required seminars.
submit an appropriate honors thesis
and complete a study -abroad
program.

OPEN EVERY DAY
Hwy. 641
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Over 150 Styles
in stock to choose
fr
Select Early!
Also Formal Dresses &
Accessories
Register for Wind Surfer
to be given away.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

On March 26, 1991. the Jackson
rchace Argricultural Credit
:non hosted the first annual
Farmers Appreciation Ban.. Let at the Graves County _High
s,Thool. The banquet was for the
promotion of the agriculture in the
Varchase and to express the ACA's
appreciation for young farmers in
the Purchase counties. The Jackson
P..-chase ACA provides short.
;:.t,.'ir.:ediate. and long term credit
related services to farmers and
residents in the eight Purch.,„. .0anties.
Over 200 young farmers were in
at.,T,Liance and enjoyed various
...„1:vties of the banquet. These
activities included visiting the
'moths of various Local and Regional suppliers and dealers of agri,L;!tural products.
Following the hanque meal. a
prouam was presented which
included products and sevices
allahle by the ACA and benefits
and advantages in participating in
YW.11%! Adults Farmer cLisses
throughout the Pachase.
The highlight of the evening w a,
a motivating presentation by
r,...tionally known humorist and
Tennessee's Commissioner of
Agriculture. L.H. "Cotton" Ivy.
Commissioner Ivy's presentation
was highly motivating and filled
with "downhome" humor enjoyed
by all.
1he banquet concluded with severi door prites donated by each
supplier:dealer participating in the
banquet.

V.,

• *

reL•

;

Come by and take advantage of our low mortgage rates!
When you refinance your loan you may:

Natures Prescription For A
Beautiful Spring...
Create a New Appearance!
If you want something .
•••••••

• REDUCE YOUR MONTHLY PAYMENTS

•Weeping
-Porn Porn
•Poodled
•Dv.a rf
-Spiraled
°WU v 't
We have it all at Rolling Hills Nursery!

• CONSOLIDATE 1ST AND 2ND MORTGAGES
• BORROW ON THE EQUITY OF YOUR HOME

Conveniently located 1.v,th its own

(Please check with your tax advisor to determine it certain tax advanta

New Appearance
Rolling Hills

ges apEly.1

as €-1e5."

COME BY OR CALL TODAY BEFORE THE RATES INCREASE!

for Spring

Mack Workman

Spnng Is Here.
We can improve
sour lot & home.
(all us today for
a consultation

The emberlancl Bank

LENDER

407 N. 12th St.

iN

Federal Savings Bank

406 S. 7th Street, MAYFIELD (502) 247-2616 • 14800)
346-8986

9c

After 21 Years in Business
We've enlarged from
2100 Square Feet to
Now 7,000 Square Feet

09

9c
09

(still same location)

Vodka
Vodka

Rum - Tequila

Rum -Gin

• Gordon's Vodka
• Absolut Vodka
• Smirnoff Vodka
• Riva Vodka
• Bacardi Rum
White & Gold

1.75 L
750 ml
750 ml
1.75 L

12.34*
14.45*
8.13*
10.01*

Liter
11.30*
750 ml
8.86*
1.75L 17.49*
• Captain Morgan Rum1.75 L
16.50*
• Castillo Rum
1.75 L 13.37*
• Gordon's Gin
750 ml
7.12*
Prices Good Thru April 27
'all prices are plus tax

Gin

Scotch

• Scoresby
• J & B Scotch
• Cutty Sark
• Old Smuggler
• Johnny Walker Red
• Clan MacGregor

1.75L, 17.57*
1.75L
31.88*
1.75 L
28.05*
1.75 L
18.52*
750 ml 15.35*
1.75L
18.51*

• Canadian Mist
• Jim Beam - 4 year old
• E & J Brandy
• LTD
• Jack Daniels Black

750 ml
7.43*
1.75L 17.48*
750 ml
7.24*
750 ml
5.86*
750 ml 12.90*
1.75 L 28.04*
1.75 L 27.63*

• Maker's Mark

Whiskey - Wines

• Gallo Varietals
750 ml 3.53*
• Cook's Champagne
750 ml 4.28*
• Bartles & Jaymes Wine Coolers .
4 Pack, 3.80*
• Seagram's Wine Coolers
4 Pack 4.20*
• Andre Champagne
750 ml 3.27*
• Sutter Home Chardonay
750 ml 5.40*
• Sutter Home White Zinfandel
750 ml 4.58*
• B & G Beaujolais
750 ml 7.27*
• Willow Creek Chardon nay
750 ml 8.57*
• Carlo Rossi
4L
8.54*
• Fetzer SunDial Chardonnay
1.5 L 14.58*

The Future Lies in the West
So go West
To:
Coming Soon

"West Wood Warehouse"
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Weekly Feature

THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER THRIFTY SAVER

Coke Products

THRIF

Piggly Wiggly 100 Ct.

2 Liter

Tea
Bags

Star Kist 6' 4 oz

Star Kist

Tuna

1.09

WgerS

Folger's 13 oz.

Coffee

Uri

'DC 99c 1.69
1.19
NOW OPEN
29 24 HOURS
Pigs! v
12 Pack Cans

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH I FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD
r
)
WITH 1 FILLED

24 Pack Cans

$

oa
r
-"'•

\

-ltnilable -it
Supermarket

our

MON.-FR1.
7-12 SAT.
•& SUN.

i
.
.
\
,
I
T
,
CI
Setting the tiler fur thr 914's

Prices Gocd "Ihru April 30

We Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps
Now Open 24 Hours
Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat. & Sun.

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE PROUD TO SERVE

641 South-Murray
753-9616

From now on, your groceries wil 5e h andied by
a stockholde
Wiggly Food Stores. Each qualit id eknploy
ee now owns a
company through participatinc In our
ES.O.P. (Emplo)
Ownership Plan) As owners, we give you the
personal servit
desire Our attitude Is positivr arc ut
the future of our

Bakery
753-0265

Value Priced Groceries
Van Camp 15 oz.

Pork & Beans

FLOWN

Kraft 15 oz. Mini

Campbell's Soup

Marshmallows

Rosedale Peeled 28 oz

Weight Watchers 32 oz

Premium Saltine 16 oz.

Sacramento 46 oz

Tomato Juice
Pace 8 oz

Picante Sauce

Kraft Free 16 oz

Dressings
French's Squeeze 20 oz

Mustard
Lipton 4.5 oz

Noodles & Sauce

c'..ttnir'eite 88°
79'
1.39
3/1.00

Cocktail Juice
Friskies Buffet Sliced 6 OZ

Cat Food

Tomato Catsuri
Tasters Choice 7 oz

Coffee..
Value Check 11 5 oz Tag

Coffee

Soafood

Tombstone 12" Thin Crust or Light

TOMLIVIT,
.0

40-50

Pizzas

'11$4•Y‘„‘'-94:7;'

$ 1.89

viva

Towels

-

4/

Piggly Wiggly 32 oz

Frozen Values

ce Cream or Sherbert

Bath Tissue

1.9

Tomato SaL ce

Prairie Farms 1,2 Gal

Cottonelle 4 Pk.

Fruit Di

Piggly Wiggly 8 oz.

1.89
2.19
99'
99'

Nilla Wafers

Value Priced Groceries

V-8 45 oz. Can

eMk

12 oz. Nabisco

99'
99'
89°
99'

Black Pepper

•

1.19

Cr

Piggly Wiggly 4 oz

lietty Crocker 6 P1

Crackers

99c

Cream of Mushroom-Chicken 10.7 oz.
Piggly Wiggly 2 Lbs.

5 Lb

Flour

itt4

3/1.00
2/1.00
Great Northern Beans
79'
Tomatoes
89'
Salad Dressing ,Mayo
1.49
\

Martha White

OA is,
•rira;•

Shril

.0

/6.00

• •
C.•
'
16S•••' At.1.• •
•

Joy

2.49J
2.99
2.99

Dish Liquid
Snuggles 96 oz

Fabric Softener
Surf 64 oz

Liquid Detergent

Slim Fast 12 oz.

2.59
99'
99'

Entrees... .......
Piggly Wiggly 2 ct.

Pie Shells.
Cool Whip 8 oz.

Dping
.,

Q

Frozen

Pond Raised

Whole Catfish

lb.

Noon Hour Brand 4 oz

Shrimp Cocktail
Delicious

Orange Roughy Fillets... lb.

Fresh Raoduce

Shedd's 3 Lb. Bowl
Ore Ida Onion, Reg. 2 Lbs.

Country Crock

Dole's Finest

Tater Tots

1.49

Bananas

1.59

49°

Prairie Farms 24 oz.
6-8 oz Looney Tune

1.19
1.39
1.99
2.99

Cottage Cheese..
Piggly Wiggly 12 oz.

Cheese Singles
Tropicana 64 oz. Carton

Orange Juice
Piggly Wiggly or Hyde Park 2 Lb

Cheese Spread

S A D'Aniou

1.79
2.99
99'
89'

Dinners
26.4 oz. rande Camp Mince

Fish Sticks...........
4 oz. New Tradition

Sandwiches
14 oz. Pet Ritz

Cream Pies

Lt

69'
1099°
11.99
1.99

Pears

b

Garden Fresh

Yellow Squash
Tropical 10 Inch Pots

Foliage' Plants
20 lb. Mix

Potting Soil

Garden Fresh Snap

Green Bea
Tender Fresh Spea

Asparagus.
Garden Fresh Bun(

Green Onio
Small Boiling Size

New Potato

\11.

7 EFFECTIVE

•• "

. 4.• ,
• ••:. ••• P••••

•

THRU

Save $200

•

e on ANY TWO: 13 oz.or larger
Kellogg's Corn Flakes' or
Keliegffe Rice Kr+semes• cereals

4.•
- • .t

Mix or mech.
C 1W

4sGo d

COMM (11.44 4 airdl •• 041C0.141. KO "of
MOANS 1.444.44141) MUM .1...1".0
.
Cal$094
,
asmboot
444414v ow. woes asrlelsw 41444 Cat •••••
44419 MI Mart wow lasI 9,larall
mows *020 S C115014' MI CM FINCI
CIV. MO '9144

only at Piggly Wiggly, Murray
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Good Only At
Piggly Wiggly
Murray, Ky

ONE
2 lb. can

•
Chocolate or Strawberry

'-79Fettle

Flavor Powder
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; God Thru April 30

:.S ARE PROUD TO SER'
We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Made

3e handled by a stockhc
h qualit id employee now own!
cipatinc in our ES.O.P. (Em
ers, we give you the personal SI
positivo abilut the future of r

-

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef -BoneTess

fg‘ Pork Chops

Chuck Roast

Boneless 1;4 Pork Loin -

Boston Butt Style Whole

- Pork

Roast

99°

Lb.

Dhse Hickory Smoked Sliced Slab

1 4 Pork Loin Cut Into Chops

Sliced Bacon

lb. 1.59

Pork Chops

lb. 1.59
1.99
lb.1.69

Lean & Tender Center Cut

Piggly Wiggly

Breakfast Bacon
Pork Sausage
Catfish Steaks . ..

40-50 Ct.

Field 1 2 Kentuckian

Shrimp

Boneless Ham

111.•%POP

WIMP MI.•MP MN

Lb.

Pork Cutlets
Small & Lean

Spare Ribs

i11.39

Catfish

lb

3rand 4 oz

Cocktail
Roughy Fillets... lb.

3ologna
Ir. Turkey 12 oz.

farietv Pack

Chuck Steak
Swiss Steak

lb.
lb.

Crystal Lake Fryer
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•, -*or Thighs

: • ---,
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pkg.

C
lb.

Cooked Ham

lb.

Ir. Turkey Sliced

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Oscar Mayer Sliced

1.79
lb. 1.39
1.99

urkey Ham

2.29
1.99
5.99

Cube Steaks

Wieners

hse Smoked Cured !

lb.

Lean & Tender Pork

Oscar Mayer Bun Length

Lb.

4.99
it 2.69
2.39
2.49

Ribeye Steak

lb.

Lean & Meaty

lb.

Frozen
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1.119
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Pork Steak

Purnell Old Folks All Varieties Except Beef
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Oscar Mayer Sliced

Bologna

Piggly Wiggly All Varieties 2' 2
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1.79
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Wafer Meat
Field In The Piece
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lb.

Don Martino All Varieties 3 Pk.

Pizzas
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2/1•00
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'
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lb.
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i.
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•

.

. •at

•.4

Corn
-

Garden Fresh Snap

99°
1.49
3/99'
69°
lb

Tender Fresh Spears

Asparagus
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Garden Fresh Bunch

Green Onions
Small Boiling Size

New Potatoes...

.

• .-.,•‘44 Chicken Breast
,

4/1.00
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3.99
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Deli Ham

lb

"New Item" Wilson Cooked

Roast Beef

lb.

"Lunch Box Favorite" Field's

Jumbo Bologna

Kool-Aid

Cheese

lb.
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Concern shown for alleged rape victim

.
S

•

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TRIES

WEST PALM BEACH, Ha.
,AP) — The woman who says she
was raped at the Kennedy family
;:ompound could he further trauma-

Mistake on Humphrey
stamp costs federal
government $580,000

K:..r.k.•d‘ Smith, nephew
of Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, DMass., has been identified h\
police as the suspect. No :hare:-

:lied by :he overwhelming public,:y pen the ease. says the counse'or who !!rs: interviewed her.

have been filed
denie.!
vs

WASHINGTON (AP) -- The
new stamp honoring Hubert Humphrey appears flawless down to his
purple and white portrait, but the
Postal Service plans to destroy all
300 million copies because of a
printing error.

and Smith

At2:21A
15"

pepper°,

$c99
. -1.

Party

$C199

While the stamps themselves are
fine, the biographical data printed
in the margin of the 100-stamp
sheets says Humphrey became vice
president in. 1964
He as elected in 1964. but
didn't take office unt!1 the follow-
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During the thrti day Kentucky I .\ Xssembly. high school student
s across the state represent and role
play ambassadors fr.m member nations of the C.N. Students attendi
ng are Oxen the opportunity to %rite
anhd debate proi...s.a• that iiuld htqlCiit their country.Students wear native costumes
and prepare a display showing prodti.i• and attrihutes 4,1 the country during the festixal
of nations. KUN A, sponsored by
the state 1.X1C X of Kt ntuvky. is just Wit tit. the mans opportunities
offered young people the enhance their
knowledge of gow- nment and the worid issues. Det;ate was especia
lly intense at the 1991 assembly due to
the Middle Fast conro.ts. Delegates ",rc deeply mused by the world hunger ”lunch
eon" which consisted
of six loayt•
hread and unlimitedh
war for a wealthy country such as the .S.. hut only a single slice
of
bread and no water Td- third world deyeloping nation such as South
Africa. Amy Scott represented Calloway's Co•td 1 Club as a member of the executor council. Bonnie
1 urner xx as on the press corps writing
an artikle eiltitIccl -K1
R.,okies- phi.. YY;il he published in the Kt N
newspaper. The next eYent for
the 1 -Club is the %prim! retrcat
\Li% . Ntudents attending Kt NA are ha.. 1. row from lefti Seth &rant.
Johnathan l'.iotherniari. John Paul Nis. lames Barrett and X1attli
arrison . front row. Kelly 6upton. Bonnie Turner. \my S(t.tt. .1k rinift r !viler and Ruth tatrell. ads
isor. \ i pictured is .Jesse Arant.

!

"A
',.! don't want to have a stamp
out there with incorrect information,- Postal Serva:e spokesman
Michael O'Hara said Tuesday.
The stamps cost the governmen:
S580,0(.10 to print. he said.

The 52-cen: stamp. which
ih
cover the new postage rate for twoounce first-class mail, is the latest
issue in the Postal ServIce's

con tro%
An•.er:can

- p:agaed

"Great

series.

The Corrected stamps 1.41:1 be
ready in time for ceremonies June
a: the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of' the University of Minnesota. 011,1ra said.
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diarrhea unconstipa
lion., consists of twit general types
diet and rnedicati4in
Patients are encouraged to eat normally hut to avoid foods i as I rnent limed that exacerbate symptoms In
addition
gas-producing
edibles
abbiige and si birth are best
avoided. A kiwi at high protein diet
is sometimes useful Bran 7114.1,1mm - 11
inif a generous supply of fluids may
corre( Iconst potion this treatment is
not in the least harmful and is in fa(
N.( ornmended hy most authorit \
MOs•d1( at 111n is tp.t.(I primarily
to(poet the hyperai ti‘e bioAel activity And
enrouragi regular eyautiations
Propantheline chiordiazepoxide and
amitripty
are commonlY pre
scribed for this purpose
I belieYe you art. lilt the right tra( k
with a fiber supplement This is salt
and mar provide apprnprra-t-r- long
term relief without the ner
flit
rni'uliiatnn „Continue under your
gastroenterologist s supers. ision Al the
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Man convicted of assaulting, murdering teenager
10 years ago was executed at Florida State Prison
STARKE, Fla. (AP) — A man
convicted of sexually assaulting
and killing a teen-ager 10 years ago
was executed in Florida's electric
chair today hours after the U.S.
Supreme Court rejected his last
appeal.
Roy Allen Harich, 32, died at
7:06 a.m., after the executioner
threw the switch on the electric
chair at Florida State Prison.
Harich was condemned for the
June 26, 1981, death of Carlene
Gayle Kelly, 18, of High Springs.
He was the 26th inmate to be
executed in the state and the 145th
in the nation since the U.S.
Supreme Court allowed states to
resume using the death penalty in
1976. Harich also was the first executed in the wake of a U.S.
Supreme Court policy announced
last week barring repeated federal
appeals.
According to court testimony,
Harich picked up Kelly and her
friend Deborah Miller, then 17, in
Daytona Beach after spotting them
waiting at a gas station during a
rainstorm on June 16, 1981.
Prosecutors said he drove the
teen-agers to a wooded area to
smoke marijuana, then when they
asked him to leave he ordered them
to undress and fiirced Kelly to perform oral sex.
He then shot both women in the

head and slashed their throats,
authorities said. Kelly died, but

Miller, gravely injured, survived

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

1

15

2

it

situation could have been far
worse.
"It would have been a completely different scenario if we would
have had to fight our way onto the
Arabian peninsula," Air Force
Gen. Hansford Johnson, head of
the U.S. transportation command.
told a House panel Tuesday.
Johnson testified before the
House Merchant Marine and Fisheries subcommittee on merchant
marine, which is examining
whether the nation's sealift system
is being short-changed.
Several lawmakers expressed
deep concerns about the dearth of
U.S. ships under construction for
the merchant fleet, the increased
reliance on foreign ships and the
shrinking merchant marine budget.
"If the merchant marine is
allowed to continue to decline. I
fear that we will not be able to support our armed services during our
next military engagement," said
Rep. Walter Jones, D-N.C. and the
chairman of the panel.
Johnson told the subcommittee
that by the end of the ground war
Feb. 27, the United States had
moved 485,000 people. about 2.8
million tons of equipment, 6.5 million tons of refined petroleum products and 825.000 tons of cargo.
By the end of the ground war,
the Military Scalift'Command, Fast
Sealift Ships and the Maritime
Administration had transported
more than 32 million square feet of
equipment.
That is "enough tanks, trucks,
ammunition, foodstuffs and other
equipment to cover every square
foot of 676 football fields,- Johnson said.
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141
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18
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31
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57
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new information that his trial attorney also was a special deputy sheriff and had taken an oath of loyalty
to that office
The 11th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals issued a one-sentence
denial of the appeal Monday. The
U.S. Supreme Court voted 8-1
Tuesday to uphold that decision.

WASHINGTON (AP) — White
House chief of staff John Sununu,
under fire for his extensive use of
government planes, twice flew to
Boston for dental appointments on
a military jet costing S3,945 an
hour to operate.
Sununu also got a hop on a military plane to visit his parents in
Florida and again to attend a Nev.
Jersey football game and farewell
party for outgoing Gov. Tom Kean.
Trying to quell the flap over
Sununu's travels, the White House
released documents Tuesday itemizing 77 trips by Sununu from the
spring of 1989 until last weekend.
Sununu listed most of his travel
on military planes, including visits
to Colorado ski resorts and
repeated trips to his home state of
New Hampshire, as official business. He said 24 trips were for
political business, 49 were for official reasons and only four were
personal — the two dental visits
and the New Jersey and Florida
trips.

•
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I'M PICK4, INSENSITIVE, PIRKO6ANT, E6OTISTICAL, CRANK`4,
CONNIVING, HOT-TEMPERED,
WHINEY AND MEAN.

rT0 THANK YOU FOR ANOTHER,
vEAR OF PUtTiNG UP WITH rei1
/
411
INCESSANT ,iAMNIERiNG, I'D
LIKE TO TAKE YOU TO LUNCH!

WELL, NOW,
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

You Keep The Rebate

GM to recall 31,000
vans due to safety
problem with backseat
DETROIT (AP) — General
Motors Corp. will recall about
31,000 vans because of a possbile
safety problem with the rear bench
seat, the company said.
GM said Tuesday that seat backs
in Chevrolet and GMC 1990-91
model full-size vans may break
away from the seat frame, possibly
injuring occupants.
The automaker said it was unaware of accidents or injuries stemming from the problem.
Owners are being notified by
mail. A brace will be installed for
free.

siesoe

4.0 Liter 190 H.P.
Automatic
Air Conditioning
Rear Defroster
Tilt Steering
Full Size Spare
Styled Steel Wheels
Roof Rack
Rear Wiper Washer
AM/FM Stereo

#100050

GARFIELD

List Price
$1.00 Over Peppers Price
Fact. Rebate

1.1.2,241-10
17,277.26
-1,000.00

HE'5 BEEN AT IT QUITE
A WHILE NOW

c5,Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company"

PEANUTS

PEPPERS
Plymouth.

UJE 5TUOtEO EXCLAMATION
POINTS IN SCHOOL TODAY.

Dodge g..
r

Jeep

Oodgehrks

Eagle

2400 East Wood

1-800-748-8816
642-5661

Paris, TN

All prices are plus tax, title 8 lioense Dealer holdbad
t or any factory to dealer
incentive retained by dealer
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crossword puzzle.

Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city?
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative, Its my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call...
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DIAL-A-WORDTM
Clues for toda%

16 State of
overexcitement
colloq
20 Stitch
22 Early morn
23 Propel
oneself
through
water
24 Malay canoe
25 Armstrong ID
26 Knock
30 Dan of CBS
10 11
32 Head of
Catholic
55
Church
33 Matured
55 36 Tennis stroke
38 Hold chair
of authority
41 One of
Santa's
reindeer
43 Small child
32 33
45 Alternative
word
39
47 That thing
49 Carries
50 Country of
Asia
51 — of Man
52 Quarrel
56 Guido s high
note
58 Play on
59 60
words
59 Permit
60 Japan ender
63 Printer's
measure

555

49
5
53

63U

65

14

17

28

61

7

13

19

54

3 Deface
4 Personal
5 Welcome
6 Behold'
7 Paddle
8 Singing bird
9 Experiences
10 — Minor
11 Gong
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Sununu used gov't
planes for dental
appointments

555
55
55555

23

WASHINGTON (AP) — Bush
administration officials say the system for moving U.S. troops and
their equipment was severely tested
by the Persian Gulf War and the

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Bastian
40 Insane
42 Decay
44 Figure of
speech
46 Three-toed
sloth
48 Annoyed
50 Rosters
53 Pedal digits
54 Residue
55 Hebrew letter
57 Three-base
hit
61 Corrida cheer
62 Toward
shelter
64 Club
assessment
65 Indian
weight
66 Scottish caps
67 Grafted:
heraldry

1 Collection
of tents
5 Shine
brightly
9 Flap
12 Winglike
13 Bellow
14 Peer Gynt's
mother
15 Mock
17 Note of scale
18 Yellow ocher
19 Contends
21 Pertaining
to birth
23 Besmirch
27 Myself
28 -The Grapes
of —
29 Armed
conflict
31 Health
resort
34 Maiden loved
by Zeus
35 Moray
37 Soft food
39 King of

12

War tested mobility
of U.S. military

and testified at Harich's trial.
Attorney John Chapman said
Harich's latest appeal was based on
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CLASSIFIEDS

020
NOW

AS SEEN ON T V

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS
No EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

ALL
IANCE
TR•41•

jTc

210

Situation
Wanted

riusiDIGOENTE
unmask TN

bs"

120

Mieceien•aue
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

Yo Jr Ad
Could Be
'Pere

INSURANCE
No ago limit
to apply.
Our most popular
plan pays up to
100% of Medicare
Approved Charges
(many policies pay
Only 20%) We even
pay on office Calls
and other out Of hospital expenses For
free information

Call 1753-1916

AVON needs 10 representatives Free make-up computer for those who (*laid)
Call fur details 753-0171

LAWNS mowed Quality
work for lowest possible
price
References
753-6986

BACK by, popular demand
House of Lloyd Party plan is
hiring supervisors for your
area No investment Call
1-800-264 2166

WILL do house cleaning or
Sit with elderly Call after
7pm 753-1016

BEDROOM suite includes
bed chest, triple dresser
and mirror, regular mattress and box springs
$350 753-4364 after
5 30pm

FABRIC•Fabric•Fabric
Spnng fancies IITINmg
Bridal too" Countn, Remnants Hwy iSti/b41 Draffen %ille, I.;.s

next to lionania

Marshall Count)., 10am rpm

CREAM floral overstuffed
sofa Excellent condition
759-1893

170

Apartments
For Rent

Livestock
& Supplies

2BR energy efficient duplex New paint extra
clean Central HA, ap
pliances Available now
Coleman RE 753-9898

10yr old Appaloosa geld
mg 15H very gentle $850
Day 753-1362 night
753 3125
2 PONIES 13 2H, 9yr old
sorrel 12 2H 8yr old black
and white pinto Well mannered, trail ridden, shown
hunteeiumper Sorrel pulls
cart $500 ea 2 western
saddles 15 - $150 and
tTbbe
One
n Englipshurcpho
ilsds
e
$3
5
all
saddle.
$ 20 0
502-382-2773

A BRAND new brick duplex 2br, a-c, gas heat all
appliances No pets
753-7688 or 759-4703
nights

Mon Sat

LANDSCAPE Lava Rock
1cu ft bag only $1 50 ea
'EARN EXTRA INCOME'
FRENCH Provincial BR
Black rock 50Ib bag $1 50
Earn $200-$500 weekly
ATTENTION Ladies need
ea We also have sanitized
suite 7 drawer dresser with
I
II
interested workers for area mailing 1991 Travel bro- WILL wash and wax mobile full mirror, twin
play sand 50Ib bag only FURNISHED apartments
bed
2
home
s
Call Starks
Supervisor for House of chures For more informaefficiency 182 uedroom
drawe
19 and Lawn Lime 40Ib
$2
r
night
stand
,
1-800-334-1203
Lloyd Decor and More tion send a stamped Brothers Mobile Home manresstox spring
and
sleeping rooms Also
bag
only
$2
39
ea
s
Coast
Eyto
Parts and Supplies
Party Plan Everything furn- addressed envelope to A 1
Coast Hardware 753 8604 renting for May Zimmerelet bedspread with pillow
753-29
22,
753-2
753
ished
man Apts S 16th St
P 0
Call Travel
sham and matching sheets
Box
Call:
PATIO stones 2"x8"x16" 753 6609
430780 B1 South Miami
1-8004673880
JOHN Lyons Horse Train$350 753-1689 after 5pm
Jerry McConnell
gray or red 69c ea Also
FL 33143
ing Seminar April 30 1991,
Insurance
2-x12" square or hexagonal NEAR University Large
KiNGSIZE waterbed
Murray State University
AUTO frame machine op
753-4199
patio stones gray or red iust 2-bedroom apt Has large 1-800 877 1302
5rnos old will sell cheap
erator 759-4782 days
KUWAIT. SAUDI WORK
$1 69ea We have red living room Large kitchen
"free local
753-6470
489-2255 nights
ERS NEEDED $3500 8 up
NEW saddles, used sadclaim service"
octagon square paving dining area and ample
dles, and other tack for
per hour Tax Free Both PHARMACEUTICAL DIS- MATCHING sofa loveseat stones for 55c ea and
closet space Range re
18
ELECTRICIAN A. Fullskilled and unskilled For TRIBUTION Nationally Ad- and chair Excellent condisquare brickfaced patio frigerator. dishwasher, dis- sale See or call Roger
Hudson
info Call 615-779-5505 vertised Brand Name Pro- tion $400 negotiable
753 4545
stones
$3 69 Coast to posal and washer-dryer
Storage Buildings position. High school gra- Ext K-275
Listen to WSJP
duct No Selling - Estab- 753-8969
759 1823
Coast Hardware 753 8604 hookup Fully carpeted
duate, or equivalent, with at
848 $600. rixiz $750 8116
lished o Vending Route
Electric heat and air Well
1130 AM this
LAW ENFORCEMENT Minimum Investment QUEEN size waterbed with
least five sears experience
PINE Bark Mulch or Nug
$900 variety of sles
insulated
$275 ono
sets
2
of
drawer
s
DEA
New
and other agencies $7000 Call Fast Pharmain the field of elearicit.
styles Glre us a call & our
gets 2cu ft bag only $2 59 $275 dep 759-1301 Mon
s
Thursday. April
motionless mattress
now hiring For application ceutical 1-800-327-8122
required Must be able to
cornDelitionwIi tall
ea Top soil 40-b bag lust thru Fri 9arn 4pm
Dresser with Mirror. chest $1 79ea
25 from 9:30
call
electrical services information
Potting soil 401b
L. E. Williams
of drawers
$350
1-219-755-6661 ExtKY150
and circuits Will be rebag only $1 99 ea Also NEW duplex 2br 2 baths
ADULT male Great Dane
Ii! ?. This is
753 6588
489-2663.
quired to install, construct, 8am 8pm 7 days
1gal size Shrubs or Garage with auto opener
Black with white chest
Local sandwich & yoappliances plus microwave Very gentle
dismantle and make meAzalea s are lust $2 99 ea
QUEEN size waterbed
your last
$75 Call
LAWN maintenance care
gurt
busine
ss.
Exc.
chanical and electrical reCoast to Coast Hardware furnished $450mo 1yr
Has bookcase headboard
759-1808 leave message
help needed Experience a
FEMALE needs roommate
business opportunity.
chance to get
lease
pairs to all types of eketnNorthw
753
ood
8604
Dr
vett, mrror, walnut stain
No
to share house for room,
plus Retirees welcome
AKC Golden Retreiver
pets 753-2905
cal lines and equipment for
$100 OBO Fisher baby
board 753-7129
apply call 436-5805
Contact Vide() Elite
some fantastic
CHRISTOPHER S COINS
pups Vet checked Light
universits facilities
Must
bear wood stove $50080
.s expanding' We now otter NICE 1 2.3br apartment
colors iExceptionally
LPN CMA or MLT needed
GRANDMA'S 'Old Time demonstrate the ability to
753 8953 after 4pm
bargains.
stamps and stamp supplies Furnished, near campus
beautiful i
$200
for busy physicians office
Recipes for fudge bon- work as a team exercising
Also 1-3br house 1-4br 502 247 0781
along with silver dollars
SOMA queen size
Send resume with referimmediate
bons and sugar cookies
supersision
house
proof
W
sets U S and foreign
D hook-up Day
waterbed $300 life time
ences to PO Box 1040B
Send SASE with $1 00 per over one Electrician B A
coins and coin supplies 9-5 753-6111
night AKC yellow Lab puppies
warranty Call 753-2367 af
TWO homes to be removed recipe or all 3 for $2 50 to valid driser s license lc reMurray Ky 42071
Coins and stamps are great 753 0606
8wks $150 males $125
ter 4pm weekdays
trom present sites at 201 Grandmas Recipes, PO quired Ssiars S-1It per
MATURE reliable perm t
hobbies, they also make
hour Appl at Personnel
South Eighth Street and Box 34 Alm° Ky 42020
TAKING applications for females 753-5211
ling clerk for rapidly grow
100 ACRES imore or less)
wonderful Tits and invest721 Poplar Street Will sell
Services, NIurra‘ State L.nisection 8 rent subsidized
BEAUTIFUL AKC Regising trucking company Must of rough land within 15
ments Visit us today at the
to highest bidder Time limit
versus, Murra, KY 42071
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
tered Bassett puppies $75
have
knowledge of 48 state miles of Murray 753-4658
Ox Yoke Antique Store rooms
on removal For more inforFOEMINII
Apply Hilldale Apts
each 901 352 2416 after
requirements state order(Hazel), Treasure House Hardi
mation call or see adminin
ANTIQUES by the piece or
Ky
or call 6pm
ing
proced
EXPER
ures
IENCE
etc
and
D
Fast
Book
press
Rack
man
strator. Murray-Calloway
(Murray). 502-437-4113 EHO
moving business Only collections Call 753-9433 ATTN Antique Dealers
needed Full or part time
the Mercantile (Aurora) and
HAVE an obedient safe
Co Hospital 762-1101
qualified personnel need after 5pm
Spaces to rent now availSend resume salary dethe Book Shelf rParis) We UNIVE
RSITY v-ow condo dog for show or home
able
apply
Contact Eaw -"a CASH for mobile
Hazel Ky Call buy coins ard stamps and
Close
Court sired and phone number to
to
home
style apartment 2br, cen- Classes or professionally
1 - 8 0 0 - 5 2 1 - C 3'
PO Box 1040H Murray, Ky
tires $7412 each We will 4 9 2 - 1 7 5
nights appraise estates
tral H A appliances micro- trained Serving Murray for
Square on 5th St
901 247-5518
901-644-0040
42071
502-753 4131
over 12yrs 436-2858
remove 527-2932
wave $400 mo 753 8096
$160 00 per month
753-2
FUN lob National company
633
SCHOOL bus seats for
JUNK cars and trucks
JACK Russell Terrier pupCall Ted Delaney
SWEET Ne' ins Antiques
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
sale $1 0 each 753-4545
437-4087
pies Excellent pedigree
All Brand,
753-1916 for more needs telemarketers INGS
Draffer
in
..::e
the
finest
5-9pm No experience
NEED a job? A
759 1823
3/0
Shots and wormed
texti-e
col
lector
information
ir the area
GED? Hope for the `uture?
necessary Gait 753-2028
hIckises
502-395 4483
Over 125 cts and cover- TOPSOIL - pick.4 or we
You may qualify if 'You do
For Rent
ELECTRICIAN B. Fulllets
Ali d.scounted del.ver
753 0277 or
not have your GED or h gh
da0
time position High school
10 1
V.cicr ar Whites 759-1090 Welch Sand and 2 BATHROOV 4 bedroom
MATHIS
school diploma 'You are
Public
graduate, or euui%alent, with
1623
free
Gravel
Loch
and
Hwy
Lomo
needle
TRANSMISSION
nd
work
641%
plus
Almo
between the ages of 1.3 & 386 TOWER Computer
Sal*
JO-AN'S Varieties on the
at least two sears experience
$500
Ky
mo
plus
unur-ua
deposi
ST-a
Specializing
,
t
s
t
Col
furn.ture
in
21 We are an E 0 E Th.s 25MHZ 80meg hard drive
square is opening a do-dad
eman RE 753 9898
in the field of electricity regAss 527 1018
front wheel drive,
protect is funded by the EGA color monitor 1 2 meg
corner Glass and collectquired. Position includes a-overdrive, foreign
north of Benton WOODEN storage build
Western Kentucky Private 5,'drive has software or
AVAILABLE May 4br 2 bath
abies Check it out you
sitting in the installation of
or, Ay 641
irigs 8x16 starts at $1095
& domestic. 12
Industry Council- uTPA
hard drive $1995
brick central H A ap
may find what you want
electrical services arid cir1016
months or 12xxx
$142
40 12)(24 pliances $500
Call JTPA Out Of SCh:o 354-6600
rno depo
753-9569
cuits. installing. constructing, 7
mile warranty.
$2395 Other sizes aye!, sit Coleman
5' 3 - 9 3 7
RE
753 9898
5
x8
dismant
2
wheel trailer camling and making meable Acree Portable ButIO
624 N. 4th
8a m -11 30a rr
LENDERS say YES to all
per topper for Ford Ranger.
chanica
SMALL
l
Murra
mgs
and
electric
502
2br
247-78
y.
Farm
al
house
Ky.
31
repairs
on treed
type lcans to bac credit
NEEDED energetic well or
P510 Plastic tooibox for
lot near Jonatt.cn Creek
to all type,
753-6374
Equipment
eIectrral lines
snail' -7.
a'eral
gan:zed person w th above fu. s ze pickup 759'
354-6248
arid equipment for uruNersity
305-11613-73C3
faci4iues and other related average typing secretar.a
Business
BASEBALL cards ,.18-.07.
duties as assigned by supervi- sells Potion is vett' ioca $550 17
_Services
deep freeze S7E
sor Must possess a valid company and starts as 759-9597 after
Foe Sale
6pm
SHAR
P
copiers Autho•
parttime secretary Send
driver's license Salary
Or Lease
tifs
FOR SALE
zed dealer for saies ser
'esurrie to PO Bo, 1
GIRLS twin bed wit doll
per hour Appl at. Personnel
v .ce suppiies parts and
FOUND Cnarcoal gray cat. Sersices, Murral. State Lni- Murray Ky 4207'
house headboard $25
"ame rental
3 bedroom
units Local com
maie Found by Bradley
3pc set Remo drums
versitv, Murray.
4
.
071
house in
pany Call 1-800 248.4319
Book Co Bldg 4-21-91
$100 Murray Shp lawn
Call 759-1573 or 762-4538
NEED +Jr time cooks wait
mower 22' cut, 16' rear
country. 2.2
HIRING 1st and 2nd sti.t
if yours
wheels used 1yr $125
resses
d , shwasfier
acres. s28.500.
Welders and general he p
Mobile
kitchen heip Experience 1753-6684
2
REWARD.:test clog-Smatt -3281'990
Homes For Sale
only Apply in person Ann s
Call (618)
_
brown Chihuahua No colJVC video move camera
Country K.tchen 641 Hwy
IMMEDIATE OPENiNG
2x50 partially furnished
548-2846
lar Center Ridge area near
with carrying case and lots
Haze .(y 492 8195
Air w d stove refrigerate,
.ake 436-2402 or collect Micro-Computer Technical
of accessories $475
Support Sales Experience
Set up on rented lot
489-2289
615-790-0947 after 5orn
NOW nir,rg
753-9625
114n s
house'keep
in D-Base
Lot-us ac•
759 9847 after Spr,
irig decar7-e-t Must a20,y'
after 6 p.m.
LARGE heavy safe $350
counting operations and
In berscr at snoneys
1991 14,60 20r 11 bat'
753-1369
other software essenta.
Are You Ready
Total elected, W 3rookac
NOW h:•
sa
Must be highly motivated
maLAWN
Chef
riding mower
underpinned Located Ris
For A Challenge?
.f
agement stat"cr Shoe
and able to work well with
11hp 36' cut 354 6075
era Cts Lot 7 389014'
7 Thr,ava
others - College-degree Sensation store to open in
a 3"
Par 3 Golf Course
n• Dos •
Prefer'ed Salary, plus Chestn ., .1 H:11 Shopping MILLIONAIRES 411.at V.,
ew Tnree
24h PERRY travel tra.,e•
Offering loss impact .-1erobilt:
Center
Murray
commis
LION
Stop
sion
by
AIRE
7. e•se•e--_,F,
Mail
Golf
reSum
S PANG e
Carts
Prey n.us
se.f ccrta ned skirted r
Shoe
Setahon
1 414.'S & 1 htirs. \hinting 9-10 a.m.
BURN'
to
Compu
in
S
the
ter Position. 1042
Ky
CAN DI' Is BACK
cwe s• -anagemesuiated underpinned Ex
Lighted
Oaks. Ma •- Paducah to IN MI RRAY. ChrarIle's
Mineral Wells Avenue
res. Sscc nen& ts tvins•
cellent condition brick pa
r/k
Pars TN 38242 before apply or rna, resume to Safe- Pharrnac!.
Drivirg Range
to privacy fence See-at
Sa a-y negn
e
\Ion. & %ed. 12:15-1 p.m.
Acton E-terpr'ses 253
May '
Grogans Trailer Court 94E
Miniature Golf
Contact 'Jane Houghton, D.reCter of Nursing
Amercan Place Jefferson- ORDER bee spa des greed
i
'nS25 pu.,21,,e
1,t t LIN\
for yOu Murray Hot Tubs
l'sNLRANc F. ville Ind
mijs-r seii 12x70
47130
Job
3br 2
11939 115
753-1304
Softball &
Beginning April 29
S 13th St
APPRAISER ADJESTER.
bath Needs some repar
Westv1w Nursing Herne
PERSON wanted for room
Baseball
Intiepen,:ait adjustrneint corn
iit7ir (4- lo
753-9413
cleaning also some light SATELLITE dish 8 Ampoca
pan:. Seeks auto appraiser
1401 S 16th St. • Murray, Ky.
Battin
g
Cages
To
regis
ter
tor
',‘lust Call:
$400
OBO John •
office work Will train right
adjuster f,r Northwest 'renn
Lessons By
person Be able to work Deere tractor model 50
'Rob
in
area Wil consider pan time
Britt
ain 753-7597
Appointment
Mobile
weekends i flexible hours $350 OBO 753-1458
or full time employee. Applic
Homes Foe Rent
DON'T YOU THINK rrs TIME YOU
Jimmy
Sulliva
n
PGA
Pro
reliabi
e Good working con SMA4 roll
are must have pnor insuranci
top desk $85
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
EARNED AS MUCH AS YOU'RE WORT
MALE wants roommate to
claim expenence and furnish ditions Must have home hall cabinet brass tr.rn $85
H?
Velvet Jones
ww 'her so rr vo,
as a .epraseiavve se ling -sorica a-o v•-e,
phone Wete ev,th details to 22 Stevens crack
share a 2br 2 oath trailer at
transporation Submit resume
shot rifle
'riarscai service products So, he 2•^Aartria1 si0e wowing
753-1152
PO Box 1032 Murray vy
Riviera Courts $235 inc
to PO Box 131A, Pans, TN.
vie o'
Very good condition $150
....Ix peg =mopes io
or • V ck;11 e somd
4207'
s:ase -of ""iE
Must provide a reference
38242.
MURRA
Y,
KY.
OBO
753-8
573
after
a' 444:03r1 a cornerenenswe :04a104orea'raa •:sao,ase arc .voore^...
762 4964
unknoteso earnivs prowl^.
JOB Announcement Num- POSTAL JOBS $11 4".; 6 30pm
'sore inler— atioe call mie today PO, Ma.•ir
$14 90 lir Fo• exam a-c. STEEL-TOE
3551 Parx D'aza
ber 91-30 (5) Date 4-5-91
NEWE
R 2br. 14x60
work boots for
Paexak ory .Q00. .-800.264.095c,
Position Park Desk CIO application --trmatior.
nice mobile On private lot
men and women Motorcy-.rem
'74Sec "..crainot t Sal r7 1/7., ..aritanty arie
RW: 713..a
Walk to Jonathon Creek,
Kenlake State 219-769 6649 ert Ky "03 cle helmets army boots
Dulanhee
M. 4 Sam ,
it: her all -AC
121
In
Coldw
ater
8am-8pr- 7 days
Resort Park, Hardin KY
Lease deposit 354 6248
pants and Jackets Jerry s
Be a pan of The Rock.'
hull
Grade and salary Grade 5
Sporting 6th & Walnut
4Clua oporstror, employer
SALES Fe-so'," or rent to own 2br
Lcoa
I.:1 ,, k7an
Salary $5 247 per hour Mt
Sports
company nee.ds someone Mayfield Ky
rue (.).kzv:r .11
e home in 0
.
7
•.
nimum requirements High
Equipm
with some sacs erper
ent
Ccve. Recreational
SUNTAN booth 753-3488
Billie Wilson
school graduate Additional
,SC Ths P•laXanIA ',swims ',ovary
ence and I.,
ccment near Aurora .e
owledge GOLF clubs Imens and wo
experience in a front-desk
Century 21 • Loretta Jobs Realtors
plumbing ad building ma
WOOD-CH,FPER Good mens)
Fecreational fac
Mens Palmer Ax
,/r0. 753-1492
operation of an accommo
759-1922
terials Myers Lumber Cc condition, ready to use iorn
a
va
able
to renters or
irons rew 3 irone 'yr
dation facility will substitute 500
Card of 'Thanks
S
Murray 6cyl Ford engine $1750 ckd also women
e,
,
•For
inform
ation
ca
Perhaps you sent a tote,..
for the education on a year
s Power
753-6456
753-4389 or 753 5960
but countess irons (PW 3 753 2613
for-year basis Apply by
,
O sat qua tLy on a
iror
t For more information
submitting a State applica- STAY home a-d make
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3ro
Perf.aps you sent a fLorti ple.e
1SS
ca.I 7:m at 753 8355 dYing
tion (which can be obtained $100-day or more Over
eiectric or gas Walking
If so we saw it there
day Or 753-5904 at night
at the local Department of 400 companies need home
tarce to college 753 526'ir
Perhaps you spoke the •14e.st
Appliances
workers and distributors
Employment Services or
At any /nand cer.L.1 say,
1
now' Call for amazing de- REFRIGERATOR, washer/
any other State Govern
Pe rfsapi you Imre not there at
YOU" pay for most nursing home cost
290
ment office) to Kentucky tails 314 576 3843 ext
dryer 753-4684
Just thou-111u of as that day
Heating
'Med
icare pays less than 2'.
Depart
7000
ment
of
Sa•
Personnel
Yaction
Whatever you did to con•ott Our ftear
And Cooling
Room 203 Capitol Annex
guaranteed
A FIREWOOD for sale
•
Medic
'We chartk you to eioA
are supplement policies pay even
Frankfort, KY 40601 AttenWOULD like to buy good
437 4667
wilauerr the part
WANTED La,
less
dscape De
tion Job Announcement
used air conditioners
The fandy of Margaret F.tek.a
signer Able to draw plans
No 91-30 (5) Job An19000btu and above Cal
WOOD for sale 753 9745
An estimated one in four Americans over
& Bernice 'W'allsn,
veLoci
nouncement Number and meet with customers
753 7953
65
will spend time in a nursing home.
Need
good know cadge of
Z"iier Loa Talton
should also be placed in the
plant material '53 '028
•
In
our
area, costs average over $18000
upper right-hand corner of
5-8prn
per year.
the application in the "Spe
Apartments
Sedalia, Ky.
eta, Announcement No'
For Rent
• Medicaid, the government program for
AGREE Carports 12x21
blank Deadline for apply
the "poor" only provides help after you
For experienced bookkeeper. Must
18
000 BTU Frig
Also
2br
Reg
$1295
furnis
on
hed
sale
apart
for
be
irig You must qualify test,'
literally impoverish yourself.
ment
$756
Condi
20,21
Close
Air
tione
reg
to
familiar with accounts receivable, acr. 4
campus
$1795 on
and be placed on the regisWater paid Available May
sale for S1156 Call Mayyears
old
$350
counts payable, general ledger & have
ter by May 6 1991 'Written
12 $210 rno No pets
field 247 7831
If you are concerned, give us a call for a
MAG'S Errand Service raftest required Test given
Sears
753 5980
computer experience. Health care experiAlmond
free copy of The Consumer Guide To
ters housesating grocery
ATLAS Claus metal lathe
Monday -Friday 8 00
Washer,
shopping postal and bankLong Term Care Insurance."
Large
1 or 2 bedroom apartment
ence preferred. Full company benefits.
$2500 Two 12h service
a m -4:30p m in Room
ing needs etc 753-9630
Cap.
753-4109
$225
counters one 16ft service
249, Capitol Annex FrankWork Mon-Fri. Salary open. Apply at:
Mon-Fn 8-5 References
counter $900 for all
fort, Kentucky Filling this
Magic Chef
28R duplex with carpet
753 4424 days 753 3632
position es subiect to any
WILL clean houses and ofExtra nice washerdryer
Micr
owave
$99
nights
State Government hiring fices in and around Benton
hook-up Central H(A
1401 S. 16th St. Murray, Ky
restrictions AN EQUAL and Murray area For infor
Parts & Service
HopkInsvills Fed. Savings Building
Northwood 753 4487
ELECTRIC baseboard
OPPORTUNITY EMmation call 527 3935 or
EOE
3822353
heater
s
5yrs
old 6 8 8tt
2BR duplex in Westwood
PLOYER M/F/H
753-4225
$50a piece Call 759 1479
$295
-me 759-4406
Awl
•-••••.• •c• Mow

55& Over Need a job? Call
753-0929 for information

WILL do housekeeping
Call 7arn-6pm 753 8417

BID FOR
BARGAINS
CLEAN-UP
SALE

618-5241388

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT

VCR Service

Ward-Elkins
753-1713

^

FOR SALE
OR LEASE

^

Your Ad
Could Be
Here

suir

Call 753-1916

RN

ThePrudential

HAMk
Anequ
sale 1
8-3prr
Lake
436-2

171!
Api

Ai

Mar

huh
new,
pool,
sils.
clod

430

30 WO
northi
Count!
dozed, I
timber
5 9pm

3T/. AC
bottom
well, be
365-014

3 STAL
1 5 acre
tic tanks
pole for
dwater ;

BOB Hi
Sales
Roberts
or 489-a

KOPPEF
fers a c
Real Est
wide se
homes
75 3 1 2
1-800-2
711L

3BR
t
mobile hi
Shores
near lake
$8,000
erty in c
Estate
753-3263

3BR 2 b
hvingroon
Large kit
painted o
stove. 20
with woc
paper arts
tile patio
Walking
ping Out
nably
753-2206
3BR briel
east 13E
acre woo
and sep
436-2742

Servicr
refrige
microm

Far
Tap

7

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?

KEN BARNETT
APPLIANCE REPAIR

Immediate Opening

McConnell
Insurance Agency

Westview Nursing Home

753-4199
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THE ‘1URRAY LEDGER &
TIMES

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24, 1991

CLASSIFIEDS

410
Public
Salo

530

HAMMOND organ $600
Antique pump organ Yard
sale Thursday and Friday
8 3pm Cancel if rains
Lakeway
Shores
436-2263

Large
Garage Sale
1715 Melrose Dr.
April 25-26 8-4
April 27 8-2
Many useful household items - Many
new, pollenex whirlpool, microwave utensils. 2 pr. drapes, no
clothing, appliances
(electric)

377, ACRES Clarks River
bottom ground Power
well, building site $25 000
365-0145,5 9pm
3 STALL mechanic shop.
1 5 acres, natural gas septic tanks, well water Utility
pole for mobile home Coldwater area 489.2932
BOB HALEY. Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753 1651
or 489 2266
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes
all prices
753-1222,toll free
1-800 251 HOME Ext
711L
3BR 16 bath on Broad 2br
mobile home in Pine Bluff
Shores 3br central HA
near lake 2br on Ash St
$8,000 Commercial property in city Wilson Real
Estate 302 S 12th
753-3263
460
HMIS
Foe Sole
3BR 2 bath brick Large
Irvingroom with dining area
Large kitchen with white
painted cabinets. Genn-Air
stove. 20x28 family room
with woodstove. lots of
built-ins Shutters wallpaper and ceiling fans Nice
tile patio Energy efficient
Walking distance to shopping Quiet street Reasonably priced
Call
753,2206
3BR bock 5 miles southeast 1360sq . 1 bath 1
acre wooded lot new well
and septic Mid $40 s
436-2742

Reduced to sell
3237 Sq. Ft.
Under Roof
New 4 BR home Large
family
room,
LIR.
kitchen/dining combination, utility room 3
baths, lots of closets,
double garage, concrete
double driveway Rao,
sidewalks, carpet oak
parquet floors, range &
dishwasher, energy ettiCient, large wooded lot

HILLTOP Home Must sell
3bedrm lbath, attached
garage 4 out buildings
Fruit trees On Hale Rd
'I. acres $25,000 negotiable 502-436-2010
HOUSE in country on 1'/.
acres 3bedrm 1 bath central gas/heat 8 air $28,500
or first reasonable offer
489-2362
BEAUTIFULLY decorated
ranch brick. Great family
area, warm hearth, central
gas heat/air, paddle fans,
carpeting, woodburning
stove, manicured lawn
Don't miss this one
$69,950 MLS (3212) Hal
Nance Office 759-1591,
home 753-7955, Professional Real Estate Inc
COMPLETELY remodeled
2br 2 bath Large closets
new cabinets and dis
hwasher All appliances
New carpet Large utility
room and half basement
Floored attic Quiet neighborhood in town Priced in
mid $30's 753-6855 after
6pm

Tonya Huey Drennon, Owner
%cross from IIih Burger Inn on 4th

Mon-Sat.

st.)
9-5

Huge Clearance Sale
25'

Clothes, purses, belts, shoes, etc.
each
or 10 for s 1
Hardbacks, 101 Suitt/Ai,
Books
Glassware 101 a piece

25'

All items reduced.
Sellers Spate: avatlable upon request Call and reserve

yours

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators .- freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas& electric ransies.

Factory Authorized Repairs For
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
•All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Stielailillinkten, Inc.

Civic
$675
1979 Ford Pickup
White
$950
1981 Chevette
4-speed, Air
$500?7
See David or Charles

1965 PLYMOUTH Valiant
30,300 act miles Near
show condition 225 slant 6
motor auto 502 247 7015
after 5 30pm

1979 BUICK LaSabre full
size Attractive light blue
Small V8 automatic with
cold air Fine condition
$1400 firm 513 Whitnell
Murray 759 4510 after
5pm

THREE
bedroom
1-7, bath brick, excellent
condition on quiet street in
city Central gas heat, living
room dining room, kitchen'
utility room, large sunroom
paved driveway carport
detached garage or workshop fenced backyard
Lots of extras Call
753-1893 Chuck Foster

1979 FORD LTD very dependable and reliable used
car Call after 3pm
753-3510
1979 VOLVO 242DL 4
speed blue runs great
436-2174 evenings
1980 HONDA Prelude 5
speed air, sunroof $1000
75.3-9778

1973 FORD Ranger F-100
with topper Runs good
new tires $750 759 1860
1974 INTERNATIONAL
pickup $600 492 8364
1984 GMC Siena Classic
SWB loaded $3500
474-2318 after 4pm
1985 CHEVY Suburban
Silverado 9 passenger, excellent condition Limited
slip rear-end 8 tow pkg
753-8672
1991 CHEVY S 10 4 3 V 6
loaded $9500 437-4020
91 S10 BLAZER 4dr
Stripped needs tran motor
parts, tires, wheels, back
glass $9700 527-3512
91 S15 soNomA 43 auto.
air ext cab hit in right side
$4500 527 3512

510
Campers
1978 BROUGHAM moto
home 241t Good condition
$10,000 1989 Winnebago
mini motor home, 24ft
loaded 5xxx miles
$26,500 1988 International 32tt travel trailer
Like new, used 3 times
$8500 753-4389 or
753-5960
CAMPER top for small
LWB pickup Fiberglass
Sliding front window $275
0130 753-4355 -

TRUCKS

Aubrey Hatcher
Bill Calvert • Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden, Bus. Mgr.
Chad Cochran. Gen. Mgr.

TOYOTA

A1A T ENTERPRISE Excavating Dozer backhoe,
trucks Levies roads driveways parking lots septic
tanks foundations basements gravel dirt ponds
753-0577

14tt SEM, . allJrnmum
boat and Ira
49,-,;.);ohn
son 436 2418
169" HYDRASPORT
115hp Mrir!r,er trolling mo
tor ski bar 4:1;:: 2420 after
5pm
1983 ASTROGLAS fish
and ski 18f! boat and
trailer 200p Johnson
New Eagle fish locator
Johnson trolling motor
Very good. condition
753 2922 days. 753-5490
after 6pmn
1988 20 SUNCRUISER
pontoon, 60hp Johnson oil
injection motor, power trim
tilt live well trolling motor,
gas grill depth finder. cus
torn made cover and trailer
$6500 753 4364
1988 RIVIERA Cruiser 24
deluxe, full' furniture, custom equipped for fishing
1989 Johnson 88 W T&T.
bought new 5-89 $10,500
0130 753 3648

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm 759 9816 753-0495
ALPHA Builders - Carpentry. remodeling porches
roofing concrete drive
ways painting mainte
nance, etc Free estimates
489-2303
ANTENNA repair and installation Replace or install
channel master antennas
rotors and amplifiers Ran dell Beasley Buchanan
Tn 901 642 4077
ANY remodeling building
painting & roofing Free estimates References
435-4632
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
pliance Works, 753 2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30 years expen
ence Bobby /-O)pprr
436-5848

OF MURRAY

Auction held jointly with

Tero Paschall Real Estate
p..sth..n
502-75 1-5814
502-435-4144

PROFESSIONAL lawn
care Mowing, trimming
hauling landscaping Reasonable rates Satisfaction
guaranteed Free estimates 759 4440

CUSTOM garden tilling
with Troy .Bilt reartine tiller
Small size garden $40 and
up 436 2003

QUALITY lawn mowing
with references 437-3046

DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
and re roofs Written guar
antee Local references
753 5812

LICENSED for electr,c
gas refrigeration Installa
tion arid repair Free esti
mates 753 7203
ENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs

REMODELING and concrete work Experience and
references 759-9254
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding
painting plumbing con
crete Free estimates Call
474-2307
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545.
753-6763 759-1823

dotks, rail, and lin, All v.ork
approi,ed hi, IV % or Corps of
Engineers Ironner ouncr of

Tu,in Lakes ‘1,,,qinit Call
%lark (Tony
Krimm at
354-8b95 before 441T1 or after
5pm fir free r•timatcs

BOGARD Paving Paving
and sealing driveways and
parking lots Over 20yrs
experience Free
753 9552estimaS or
437 4391
BREAKING and disking
gardens Yard landscaping
and bushhogging
436-5430
BUDS WELDING SER
VICE EXPERIENCED
7am 6pm
Mon Sat
492 8419
BUILDER, new homes
garages, additions remod
&mg. framing. decks pa
tios, solar green houses
pole barns Experienced
carpentry Tripp Williams
753-0563 after 5pm

TREE trimming topping
removal at a lower competitive cost Call 753-7931

WILL mow lawns and dc
other lawn work 436-2528

GRAVEL dirt sand, white
rock and all type hauling
Call Kenney Tra,s
759 -1039
GUT TER!NG By Sears
Sears residential and corn
mercial continuous gutters
instal!ed for your specifica
tons Cali Sears 753 2?'':
for free estimate

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street
Almo, Open 9 12, 1-5
Mon -Fri
9 2pm Sat
753-0530

G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters roofing
painting vinyl siding all
kinds of remodeling Phone
499 2267

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
&
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
iii
S
).
.

".

Very s
bedroo
to $8

Kopperud Realty

Smith
Masonry
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation, concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered with
brick.
15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
For ,4 Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668
MOWING landscaping
and tree work All odd lobs
Big or small Free estimates Good rates Have
references 753-4254
753-2869

(New & Pre-Owned)

BOAT SHOW

MOWING ROTO-TILLING
in town only Will take limited number of small to
medium size yards for 91
season 753-0611

Friday, Saturday & Sunday
April 26, 27 and 28

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492-8561
MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence dog kennels residential commercial Free
estimates 753-9785 or
753-3254
PAINTING remodeling
deck and landscape con
struction Free estimate
436-2744

One Barkley Drive. Grand Rivers, Ky.
Home of Dockers Bayside Restau

rant

Featuring in New Boats - Regal, Cruisers
Inc . Jet Flash, Wet Bikes, and this year's
newest toy - The Jet Star
Pre Owned Sea Ray, Carver, Chris
Craft,
Hatteras, Formula
* Be sure and sign up for free door
prize to be given away Sunday. April
28th at 3 pm,

PLUMBING
Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255

Wiggins Furniture
$hoppers Mall

Vans
1978 FORD Van Clean
354-6075

Only store of its kind in 4 state area!

Hwy 641 - 2 miles north of Murray

1985 DODGE Caravan
$1800 1989 Dodge Grand
Caravan Air AfvliFM cas
sette, ultra wheels $9800
753 3632 nights 753-4424
days

Quality Bedding. Furniture for your Livin
g Plus Lots of Gifts & Accessories
including Brass,
Room, Bedroom, Dining Room and Morel
Lamps, Silk Flower Arrangements,
Crystal.

Open Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m. • 753-4566

%s•.:4

Owned &, Operated by Robert &. Nell Wiggins

Same Location for 32 Years - Low Overhead Means
Lower Prices

1989 FORD Aerostar XL
V6, auto air tilt, cruise
cassette. 7 passenger, 1
owner Immaculate $8900
753 7527

WALL-TO-WALL SAVINGS • WALL-TO-WALL SAVI
NGS • WALL-TO-WALL SAVINGS
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753-1222

McKINNEY Bookkeep,ng
service now taking new
clients 759-4173

.
2
:
:1

.,

NTEMPORARY
ma will greet you in this 3
ath stylish contemporary.Reduced

711 Main

I will mow yards and do
yardwore Superior service
quality work and the best
prices in town 753 3665

A LICENSED electricai
contractor JAMES C GALLIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential fast
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759 1835

•D-op by 8 see our showroom

429 S-•*B-RY M,RRav LAin-u
'n ....I xt• nry Bow
'53 59aC

icti\11%."1.111010111"b""--111

l'.4SULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and :G0 ,,r bills Call Sears
753 2310 :
. free. estimate
0 :r

LAWNMOWir.G Depend
able person 753- 7027

YARD Work Mowing trimming, odd lobs of any kind
Free estimates 753-8463

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

HOUSE wife will clean your
home or office 436-2818

KITCHEN CAB;NET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Pree estimates Wulff s'Re
coery Murray 436 5560

WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No job to large or to small,
474-2300

WALL-TO-WALL SAVINGS • WALL TO WALL
SAVINGS • WALL-TO-WALL
SAVING

496

,:•,, T..•..;
. .„... .,.._ . .,:- , ...

WILL do yard work and odd
lobs of any kind No fob toe'
small 759-4401

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753 2674

II

...

WILL do plumbing All guar
anteed 435-4169

GENERAL Repair plumbing roofing tree work
436-2642

HA ,LING yard work ttee
re-oval mowing Free es
terates 759-1683

20

WILL bushhog and do
blade work Reasonabk
prices 492-8722

WILLIAMS Concrete Finishing Service Low prices
Free estimates 354-9397

BOAT

DOCKS I)., cr

T C Dinh Repair and Main
Plumbing and
Electrical
Cleaning
Sewer 1210-1212 Main
Street 753 6111 office
753-0606 after 5pm

tenatice

TOTAL lawn service Free
estimate 436-2744

HARDiN Painting Res:
dent al or commercial Re
ferences on request For
free estimate call 437 4221
or 354 8985 20 years
experience

years of satisfied cusliorner, in
the building arid repair iii

SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free esti
mates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484

GENERAL; office and
house eleaning Refer
ences supplied 753-4897

BLOCK brick .:-..onrzrete
'shiny Basements foot
ings. garages drives.
walks 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett

BOGARD AUCTIONEERS

PUNCH 45 $225 15th An
niversary Special! Sunset
Blvd. Music Murray's
Rockford Fosgatc authorized
dealer Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
piete service on all central
cooling all makes and
models Call Gary at
759,4754

BACKHOE Service ROY
HADAWAY Construction
HILL Junior Thorn opera
Home remodeling paint
tor 30 years experience
r g walipaper carpentry
Septic system drive ways
hauling. foundations etc -- jj.crot '_zo_k_n2 _NO 400 too
753 4251
759-4664

Thursday,

Terms: 10% down day of sale - Bal. in 30
days with passing of deed.

tionver

1971 CHEVY LWB pickup.
auto $600 LWB topper
$50 4 radial tires $100
753-7925, leave message

CARS

Chevy Store::
19 Toyota Leldn ser n5,987
89 Ford Conversion 4,16,:F
'89 Toyota X-Cab 414 „ 4.487
19 Ford Ranger
19 Chevy
'88 Ford F.350 Van. _21787
Toyota 4 Runnef,...... 111.481
18 Plrocth Voyager _10.487
17 Fad Range XLT 1487
17 Toy. SRS 4 Runner 10487
17 liazda 414
'6,987
17 Toyota 1.Torr
15187
16 Ford F150 XLT

20yr SEARS installing
technician will service Ken
more washer dryer
753-4684 or 753 9298

CONSIGNMENT AUCTION

Tues. April 30, 10 a.m. at Sue &
Charlie Restaurant in Aurora K.
on Elw. 68 & 80. Known for
many years for its fine fish
dinners & service.

%tit

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

1990 STARCRAFT 24ft
pontoon deluxe 1990 Mercury 90hp. trailer, trolling
515 S. 12th
Phone
motor 1224 toot control. 2
1980 MAZDA RX7 red air
Murray, KY
753-4961
fishing seats, grill, AM:FM
$1350 753-9710
cassette, full furniture All BULLDOZING and
back 1981 CHEVY Citation
new condition 436-5684
hoe work Call after 4pm
1987
OLDS
Regenc
98
y
4
33xxx actual miles V-6
Financing
door, local car 46.000 mi 39 HOUSE Boat Living 354 8161
auto ps pb ac 753 3742
All extras Extra sharp room, kitchen galley bed- available
1985 CORVETTE excel753-4575 after 6pm
room and bath air- CARPET and vinyl repairs
lent
condition
conditioned Excellent boat and installation Profes
1988
BUICK
LeSab
ra
901-644-0160 after 6pm
1984 Chrysler Laser at a great price $15000 sional service Glen Bebber
753-6487
759 1247. leave message
1985 OLDSMOBILE Ca753-1078
lais Blue 2 door loaded
NISSA
Shp
N
outboa
rd
mo- CH11 Chim Chimney
1989 LINCOLN Continen61.000 miles $3750 Call
tal loaded low miles local tor and Sears 30Ib thrust Sweeps has war senior citi
759-4808 after 6pm
trolling
motdr with battery zen discounts
car $18,500 753-1518 afe sell chimand extras First $675 buys ney caps and screens
1986 WHITE !roc TPI fully
ter 5pm
both motors 753 9818
435-4191
loaded, t tops Must sell'
1990 GRAND AM,2dr One
$6500 Call 753-7975 or
owner, white, 18xxx miles
436-2318
Auto tilt, cruise, AM FM
1987 HONDA Prelude
cassette, sport wheels
Power sunroof, AM/FM
Would consider trade
cassette
air
May 2nd
753 6015 or 753 8648
Day
10:00 A.M.
753-5500 evenings
At Rick's Bar-11-Que - 5 Miles from
CAR
Stereo
Install
ation
753-3813
Dover, 25 from Clarksville on Hwy.
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
1987 OLDSMOBILE Delta
79.
Music Murray's Alpine Car
88 Fully..equipped 90 000
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Farm Equipt. - Buildings Supplies miles Must sell Excellent Center, I block from MSL
Lives
tock Supplies - Fork Lilt. concLition
dorms
$ 5 6 00
Trailer.
753 5211
GOVERNMENT SEIZED
Something To Sell Call 1:8
vehicles from $100 Corvet
We'll Buy or Sell For C.
tes, Chevys Porsches and
other confiscated proper
ties For Buyers Guide
Firm Lic. 45
Dover, Tenn. 615-232-5150
(800) 772 9212 eat 1774
Auctionedr: Ed "Bogie" Bogard, lie. 548
Also open evenings and
weekends
232-6221

Absolute Real
Estate Auction

hin \Idler -

1967 CHEVROLET automatic Straight 6 cylinder
Very little rust $700
753-5058

10 Toyota Carnry...........„111487
10 Toyota Corolla.........
'89 Ponta Grrd
1487
89 Pat Grand PrOr LE _16,987
89 Toyota Crry......
Charles McCuistion 89 Toyota Celia GT_ '19,917
19
Used
....._16487
19
Toyota Corolla 01...„....17.987
Cars
33 Hada
4 Miles South 121
at Cherry Corner
Vela 626
753-1250
kick Park
Open 11 a.m. Ill Dark
'88
Toyo1 Cressta..... ,111,!01
1980 Gran
Prix
52,475
11 Cheq Craro
1987 Escort GL
11 Toyota Cry.
It487
55,000 ml
$2975
18
Pont.
Bane. LE ....'7,987
1983
Mazda
$2975
'17
13114
1977 G.M.C.(EICamino)
.....1997
60,000 ml
$2975
1984 lsuzu Trooper
171illn:S LX Wgn ....._ 17,487
454
$3975
'87 Toyota Cary OX ......1747
1985 Dodge Ram
50
S2675
'86 Toy. CIA
'3.987
1977 G.M.C.
'85 FOrl Escort
3,4 ton
$1310
'85
tierc. Cary Pek
1978 Chevy Pickup
White
$1075
85 Chevy Cobrey
/4V
1972 Scout
'85 Le.k Pk
4x4
$1175
1977 G.M.C.
14 Boa
(6 stick Rusty) .5650
14 Toyota
1978 Mercury
Zepher Wagon
'82 Chevy !late Carlo_ /987
$875
1977 Caprice
'12 Toyota Corolla.......
4 dr.
S550
1 Volkswagen Ribt
1978 Honda

1976 CHRYSLER Cordoba Good body motor
transmission 98xxxx ac
tual miles 1976 Cheverolet
350 van 753-9673

PRICE reduced on spacious, 3br house 1 bath,
dining room, kitchen utility
room shop and carport
Central HA $26.000 OBO
Owner relocating
492•8595 after 5pm

Services
Offered

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1991 Beretta V6, equipped
0122282 $255.35 me'
Call Gene at 753-2617
'Plus Tax, tue & License
48 Mc Closed End Lease

BEAUTIFUL wooded lot
Oaks Estates Brock, with
cherry fireplace, 3br/2
baths
Also modern
kitchen, carpeting, central
gas heat/air, 2-car garage
Lots of closets Washer/
dryer included MLS(3201)
Hal Nance
Office
759-1591, home 753-7955
Professional Real Estate
Inc

Bargains Unlimited
753-7047 Open

NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

489-2126
Nights 489-2387

30 WOODED rolling acres
northwest Calloway
County Building site
dozed, landscaped Mature
timber $22 500 365 0145
5 9pm

b.
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'TN ifizlirliNG

It's The Teta On The Tape That Couis!
!!
41

Boneless
U.S.D.A. Choice

CHUCK
ROAST

Maxwell House 13 Oz. Bag

COFFEE

59
Swiss Steak

Limit

$1.99
Lb. $2.49
Lb.

On-Car Charbroiled

Beef Patties

BANANAS

59

Lb.

Boneless Shoulder

Dole Golden Ripe

Louis Rich
Boneless Breast of
•

TURKEY
QUARTERS

•

-Fresh Pork Small

-Great For The Grill

Fresh - In The Shuck

YELLOW CORN

SPARE RIBS

99

•••

•••••••••• •
t. .

59

Lb.
1/4 Clifty Farms

Country Ham

$1.99
89'
$2.49

lennio 12 Oz. Pkg.

Turkey Franks
Gorton s Microwave 7 Oz.

Fish Fillets

WS
-= _ _ „i .---;-_-1_
I

4

Dinner Franks
Bologna

Potato:
Chips';

$1.79

CHEESE

4 t
Limi

Jiffy 8'/2 oz Box Corn

Why Pay More 18 oz. Box

4/9'

Corn
Flakes
MET
Rrr4

stool

56Nrei

r

•••••4

$199

79C

$1.49

Hamburger
Dill Chips

99

Why Pay More
um Ct. Box

Tea Bags

r

r

tL

ag
• .. •• -

.

FLOUR
5 LB. Bag

$299 79° 99

Plus
Deposit

.^/47,74/77- r ..." • ,..• •-• - ..,•• :,
• ...

20 Lb. Bag

HOMETOWN P

EFFECTIVE DATES:
April 23-30, 1991

-

Martha White

HAMBURGER
BUNS

DOG FOODS

99

Limit

FLOUF t.-0

Bunny 8 Count

Sunshine Chunk

Oz. Returnable

5 Lb. Bag

• . •,••1•01.1

I(
SYNYY IMINYY

\

RC COLAS, DIET RITE,
SUNDROP
16

sunnowir
CORN MEAL
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We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.
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79'
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j•t.

•

BATH TISSUE

Paramount 32 oz.

•4'•-

'.

CRISCO

a

-.%modummor

•

Soft N Gentle 4 Roll Pk.

Limit

Why Pay More Bread N Butter
24 oz. Jar

99' Pickles

F.

. .-I
...•-':. •.

Lemons

Shortening 3 Lb. Can

PEPSI 2PLIaDUCTS

89° 99° 79

-

89'
12/99c
Lb.

•it

Milkhouse American Singles
16 Slice - 102/3 oz.

POTATO CHIPS

I

Beans

Fresh 235 Size

40
0
7
)00
.

Frito Lay 7 Oz. Bag

Muffin
Mix

Lb. MI°

Fresh Green

$1.79

Field Sliced 16 Oz.

wsscorisin
AMERICAN SINGLES

. ••••••V-,
;i5.i'

Potato
'Chi
ps.
lomou $..:..
. .
-r-•

Field 16 Oz.

Ears

Asparagus

LEV

"1—..--15r—
*„
V_ _

="--'',-.1-4"-

Fresh

Lb.

Lb.

1I

.
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